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EDITORIAL NOTE 

This is the founh book in a series which records the proceedings of the 

National Economics Teachers' Conference organised by the Economics Edu-

cation Resource Centre ( E E R O . Economics '94 was held at Shell House in 

Melbourne over July 5th and 6«h 1994. 

Ten papers were presented to the conference by economists and educa-

tors under the theme of 'Creating Jobs by Invest ing in Growth ' . The 

conference theme addressed the issue of Austra l ia ' s prospects for higher 

economic growth in the medium term and the likelihood of a permanent fall 

in unemployment, especially long term unemployment O f equal impor-

tance was a discussion of the policies needed to encourage private sector 

investment lo underpin a sustained rise in growth and employment. 

I am indebted to all of the speakers who gave permission for their 

papers to be published and for their co-operation in dealing with matters of 

consistency in style and presentation. Iivleed one of thedifficulties in editing 

a set of conference papers is the degree of consistency that has to be achieved. 

The quabty of the content aitd analysis contained in the papers presented in 

Economics '94 Conference Proceedings is a reflection of the authors' attention 

to detail and expertise in their chosen field. T h e book is a valuable resource 

for teachers and students of economlcsat the secondary level, l ibrar ians wi l l 

also find it a valuable reference for the school library. 

1 wish to thank Heather Qements for her creative and technical exper-

tise in preparing the manuscript so quickly for publication and Helen Col l ins 

and Andrew Norton for their assistance wi th proof reading and editing. My 

thanks must also be extended to Betty Ernst and the staff at Shell House for 

their help with conference organisation. 1 w o u k l also like to thank the 

teachers and resource exhibitors who attended the conference and contrib-

uted to its ultimate success. Such commitment to professioiul development 

is laudable and hopefully their students w i l l be the ultimate t>eneficiaries of 

conference information on the latest trends in the Australian and world 

economies. 

F i iu l ly I would like to acknowledge the Australian Slock Exchange 

Limited as the major conference sponsor and the Austral ian Bankers' Asso-

ciation ( A B A ) as conference sponsor. My thanks must also go lo Christine 

Reid and Sue Corcoran from the A B A for their assistance wi th conference 

registration and organisation. The E E R C is also indelHed to The Shell 

Company of Australia Limited for supporting Economics '94 by making 

their Melbourne Iheatrette available for the confereiKe. 

T i m Riley 
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INTRODUCTION 

TIM RILEY 

The Austral ian economy emerged from recession In the second half of 1991, 

but the recovery was initially very weak, slow a ix l restricttd to the house-

hold and housing sectors, it was termed the 'jobless recover/ because even 

though real G D P was rising, employment growth was negligible, and unem-

ployment remained at unacceptably high levels. Recovery strengthened In 

19^94, but there was no discernible fall in unemployment, and business 

investment continued to be weak. However, the strong growth recorded tn 

1994 led the government to forecast in its May 1994 budget growth of 4.5 per 

cent for 1994-95, largely dr iven by a pick up in private business investment 

of 14.5 per cent. 

A sustainable recovery where strong economic growth leads to pb 

creation and investment speiKling (without high inflation and external debt) 

was encapsulated in the Economics '94 Conference theme of 'Creating Job* 

by Invest ing in Growth ' . Each of the ten conference papers addressed 

particular issues raised by the conference theme in the context of p»rovidlng 

a professional update for the teachers whoattended Economics '94. Day one 

of the conference explored aspects of 'Aus l ra l ia ' s Recent Gr o wth and 

Employment Performance'. 

Professor D a v i d Pcnington In opening the conference discusses the 

link between education and economic performance. He argues that recent 

government education policy has stressed increasing participation in educa-

tion rather than an improvement in the quality of education. The high 

retention rates at the secondary level and increasing nuirtbeis of university 

graduates do not necessarily lead to better economic pcrformaiKe. Indeed, 

Professor Penlngton questions the supposed link between education, pro-

ductivity and earnings wh ich underlies much human capital theory. 

His v iew of education stresses the need to equip people with a sound 

general education (emphasising literacy, numeracy and scientific knowl-

edge) as a nv?ans of adapting to technological change and in fostering 

innovation, especially amongst young people. Over-emphasis on the devel-

opment of vocational ski l l sand key competerKies may not necessarily lead to 

a more flexible work force cajjable of undertaking greater levels of research 

and development in the quest for an improvement in the performaiKe of the 

Austral ian economy. Rather, teaching peop\e how to learn and adapt to 

change is the key to Improving economic performance. 

Paul McCarthy of the Austral ian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) explains 

how the Austral ian national accounts measure economic growth, using the 

exp)enditure, l iKomes received and value added methods and he distin-
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guishes between G D P ( A ) , G D P ( E ) , G D P (P) and G D P ( I ) as measures of 

growth. The comprehensive compilation of economic statisdcs in Australia 

allows international comj>arisons to be made quite readily and for research-

ers to analyse historical trends or forecast future trends. T ime series data is 

presented for example on the relationship between changes in economic 

growth, investment and employment in Austral ia for the period 1974-1994. 

ICeefDing pace wi th changes in the domestic economy and international 

trends is also a challenge for statisticiaiw and the development of 'satellite 

accounts' to augment the data in the national accounts i s a recent innovation. 

Paul devotes some detail to current issues in national accounting such as the 

measurement of unpaid work by households and accounting for the value of 

envirunmenldl amenities. 

Alan Osier, the chief economist of the National Austral ia Bank, under-

takes the task of analysing the Austral ian economy's recent growth perform-

a i K e and compares the National's forecasts wi th those in the government's 

1994-95 budget papers. Whilst growth prospects have improved, there is yet 

to bea recovery in private business investment although cafiacity utilisation 

levels a i x l business confidence are hiph l-ither busint".s is utili.-.ing capitdl 

more efficiently or is yet to be convinced of the permanence of the recovery 

in consumer spending. 

In the policy area, a rise in interest rates is l ikely to prevent any rise in 

inflationary expectatioru and further fiscal austerity wi l l be necessary to 

achieve the budget deficit reduction target of one per cent of G D P by 1996-97. 

Together with resporuible macroeconomic policies, the government must 

push ahead with more microeconomic reform to make the Austral ian 

economy more efficient, flexible, dynamic and internationally competitive. 

Otherwise, we risk a return to the low growth/h igh inflation scenario of the 

1960s where boom to bust cycles exacted a high cost in terms of )ob losses 

Trends in the Australian labour market is a theme analysed in some 

detail by Professor Judith Sloan and Associate Professor M a r k Wooden 

from the National Institute of Labour Studies at Flinders University. Unem-

ployment levels and long term unemployment in particular have remained 

high in O E C D countries in the late 1980s and persisted into the 1990s Data 

is also presented for international comparison of economic growth, employ-

ment growth, unemployment rates, unit labour costs, inflation rates and 

current account balances in the O E C D area. 

Structural changes have occtirred in the Austral ian labour market 

according to occupations, industries, bhie and white collar employment, fu l l 

time and part time employment, across age groups and between males aitd 

females These changes are found in the various tables presented in the 

paper. 

The analysis of unemployment is interesting because it suggests a 

f>attem in the 1990 recession that is quite different to the one that emerged in 

v"' [(OHOMS H 
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the 1983 recession. A comparison of Ihe profile of the unemployed in 1983 

and in 1993 is highlighted. Recovery in 1991 was much weaker than in 1983 

and unemployment much s lower to falL The prospects for employment 

growth is varied throughout the O E C D because of the lack of synchronisa-

tion in the intematioiul cycle. 

Austral ian labour market efficiency w i l l also be influenced heavily by 

the effects of the new Industrial Relations Reform Act ( I R R A ) 1993, which 

sets out guidelines for the formulation of 'enterprise flexibility agreements' 

and 'certifled agreements' artd other matters such as secoitdary boycotts, 

safety net provisions and the 'no disadvantage test'. H o w wil l these guide-

lines affect the functioning of the labour market? Does the I R R A further 

entrench trade union power? What effect w i l l Its other important provisions 

have on the role of Ihe Industrial Relations Conunission ( I R Q and the labour 

nwrket? Thesearequestloi^s which the authors discuss in somedetail as they 

explain the meaning of the new legislation and its Implications for employers 

aiKl employees. 

A n y improvement in Austral ia 's medium term economic performance 

must rest on our ability to Increase national savings. Alex Frino discxisses the 

effects of transaction costs on saving and investment decisions in share 

trading. A n analysis of brokerage fees, bkl /ask spreads and stamp duty (as 

the main transaction costs) i s undertaken using empirical evldeiKe. The 

conclusion reached us that the abolition of stamp duty In countries like New 

Zealand, Finland, Sweden and Singapore has increased the turnover of share 

trading and the incentives for potential savers and investois to participate 

more actively in the process of equity financing. A similar policy initlaHve in 

Austral ia could assist in boosting the levels of nat loiul saving and invest-

ment and encourage foreign portfolio Investment It would also bring 

Austral ia into line wi th the U S A which has never placed taxes on securities 

transactions. 

I ^ y two of the conference featured the theme of 'Policies Promoting 

Sustainable and Equi table G r o w t h ' , with five presentations ranging from 

teaching methodology to a discussion of the most recent trends in Income 

distribution. A n i t a Forsyth and Judi th McKenzie-Jesser (using some of 

E d w a r d de Bono's work on how to develop thinking skills) explore the 

theory behind the construction of coiKept maps with students, indicating the 

advantages and pitfalls of their use in the classroom to develop higher order 

thinking skil ls . Apply ing this a pproach to an article on 'sustainable develop-

ment' etubles students to identify concepts from 'object' and 'event' words 

asdistmct f rom ' l inking ' words 

Addit ional strategies to cultivate thinking in the economics classroom 

are the use of ' f a f and ' skinny ' questions which are cognitive organisers In 

leaching students Ihe difference between lower order and higher order 

cognlHve thinking skil ls . Fortune lines can be used to help economics 

f c o m i c s -94 '* 



students to understand and analyse graphical information and the technique 

of 'prediction-observation-explanation' (POE) helps students to 'track' the 

economy by trying to forecast trends in key indicators like the level of 

unemployment and private business investment. 

A case study of Austral ia 's largest resource investment project, the 

North West Shelf Gas Project is presented by A l f CTSouza from S h e l l He 

explains the criteria used by companies in evaluating the viability of invest-

ment projects and the size, lead time and enormous commercial and techni-

cal risks associated with the North West Shelf Gas Project. Natural gas 

accounts for 23 per cent of the world 's primary energy supply, behind oil and 

gas. Liquefied natural gas ( L N O has become a major export earner for 

Australia and wil l earn about $2b in revenue a year after 1995, even at the 

depressed prices prevalent in 1993. 

O R A N l simulations re\'eal some interesting effects of the North West 

Shelf Project on macroeconomic variables (e.g. G D P , employment, inflation, 

exports, imports & taxation revenue) aivJ the gross state product of Western 

Australia. The management of risk and uncertainty by the joint venture 

partners is also a major consideration in a project where 18 years have 

elapsed t>etween the discovery of gas in the North West Shelf and the first 

delivery of gas to Japan in 1991. 

Whilst japan continues to be Austral ia 's major trading partiter, the 

dynamic Asian Tigers (Singapore, T a i w a n , South Korea and Hong Kong) , 

China and other countries in south east and north east As i a are becotning 

increasingly important markets for Austral ian resource, manufactured and 

servKe exports. Paul CXCallaghan (Australian Trade Commission) shares 

his views on the challenges that face Austral ia in its dr ive to invest in trade 

with As ia . Despite the success in establishing A P E C (Asia Pacific Economic 

Co-operation), he argues that the attiiudinal changes in Australians (espe-

cially in young people) needed to conduct s ixxess fu l business in Asia a re still 

not forthcoming. 

Regional trade is being freed up through the A P E C and A S E A N (Asso-

ciation of South East Asian Nations) forums, but Austral ian business must 

locate 'on the ground' in As i a to exploit the trade and investment opportuni-

ties that are emerging. 

Many developing countries place a higher priority on economic growth 

and development than on preserving the environment. The opposite is true 

of many developed countries which have the resources available to allocate 

for the preservation of environmental amenities. Visit ing Associate Profes-

sor Curt Anderson (University of Minnesota) argues that economic develop-

ment can be reconciled with the environment if marketsareal lowed to place 

a realistic value on the use of environmental goods and services through 

removal of government distortions on prices. Using a prodiKtion possibili-

ties model, he demonstrates that it is possible for a society to increase boih 
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economk growth and environmental quality This w i l l occur if resourcesare 

profwrly managed and the costs of the choices we face are fully reflected In 

the prices paid for the use of those resources. 

But how are the benefits of economic growth to be shared amongst 

society as a whole? T h i s question i s discussed by the Deputy Director of the 

Institute of Appl ied Economic and Social Research (University of Mel-

bourne), D a v i d Johnson, who explores the various ways in which inequality 

can be measured. Calculation of G i n i coefficients for gross income shares in 

Austral ia over 1989-90 reveals growing inequality in the distribution of 

income. However, calculation of inequality measures using equivalent after 

tax real iitcome shares indicates a faO in inequality between 1985-B6 artd 

1989-90. 

The final section of David ' s (>aper disoi.sses estimates of econotnlc and 

social welfare performance In Australia from 1981-82 to 1989-90; and struc-

tural changes in the economy and changes in social welfare policy likely to 

affect distribution in the future. This research is interesting as it attempts to 

reconcile economic efficiency wi th social equity in the context of an economy 

undergoing structural reformand an increasing level of intemationalisation. 

Economics '94 Conference Proceeding* i s an interesting, relevant and 

useful collection of readings on the issues of education, economic growth, 

employment and unemployment, investment, trade, the environment and 

the distrlbuHon of income. Whilst it focuses on Creahng Jobs by Investing 

in Growth ' , the book also contains some challenging teaching strategies to 

encourage critical thinking by students about economic issues. 1 hope that 

those who use the nuter ia l contained herein wi l l gain a deeper understaiKl-

ing of some of the nwst recent developments in the Australian economy and 

the need for ongoing economic reform to reduce the level of unemployment, 

especially long term unemployment. Only high and sustainable rates of 

economic growth dr iven by productive business investment w i l l lead to a 

permanent rise in fu l l time employment and a fall in unemployment. 

[COHOmCS '94 



CHAPTER 1 

THE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION TO 
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 

PROFESSOR DAVID PENINGTON 

V I C E G H A N C E U O R 

THE UNIVERSir/ OF MELBOURNE 

D a v i d Pen i r t g ton is VlceChanceilof of the Uniwrsity of Melbourne. He hod 

postgraduate medicol experience In Ertgkind and Atrwrica be(ore returning to 

Austrollo to toke up a positton with the University of Melbourne's Faculty of 

Medicine. He kjter becarrte Professor and tfien Dean of the Foculty. Professor 

Penington hos been involved in and chairman of rtumerous community, medical 

ond aid committees. He lias been advisor to botfi the federal ar>d stole 

governments, iix:luding Chairman of the AIDS Task Force ond Ihe Australian 

Higher Education Industrial Education Association. He wat a member of the 

Victorian Trade and Investment Board and the Board of the Council for 

International Business Affairs. He is o iKKvexecutive Director of Pacific Dunlop. 



THE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION TO 

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 

DAVID PENINGTON 

Education is an end in Itself for the individual . Accessing the thoughts of 

others and learning to explore ideas facilitates persoi\al growth, social 

and cultural development, and a greater understanding of the work! In 

which we f ind ourselves. These are essential aspects of education, which 

need to be developed for society's good. 

We need todevelop in people a capacity to make perceptive judgements 

about the Important issues we face. Teaching about economics in a w a y that 

hel|3s young people understand society better must be of great value. W e 

need future leaders who have the capacity to understand economic issues, 

regardless of which course they choose, who have explored ideas relating to 

economic development, and have studied alternative ways of managing 

economies. Society is made up of people, but people must interact in an 

economic sense. Unless these issues are urtderstood, effective development 

of society cannot be safeguarded. 

Teaching young people to think independently, to investigate and 

research ideas, and to test the veracity of claims is important for the develop-

ment of society. The contribution of education to social development is 

d i f f k u l t to quantify. However, it Isclear that education is widely assumed to 

provide economic benefits to both the Individual and society. 

Th« Economic V a l u e of Educat ion 

The relationship between education and economic performance is a topic 

that has attracted much attention in the second half of this century. It Is 

judged that investment in education increases the productivity and eco-

nomic success of a nation. This is f>erhaps Ihe main reason w h y societies 

around the world have funded post-compulsory education. 

Unfortunately, some have adopted a simplistic approach to the rela-

tionship bet ween education and economic growth. In recent years in A u s -

tralia, there has been a teiulency to assume that there is a directly propor-

tional relationship between the number of people graduating f rom universi-

ties and the economic growth of a country. This has been partly dr iven by 

political and social pressures. 

We have seen a massive increase in the number of people participating 

in the Australian post<ompulsory education system. Year 12 retention rates 

2 ICOHOMICS -94 



IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION TO ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 

have increased f rom 36 per cent in 1982 to 77 per cent In 1992. The number 

in higher education has increased by nearly 70 percent since 1960and 16 new 

tmiversities have been created asa result of the abolition of the binary system 

In 1987. The Austral ian Bureau of Statistics cites the number of Australians 

now hokling a higher education qualification is more than four times the 

number it was In 1971. 

According to an O E C D report released last year, EJucalion in OECD 

Countries, Austral ia ranks fourth in the percentage of the population whoare 

university graduates The countries ahead of us are, in order, Canada, 

Norway, and the U S A . It is difficult to produce comparative data between 

countries that have different education systems. Australia includes two year 

community education courses in our T A P E system. If we included such 

prograiTK in our university system, it appears we would rank even higher In 

terms of the percentage of university graduates. 

Despite our extraordiriarily high investment in higher education, and 

our wealth of natural resources, Australia 's economic performance is poor 

compared with most other O E C D countries. In 1990, Australia was ranked 

equal seventeenth out of twenty O E C D countries according to G D P per 

capita.' 

It is time to reassess our approach to education. Our obsession with the 

number participating in education needs to be replaced with a commitment 

to the quality and appropriateness of the education provided. 

H u m a n C a p i t a l T h e o r y 

The expansion of ihe Austral ian education system was partly based on a 

simplistic representation of h imvin capital theory. The idea that people have 

economic value dates back to the earliest civiIisatioT». Adam Smith sharp-

ened this concept. He contended that there were four aspects to the capital 

of a society: tools and machinery, buildings used to create wealth, improved 

larvd, and 'the acquired aiKl useful abilities of all the mhabitants or member 

of the society. The acquisition of such talents, by the maintertance of the 

acquirer dur ing his education, study or apprenticeship, always costs a real 

expense, which is a capital fixed and realised, as it were, in his person. ' ' 

The mtxiem version of human capital theory was developed in the 

1950B and 1960s by economists such as Schultz, Becker and Denison. The 

simplistic view of this theory, which appears to have had wide credibility in 

Austral ia , draws on the observation that better educated people in the 

community, particxilarly those with university degrees, end up with higher 

incomes. It is presumed that an increase in the number of university 

' Business Council of Auiiralia (1993), Ausirofai 2010 Oeoang Hie fiMjn AuHmlio, p 2 

' See Marginson. S. (1993). Education ond AiMic Pol<y <n Au>kcl<o. Comfandge U r n v K v l y 

Press. Mefcourne. p 32 33 
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graduates w i l l , therefore, increase productivity and the economic well-being 

of the nation. 

It is important to recognise the l imits of human capital theory. Leo 

Maglen, from the Centre for the Economics of Education at Monash Univer-

sity, in an extensive review, notes that when more and more human capital 

was being pumped into the U.S. system in the 1970s, productivity growth 

fel l . A better educated work force should have made it rise. The same is true 

of a number of other countries. 

Human capital theory assumes a l ink between education and produc-

tivity and between productivity and earnings. Leo Maglen points out that 

the first l ink is virtually impossible lo ver i fy . Most micro-studies, comparing 

the productivity of workers wi thin occupations, show differences between 

those with some education and those wi th none. However, as many workers 

are overqualified, such studies do not indicate the critical level of education 

required for a particular occupation. Inter-country macro comparisons are 

very limited and there is no observable pattern of relationships between 

educational expansion and economic growth. 

Maglen concludes: 

Even the most promising evidence of l inks between education and 

productivity calls for different policy responses from those usi ial ly 

prescribed by the orthodoxy. ... productivity gains associated wi th 

education are not so much to do wi th the amount of education 

people undertake prior to entering the work force as wi th , on the one 

hand, the quality of the groimdlng they receive in mathematics, 

science and languages, and on the other, the extent and thorough-

ness of the on-the-job training they subsequentiy are given. ' 

It is assumed there is a l ink between productivity and earnings. Again , 

this is hard to verify. There is a link between education and earnings. 

However the economic benefits of having higher degree qualitications are 

diminishing as more attain these qualifications. 

The expansion of higher education in the late 1980s Htted wi th the Labor 

government's agenda of promoting equity and social reform. Wi th many 

wanting to enter higher education, expaitsion of the system had political 

appeal. Interestingly, Leo Maglen's research shows that the distribution of 

earnings between 1968-9 and 1985-6 w a s not affected by the expansion of the 

education system. One view is that the economic value to the individual of 

higher education qualifications lies in their scarcity, and therefore status, as 

opposed to the increased productivity or capacity of the person. 

One of the products of the expansion of the higher education system has 

been credentialism. The Austral ian National Aud i t Off ice released a paper 

' Moglen, L R (1990|, "Choltanging itie Homon Copilol Orthodoxy: The Education Produclivily 

link RMxomined', The Economic Kocord, p 292 
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IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION TO ECOhJOMIC PERFOSMANCE 

In November last year which found that mosi of the growth in higher 

education enrotntents had been taken up by an increased number undertak-

ing postgraduate study. Although there was an increase in the number of 

places in 1991 and 1992, the proportion of places for school leavers actually 

declined. As well asan increase in the number pursuing postgraduate study, 

more people are uixlertaking second degrees. 

Professor Peter Karmel, a former Vkre-Chancellor of the Australian 

National University, notes: 

It is clear enough that the expansion of student numbers (in higher 

education) in the past few years has largely, if not wholly, been the 

result of a lengthening of the average period spent in higher educa-

tion rather than an expansion of access.* 

In the last six years, the total number of higher degree students in 

Australia has more than doubled. In the employment market, people with 

degree qualifk:atioiu are doing jobs that do not need these qualifications. 

Further, there are an increasing number of unemployed graduates. The 

Department of Employment, Education and Training (DEET) figures show 

that between 1987 and 1990. full-time employment rates for graduates fell 

from 88 per cent to 70 per cent. Thesitiiation in Victoria and South Australia 

is particularly bad.' 

Rethinking the Relationship Between Education 

and Economic Growth 

It is time that we re-thought the relationship between education and produc-

tivity . It is not as simple as some woukl have us believe. 

In the 19805 Paul Romer, an influential American economist, brolce 

a wa y from traditional neo-classical explanations of economic development.* 

Rejecting Schumpeter's view that economic growth is primarily the result of 

entrepreneurial activities and capital investment, he argued that growth 

results from the rapid spread of technology across the economy. If this is the 

case, education plays an important role in economic development by equip-

ping people to deal with changing technology and culhires, producing 

people capable of developing new ideas and technology. 

Equipping People to Adapt to Changing Technology 

Education must equip people to adapt to change During his recent visit to 

Melbourne the former Prime Minister of Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew, told of 

the greater efficiency of Japanese workers using highly automated equlp-

* KoriMl.P . SdKwl Uoxrt IOM roca lor ptocm'. Ihm Atalratan, 24/3/93 

* 29/11/93 

* S— tanm, f . (1990|. Two S»o>ifli«« far Ecowoimc D».»l«ym»nt UE-ng kiao. ond Producifia 
IdM*' Ipraporad for Worid Bonk Annual Coniaranca on Davalopunt Ecoiomc* m 1992), 
AMmdo/AWrikn/feonomx, Vol 9B. p 71101. 
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ment compared with American workers using identical equipment. The 

difference resulted from the fact that when the equipment needed repro-

gramming, the Japanese workers had sufficient urulerstanding of mathemat-

ics to reprogram the equipment themselves. The American workers, on the 

other hainJ, lost much time when things needed adjustment because they 

had to call m experts to do the reprogramming as their grasp of rruthematics 

was insufficient to cope with the technicalities. 

To ensure that the workforce is able to cope with technological changes 

we need to be certain that those graduating from school have a sound 

grounding in numeracy and Uteracy and a basic knowledge of scierure. This 

view is particularly important for those completing vocational training. This 

concurs with leo Maglen's findings that wc need to improve the basic 

education received at the primary aiul secoiKlary level. 

There is a lack of data on the achievement levels of school chikiren 

because teacher unioi\s have resisted any form of testing. What evidence 

there is, however, suggests that general standards need to be improved. Last 

year's Literacy Report by a federal Parliamentary Committee claimed that 25 

per cent of young people coming out of primary school could not read or 

write adequately. 

A1988 Victorian study conducted by the Australian Council for Educa-

tional Research (ACER) found that only 77 per cent of Year 9 students 

reached the minimum reading competency required in adult society and that 

a statistically significant decline in the spelling ability of 10 year olds had 

occimed from 1960 to 1968.' The 1968 ACER study defined the minimum 

level of mathematics required as the abUlty tocarry out everyday mathemati-

cal applications like calculating change from whole dollars. Only 52 percent 

of Year 5 students in the study operated above the minimum level of 

competence, although this rose to 94 per cent for Year 9 stiidenls. Sixteen per 

cent of Year 5 students did not understand the concept of a quarter, as 

compared to only 9 per cent in 1960. Almost 30 per cent of Year 9 students 

could not calculate the simple interest on $900 dollars at 10 per cent per 

annum In 1980, only twenty per cent of students could not answer the same 

question. 

As well as improving school staiKlards, there is a need to revitalise 

vocational education and training. In the recent past, insufficient attention 

has been given to this sector in Australia, although this Is now changing. 

Unfortunately, the competency-based approach has dominated recent re-

forms of vocational training. This movement is inevitably taylurist, despite 

claims to the contrary, as it seeks lodefine specific skiUs required for a job and 

to teach these skills. If young people are to cope with ever changing 

' McCnw,t..tlot.l\9M]UtirocYandNumaracyinVictoiionSetiooU. /980. Auikdion 
Council ioc Education RMMrch (ACER) Mono^oph No 3i , ACER lid. Victorio. 
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technology they must receive a broad education, not a narrow focus on skills 

required at the present time. Students in Germany's vocational education 

and training system, called the dual system, are taught industry skills in 

special 'training firms' and concurrently receive a general education in 

vocational education institutions. Japanese firms recruit school leavers and 

provkle a quality education at the same time as teaching skills required. 

Vocational training that does not provide a general education base will 

inevitably be seen by young people as a second rate option. If we are to have 

a competitive workforce, Australia needs to re-think the direction of voca-

tional education and training. 

Developing People Who Can Be Innovative and 

Generate New Technology 

Education must ensure that the most able students are encouraged to de-

velop to their utmost potential so that they are able to move with the cutting 

edge of knowledge. Those with the potential to conduct research and be 

innovative must be given opportuniUes to develop. The de-taylorised 

workplaces of Japan and Germany provide opportunities for innovation at 

all levels. 

If Australia is to compete with other countries in terms of developing 

technology and generating new knowledge, we must be prepared to invest 

more in research and development (R&D). On international comparisons, 

Australia has a relatively weak investment in R&D. In 1988. Australia spent 

1.24 per cent of GDP on R&D, placing us only seventeenth in comparison 

with twenty five OECD countries. The major deficiency is in expenditure by 

industry. For example, business sector research in Sweden is six times 

greater than in Australia.* 

Strength in R&D requires a commitment to preparing talented people 

for research careers. Unfortunately, due to our preoccupation with 'cutting 

down tall poppies', educational achievement has not been sufficiently recog-

nised and encouraged. 

Educafion should stimulate young people to reach for the heights. 

Students must leam how to leam, to explore new concepts and to challenge 

ideas. Society's development, iiKludingitseconomic growth, depends on us 

having a future generation able to analyse society and respond creatively. 

Economics is a mathenvitical approach to the problems of society and 

how it functions. I strongly commend thedisciplineas a vehicle to encourage 

logical and analytical thinking about the big issues which young people will 

have to deal with later as responsible members of society and in the many 

professiotu and occupations which touch the world of commerce. 

' Moigmon, op ot, p. 137 
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MEASURING AUSTRALIA'S ECONOMIC ACTIVITY: 
THE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS 

PAUL MCCARTHY 

The idea of national accounting can be traced back to the seventeenth 

century, when attempts to measure national income began in England 

and France. However, the work of Keynes was the most important influence 

in establishing the current system of national accounting. His theories re-

garding macroeconomic relationships, published in the 19305, form the basis 

of the structure of contemporary national accounts. 

The need for intematioiuil organisatioixs to be able to compare the 

economic performance and growth of different countries was an important 

factor which prompted the develop>ment of international starnlards for 

national accounting in the late 1940s and early 1950s. These standards were 

first published by the United Nations in A System of National Accounts (SNA) 

in 1%3. This framework became widely adopted by government statistical 

services throughout the workJ. 

Several other important developments in natioiul accounting in the 

19S0sand 19605 culminated in the publication of a fully revised version of the 

SNA in 1968. It drew together all the various threads of economic account-

ing: estimates of national income and expenditiue: input-output production 

analysis; financial analysis based on 'flow-of-funds'; and t>alance sheets of 

national wealth. The SNA provided detailed giiidelines on the types of 

accounting tables required and what should be shown in each table to enable 

the analysis and comparison of the economic performance of countries using 

the system. 

In February 1994, a revised SNA (commonly referred to as the '1993 

SNA') was issued. In addition to developing and updating the principles 

outlined in the 1968 SNA, the 1993 version has provided for an expaiuion in 

the scope of national accounting Important extensicms to the system include 

the development of so<alled 'Miellilc accounts' (accounting statements 

separate from, but consistent with, the system of national accounts providing 

supplementary data which can be used in conjunction with the data in those 

national accoimts). They can be used, for example, in presenting statistics on 

natural resource and environmental accounting and on unpaid househokj 

work 
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MEASURING AUSTRAUA'S ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 

Australia's National Accounts 

At present, Australia's tulional accounts comprise national income and 

expenditure accounts, input-output tables, flow of funds estimates and 

elements of the nafional balance sheets, including estimates of the value of 

the stock of buildings and equipment and financial assets. The Australian 

Bureau of Statistics (ABS) is currently expanding the range of national 

balance sheet data to inchxie estiirates of the value of land, forests, sub-soil 

assets and livestock. These experimental estimates are expeited to be 

published later this year. 

Description of the system of national accounts 

In Australia, there is a wide range of economic data available to anyone who 

wishes to describe the performance of various components of the economy 

overtime. Forexample,data is published regularly on the number of houses 

being built, the numt>er of cars produced, whether employment is rising or 

foiling, the composition of exports and so on. While these and other statistical 

series are important in their own right, none of them in isolation can provide 

a complete pictiue of the state of the economy. The ad vantage of the natioT\al 

accounts is that they provide a framework within which data from the wide 

variety of sources available can be combined and presented to describe the 

overall economic position of the natioit 

National accounts are designed to provide a systematic summary of 

national economic activity and have been developed to assist in the practical 

application of economic theory. At their sumnwiry level, the national income 

and expenditure accounts reflect the key economic flows of the Keynesian 

economic system: production, iiKome, consumption and saving. At their 

more detailed level, they are designed to present a statistical picture of the 

structure of the economy and the detailed processes that make up domestic 

production and its distribution. 

The central concept in national accounting is economic production. 

Production is the process in which labour, natural resources, capital assets 

and knowledge (the factors of production) are applied to produce goods ai»d 

services. 

Theconcept of economic pniduction is not confined to goods or services 

which are bought and sold (i.e. those that clearly have a monetaiy value). It 

also Includes goods and services produced but whkrh do no* enter the 

market. These may be made available without an explicit charge by the 

person or organisation producing them. For example, most goods and 

services produced by governments and non-profit organisations are In-

cluded in this category. 

The aim of the Australian national accounts is to cover the production 

of all goods and services which enter the market, and also that part of 

p>roduction which does not enter the market but for which it is possible to 
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impute a value from closely matching market transactions. 

In measuring production, care must be taken to avoid double counting 

(for example, of goods and services bought by enterprises for use in their 

own productive activities). In the national accounts it is the value added in 

production which is important. This is the essence of the concept of gross 

domestic product, or CDP. Australia's GDP Ls formally defined as the total 

market value of goods and services produced in Australia after deducting 

the cost of goods and services used up in the process of p>roduction (interme-

diate consumption), but before deducting consumption of fixed capital (or 

depreciation). 

Measurement of ODP 

There are three ways of measuring CDP: 

� The income approach, which measures GDP by summing the Incomes 

accruing from production (wages, salaries and supplements; gross 

operating surplus; and iiviirect taxes less subsidies). 

� The expenditure approach, which involvessumming all final expendi-

tures on goods and services (i.e. thc»se goods and services which are not 

processed any further), adding on the contribution of exports and 

deducting the value of imports. Final expenditures consist of final 

consumption expenditure, gross fixed capital expenditure and increase 

in stocks. Exports are included in GDP because they are part of 

Australian production even though they are sold to overseas purchas-

ers. Imports are deducted because, although they are irKluded in final 

expenditures (for example, when someone buys an imported video 

recorder its value is included as part of private final consumption 

expenditure), they are not part of Australian pwoduction. 

� Ihe production approach, which cakrulates GDP by taking the market 

value of goods and services produced by an industry (its gross output) 

and deducting the cost of goods and services used up by the industry in 

the productive process (intermediate consumption), whkh leaves the 

value added by the industry (also called its gross product). GDP is then 

obtained by summing the gross product of all industries. 

In theory, the three approaches result in identical estimates of GDP. In 

practice, because of the need to use different data sources for each method, 

the value of CDP obtained from each approach differs. The ABS refers to the 

above three alternative estimates of GDP as GDP(I) , GDP(E) and GDP(P) 

respectively. A fourth measure, the simple average of these three and 

referred to as GDP(A), is the preferred estimate of economic growth for 

Australia when expressed in constant price terms. Constant price data are 

published for all four estimates in original, seasonally adjusted and trend 

terms. 
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A major problem encountered in calculating gross product occurs 

with producers whose output cannot be directly measured, as in the case of 

many government departments. For example, government education 

departments are engaged in the production of 'education', which does not 

ha ve an output value in government accounting systems In such cases, the 

value added is assumed to be the sum of the wages and salaries paid and 

any depreciation allowances made on capital goods used, such as school 

buildings. 

Example of G D P estimation 

The followring simplistic example (in Table 2.1) illustrates the equiva-

lence of the three measures of production, or GDP, as well as highlighting 

the care which must be taken to avoid double counting when goods are 

bought by producers for further use in their own production. In the 

example, the output from each industry is the input to the next industry 

in the chain of production. 

Table 2.1 Example of GDP Estimation 

Induttry Input Output Valu* 

added 

Woge» Gro» 

operating 

lurplut 

Forming 30 100 70 10 60 

Mlllir>g 100 160 60 40 20 

Baking 160 220 60 50 10 

Retailing 200 310 no 20 90 

Total 490 790 300 120 180 

In this example, a farmer has used some of his stocli (wheat seed) as 

input to generate output (wheat) and so has added value to his input. The 

value added has been split between the 'factors of production', labour and 

capital, by way of wages and gross operating surplus (the sum of net 

operating surplus and depreciation). 

A miller in tum uses the farmer's output as his input to produce flour 

and so adds value to the wheat Flour from the miller is used by a baker to 

produce bread, thus adding value to the flour (the baker also sells a small 

part of his output directly to fina I consumers). Finally, a grocer buys most of 

the baker's output as input and adds value to it by providing a distribution 

service to the firwl consumers - the customers who buy the bread. Each link 
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in the productive chain adds value to its inputs and the gross product is 

distributed as income to the factors of production. It is important to note that 

only unduplicated output is being measured, not the sum of all outputs in the 

economy. 

The informa tion in the above example can be used to derive the value of 

production, or GDP, by each of the three approaches which have been 

described 

� The income approach uses the sum of the iiKomes accruing from 

domestic production to measure GDP (Le. wages and gross operating 

surplus; note that no provision has been specifically shown for depre-

ciation (which is a component of gross operating surplus) or for net 

indirect taxes). 

GDP = wages plus gross operating surplus 

120 + 180 = 300 

� The expenditure approach to measuring COP is to sum all final expen-

ditures, plus exports minus imports. Final expenditure was 330 (310 by 

the grocer's customers and 20 direct from the baker to final consumers). 

However the farmer used stock valued at 30 to produce his output, thus 

he had an 'increase' in stocks of minus 30. 

GDP = final consumption plus increase in stocks 

330 + (-30) = 300 

� The production approach defines GDP as the siun of the value added 

(gross output less intermediate input) by each iiKlustry (in this exam-

ple, it equals 300). 

Presentation of the Australian National Accounts (ANA) 

While the above example shows that the three measures of GDP should be 

identical, they can differ significantly in practice, especially in the short term. 

Using movements in GDP(A) (the average of the three) has been shown to 

provkle a smoother and more reliable indicator of timiing points in the 

economy than do changes in any of the individual measures of GDP. 

Quarterly changes in the constant price trend of GDP(A) are considered by 

the ABS to be the best indicator of short-term growth 

For naHonal accounfing purposes it is necessary to take a restricted 

view of production because it is not feasible to put a realistic value on the 

whole of economic production in the sense defined above. The aim of the 

Australian national accounts is to cover the production of all goods and 

services which legaUy enter the market, and also that part of production 

which does not enter the market but for which it is possible to impute a value 

using closely related or analogous market transactions. 
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As mentioned above, most goods and servkres provfcJed by general 

government bodies (as distinct from public enterprises such as electricity 

supply authorities) are not normally sold but are nevertheless regarded as 

part of production. In practice, they are valued at cost. Similar coiwidera-

tions apply to non-profit institutions - examples are clubs, trade unions, 

chambers of commerce and churches. 

Imputations arc made for some giKxls and services whkrh are not sold 

in the market place and which are not anwnable to direct measurement. 

Imputation is confined to a small number of cases where a reasonably 

satisfactory basis for the valuation of the implied transaction is available, aiul 

where their exclusion could result in significant distortions in the accounts. 

In the ANA, imputations are made for the following: 

� rent of owner-occupied dwellings; 

� income received in kind (fringe benefits); 

� value added by owner-builders in theconstructionof.oralterationsand 

additioiu to, their own dwellings; 

� goods and services produced by persons in the course of their normal 

occupation and consumed by them are included where practicable; 

� services provided by fir\ancial institutions over and above explicit 

charges made. 

The most important activity for which an imputation Is not made is the 

unpaid services of persons woridng in the home (this isdiscussed later in this 

paper). 

Constant Price or 'Real' GDP 

The expenditure approach to calculating GDP measures Australian produc-

tion by summing the amounts spent by the final useis on the goods and 

services pnxluced. However, by itself this is not always a good measure of 

production, since the value of a particular good or service is affected by 

inflation. 

For example, the national accounts may show that theamount spent on 

motor cars is twice a s much this year as it was last year. I f the price of cars has 

doubled over the last year, then the number of cars bought will not have 

changed - expertditure has risen only because the price of cars has risen. 

In a lot of cases, our interest lies in knowing how much physical 

prodiKtion (e.g. the nundser of cars made) has changed, rather than just the 

current (or dollar) value of production. Constant price estimates are the 

means of satisfying this interest. They provide a measure. In terms of the 

prices relating to a particular base year, of changes in the actual quantity of 

itetrts produced or purchased. As a result, coiutani price estimates of the 

change in GDP are often referred to as estimates of 'real growth' in GDP. 
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In esseitce, obtaining estimates of GDP at constant prices involves using 

indicators of fnice changes in the items iiKluded in the natiortal accounts to 

remove the effects of inflation brom the estimates of GDP. Goiistant price 

estimates are expressed in tenre of the average prices prevailing in the 

selected base year (currently 1989-90). Some of the main indicators used in 

this process are the component series from the consumer price index, which 

measures changes over time in the price of a basket of goods and services 

bought by households. Other price iiKlexes produced by the ABS (such as 

the import price index) are also used extensively in compiling the coiutant 

price estimates. 

A by-product of the calculation of coi«tant prkre estimates is the Im-

plicit price deflator (or IPD). An IPD is the price index obtained when a 

current price estimate is divided by the corresponding constant price esti-

mate. The ABS publishes a time series of IPDs for each of the experuiiture 

side aggregates (excluding increase in stocks) in the domestic prodixtion 

account. 

IPDs calculated from the major national accounting aggregates such as 

gross national expenditure are widely used as a broader measure of inflation 

in the economy than that available from any of the individual price indexes 

published by tite ABS. However, care has to be taken in the interpretation of 

IPDs as they do not compare the price of a constant basket of goods between 

any two periods except when comparing the base p>eriod with another 

period. Therefore, they reflect a combiiution of the effects of actual price 

changes and changes In the composition of the aggregate from which the 

deflator is derived. An alternative set of price irxlexes based on the expendi-

ture side of the domestic production account was developed a few years ago. 

They are fixed-weighted price indexes for the major expenditure aggregates, 

and measure the change in price of the basket of goods and services included 

In GDP in the proportions measured in 1989-90. 

Investment anti Economic Growth 

The quarterly trend estimates of GDP(A) in the national accounts show that 

the economy has been recovering from the 1990-91 recession for 11 quarters 

now. However, they also show that the growth in the first year or so was a 

lot slower than had typically been the case in the recoveries from earlier 

recessions, particularly that for 1982-83 (see Figure 2.1). 

Even though the rate of economic growth has accelerated markedly 

since the beginning of 1993, commentators frequently comment on invest-

ment as being the 'missing' ingredient. Figure 2J2 shows the proportion of 

GDP(E) contnljuted by the two components of fnivate business investment 

(referred to in the tutional accounts as private gross fixed capital on non-

dwelling construction [NDC) and on equipment (EQP)). 

The low level of these ratios in the last couple of years has led a number 
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Figure 2.1 Trend ODP(A) Percentage Chang 
at Average 1989-90 Pnces 

Figure 2 2 Ratio of Private EQP A NDC to GDP (E) 
TrerMJ at Average 1989-90 Prices 
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of commentators to question whether the current economic recovery is 

sustainable or whether the economy is facing capacity constraints because of 

the relative lack of investment. The alternative hypothesis being presented 

by some commentators is that there has been a major structural change in the 

ecoiramy and the existing capital stock is being used far more efficiently than 

in the past. As a result il is not necessary to achieve the same (proportionaU 

levels of investment as in the past for the current recovery to be sustainable. 

Economic Growth and Employment 

Typically, the rate of economic growth and the rate of growth in labour 

inputs (either persons employed or, preferably, hours worked) are corre-

lated in the longer term, but can be quite divergent at times in the short term. 

If economic growth is higher than the growth in labour inputs then labour 

productivity is increasing. 

In general employment growth responds to changes in the rate of 

economic growth with a lag. The main reason is that it is costly for businesses 

to shed labour and then have to train new staff when demand picks up. In 

particular, if there is a chance that any downturn in demand is going to be 

short lived then businesses will bear the cost of less than optimum use of 

their staff in the short term, with the result being reduced productivity 

during that period. The initial response to a downturn is to cut overtime aiKl 

to reduce new recmitment. It is only after some time that staff are either 

dismissed or become unemployed due to businesses going broke. 

Figure 2.3 Constant Price GDP (P) Per Hour Worked, 
Market Sectar, 1989-90 - 100.0 
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Conversely, in an upturn there is a lag before extra staff are hired. 

Increased overtime is worked initially, and some businesses find that they no 

longer need the same levels of staff as in the past because they have devel-

oped ways of working more efficiently. The result is that productivity 

generally rises quite rapidly once a few successive quarters of economic 

growth are achieved after a downt\im. (See Figure 2.3). 

Somo Curront issues In National Accounting 

As menfioned above, a major review of the SNA was recently completed. It 

was undertaken by the United Nafioiu' Statisfical Office and a number of 

other International organisations. Although the concluskm is that major 

changes to the basic system would not be necessary, a number of issues 

have been debated and several major conceptual and presentational 

changes have been recommended. Some of the more topical issues are 

discussed briefly below. 

Unpaid Work by Households 

Although it can be argued that unpaid household work comes within the 

definition of economic production, it has been excluded from the scope of 

GDP as defined by the SNA This is because the major focus of the national 

accounts is on changes in the economic market sector. There are also 

significant conceptxia I problems and practical difficulties associated with the 

availability of data and the selection of appropriate shadow prices. Despite 

significant demand for their inclusion in the accounts, the SNA review has 

decided that they should remain outside the production boundary. How-

ever, It also reconunended that the value of unpaid househokl work should 

be iitcorporated into 'satellite accounts'. Satellite accounts are accounting 

statements separate from, but coi\sistent with, the domestic production 

account and other existing accounts, providing supplementary information 

which can be used in conjunction with the data in those accounts. 

The ABS f>roduced an Information Paper In February 1990 entitled 

Measuring Unpaid Household Work: Issues and Experimental Estimates. It pro-

vided details of the conceptual and measurement problerrts involved In this 

field, but also contained a series of estimates of the valiie of unpaid house-

hokl work based on different assumptions about the prices that couU be 

assigned to value the various activities. The estimates were based on the 

results of a pilot survey of time use conducted In Sydney ii» May 1987 and 

ranged from 52 per cent to 62 per cent of GDP, depending on the method of 

valuation used. A publication containing updated estimates, based on an 

ABS time use survey conducted during 1992, will be released shortly. 

The ABS supports the development of such specialised accounts as pari 

of the revised ^ A , and proposes to work towards the developn>enl of 

satellite accounts for Australia incorporating estimates of the value of un-
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paid household production. Their timing, frequency and qtiality wil l de-

pend on the availability of appropriate source data aitd the resolution of 

what are accepted internationally as very difficult nvthodological issues. 

Accovnting for Natural Resources 

Natural resource and environmental accountmg is concerned with taking 

account of these issues within a national accounting framework. It is not the 

only approach to the development of environmental statistics. For example, 

indicators of change in an array of environmental conditions would be of 

interest in their own right as well as being the basic input into a set of 

environmental accounts. 

Envirunmenul concerns may be summarised as follows: 

� depletion and/or extension of natural resources; 

� conservation of the environment; and 

� the effects of pollution ainl its control. 

Although this categorisation sets the conceptiial scope of natural re-

sourceand environmental accounting, it should be noted that nocotmtry has 

set up accounts, either within or outside the national accounting frameworli, 

to encompass all of these issues. 

A draft ftamework has been produced for a set of environmental 

satellite accounts. Two groups of tables are articulated in this franwwork 

The first group shows the supply and use of goods and services, by industry, 

with environmental protection activities identified separately from other 

prixiuction. The second group comprises the opjening and closing balance 

sheets and two tables linking them - a table on volume changes in tangible 

wealth and one showing re-evaluations of assets. 

The framework also outlines the calculation of environmentally ad-

justed indicators. The first, 'environmentally adjusted G D P , is obtained 

by subtracting the environmental protection services (so-called 'defensive 

expenditures') from GDP. This reflects the fact that the framework treats 

the environmental protection servkres of households and governments as 

the intemwdiate consumption of these sectors whereas the SNA currenUy 

Includes them as final consumption by those sectors The defen.slve expen-

ditures of industry are already included in Intermediate consumption 

when deriving unadjusted GDP according to SNA principles. 

Another indicator is 'sustainable G D P , which is the difference be-

tween environmentally-adjusted GDPand environmental costs. Such costs 

result from the quantitative depletion of natural resources and the degra-

dation of environmental quality by economic activities. Additions to the 

natural resource base are not iiKluded in Income imtll they are exploited. 

However, their value Is entered into the balance sheets when additional 

reserves are discovered. 
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The ABS is conducting research into the statistical issues involved In 

extending the Australian national accounts to include various aspects of 

natural resource accounting within the 'satellite accounts' framework pre-

sented in the 1993 SNA. However, the statistical issues involved are com-

plex, particulariy in the area of assigning appropriate values to the various 

components. These concerns cause the ABS to question the priority that 

should be allocated at this time to investigating an 'environmenlally ad-

justed G D P , given the amount of statistical development required relative 

to other environmental indicators. 

Summary 

The Australian luHonal accounts provide the most important overall indica-

tor of economic activity in Australia. Because they encompass the full range 

of market activity and some non-market activity, they draw on a very wide 

rangeofdala. While some data is derived as a by-product of administrative 

systems, the bulk is collected directly from btisinesses or househoUs. The 

ABS is very ccmscious of the increasing use being made of the Australian 

national accoimis for purposes other than measuring economic activity. 

Accordingly, work is proceeding on extending the range of data available in 

the accounts (or on a conceptual basis consistent with that used in the core of 

the accounts). 
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IS AUSTRALIA ACHIEVING ITS 

GROWTH POTENTIAL? 

A l A N OSTER 

There are clear signs that the economy has moved up a gear and appears 

set to kick-up further in the next flnaiurial year. The statistician's latest 

National Accounts suggest that Australian output/iiKome growth piclced 

up to around the 4 per cent mark in the latter part of 1993 and into early 1994. 

That growth momentiun has in tum reached a stage where hours worked 

have picked up, and employment is now growing by more than 2 per cent 

per annum. 

Consistent with this, the National Australia Bank's (NAB) business 

confklenceindex forthejunequarter has risen further(seeFigure 3.1). From 

an industry perspective, the most (XMitive expectations are recorded in the 

finaitce, business services and retail sectors. It is also notable that, in contrast 

to all other sectors, business confidence in mining has deteriorated over 

recent quarters (see Table 3.1). This appears to reflect the impact of a 

strengthening in the Australian exchange rate and weakness in some bulk 

commodity prices, such as coal and iron ore. 

Currant EcorM>mk Conditions 

At the state level, there are signs of a convergence in business conditions. 

Business conditions appear favourable in all states, with NSW and, for the 

first time, Victoria apparently leading the way. Queensland atkl Western 

Australia have weakened a touch, mainly due to the deteriorating outlook 

for the mining sector, although activity levels remain high in these states. 

In keeping with stronger near-term performance, respondents to the 

NAB's btisinesB survey expect private non-farm business sector output to 

pick up to 32 per cent in 1994-95, up on the 2.7 per cent anticipated in 1993-

94. The survey also continues to pxiint to subdued mediunvterm inflationary 

expectations, with around 80 per cent of respondents expecting inflation to 

remain below 4 per cent during the 1990s. 

The main missing domestic ingredient In this rosy outlook Is business 

investment - both the statistician's and the NAB's surveys point to relatively 

subdued expectations. Of course,the external outlook isalsoa vital Ingredi-

ent In that regard, 1994-95 growth among the major Industrialised econo-

mies Is expected to pick up to around 225 per cent, and In the developing 

Asian economies to remain around 7 per cent. 
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Figure 3.1 Th« Notionol't Business 
Confidence Index 

lotel Economy 

J l J 

-M.3 

O' O O O O � M f N t N t N c n o o r o ^ - ^ 

coo-o-iS-S-O'O-o-o-o-oo-o-o-^-o-^^a-

Sourc»: Dacuwru, NAB, Vd 6 No. 1 Jun» 1994 

Table 3.1 National Business Confidence Index 

by Industry 

S«cior Previous For Upcoming 

Oulloolt Quortor 

Mining �6.8 � 1 0 0 

Manufocturing 2 4 . 0 2 8 7 

Conttrudion 24.4 25.0 

Retail 2 6 9 3 1 3 

24 .3 3 0 6 

Tronipofl 2 5 6 31.0 

Finonce 21 1 34.9 

Racraotion 26 .3 26.1 

Sourc*: DK/MHU, NAB. Vol 6 No 1 Jun« 1994 
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With business confidence relatively high, private sector expectations 

improving and a moderate improvement in world economic conditions, we 

expect that Australian growth could be 4.25 per cent in 1994-95, slightly 

lower than the government's forecast of 4.5 per cent released in the recent 

Commonwealth budget (see Figure 3^). In composition terms, there are also 

few differences between the NAB's and the budget projections for 1993-94 

and 1994-95. 

Private consumption expeitditure is expected to strengthen further in 

1994-95, on the back of stronger employment growth and improved divi-

dend and interest receipts. Stronger average asset prices and hence house-

hold wealth could aLso contribute. Following the recessionary lows, house-

hold saving ratios have recently shown the first signs of improvement, and 

we expect to see that continue during 1994-95. 

in the face of lower migration levels and lower underlying demand, 

both the government and the National expect a recent flattening out in 

dwelling commencements to lead to little growth in new dwelling invest-

ment. But keen competition in the home lending market, together with still 

subdued house prices, have kept this aggregate at higher levels than most 

forecasters previously envisaged. The slowing could still come later than we 

expect, but would in that case probably also be more pronoimced. 

Figure 3.2 Australian GDP and OECD 
Industrial Production 

Aujtrol.0 

2-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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Source Dacitnnt. t<4AB, Val.6 No I Juna 199i. 

1994 1995 
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Market commentators have generally overplayed the importance of the 

projected 14 per cent increase In plant and equipment investment to the 

achievement of the government s overall groM-th projections for 1994-95. 

The government's forecast for consumption of 4.25 per cent is much more 

important in underpinning these projections. Put slightly differently, invest-

ment in plant aiul equipment of only 5 percent would, given thecomponents 

of the government's forecasts, still generate GDP growth of around 4 percent 

in 1994-95. 

The Outlook for Investment 

The investment projections are much more important to the achievement of 

sustained growth over the medium term To date, however, business 

Investment has remained surprisingly depressed, notvtrithstanding rela-

tively favourable conditions as reflected in the traditional drivers of Invest-

ment, low real unit labour costs; strong actual and expected profitability 

(albeit mainly on the back of restructuring); improved cash flow; and im-

proved competitiveness (as reflected In the real exchange rate). 

Agaiiut that, it appears business has delayed investment in the face of 

demand prospects (three out of four respondents to the Nadonal's survey 

point to this as the key factor restraining further profitability and invest-

ment) and continuing high levels of excess capacity (see Figure 33). 

Figure 3.3 Plant and Equipment Investment 
and Capacity Utilisation 

Equipment 
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Source: OacMem, HAB. Val.6 No I June 1994 
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Table 3.2 Kay ForMastt'" 

1993/94(1) 1994/95(f) 

June qtr 

�94(f) 

Juno qtr 

�95(f) 

Privala Coniumplion 3.3 3.8 

Dwelling Invejtment 6.5 

Butineu Invettment 3.0 16.0 AVUS« 0.74 076 

Public Final Demand 0.8 2 7 

Domestic Demand 3.3 4 3 Trod^eighted 

Exports 8.0 8.6 IndM 54 57 

Imports 5.5 10.0 

GOPtA) 4.0 4 3 9aDay 

Employm«ril 1.7 2.8 Bank Bills (%) 4.9 6.1 

Ur>employm*nt rote 10.6 9.5 

Con>um*r Price Index 1.8 3.2 laVaar 

Current Account 4.0 3.8 bonds (%) 8.6 9.2 

(%ofGDP) 

(' 

Source: Oeafkmi, HAS, Vei.6 f̂ o. 1 June 1994. 

On the latter points, it is worth noting that these constraints now appear 

to be waning. Our latest findings point to both improving business condi-

tionsatui confklence, together with an important pick-up in capacity idilisa-

tlon. On balance then, our projections are for business investment to rise by 

around 16 per cent in 1994-95, much the same as the govermncnf s forecasts 

(see Table 3.2) 

There is, however, the possibility that structural changes and increased 

efficiency in the use of labour and capital inputs could delay the timing of the 

investment pick-up in the near term. However, with all the precondition 

set, once investment does turn arourKl, it is likely to pick up faster than many 

currently expect 

Th« Extamal Sector and Inflation 

Turning to the external sector, net exports are expected to detract from 

growth in 1994-95, after contributing to growth in the previous year. This in 

large part reflects a cyclical pick-up in imported goods artd services, in the 

face of faster growth, and especially plant and equipment expeitditure. 

Growth of imports of aroutKl 10 per cent is expected to more than offset 

continuing strong growth in exports, with elaborately transformed manufac-

turing exports continuing to grow strongly. We expect a moderate improve-
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ment In the terms of trade to be partly offset by stronger imports and higher 

Interest rates, with the current account deficit at around 3.75 per cent of GDP 

in 1994-95. 

While inflation remains currently at low levels, around 2 per cent in 

'underlying' terms, we expect to see inflationary pressures build a little over 

the next 12 months. By June 1995, we expect the mflatlon rate, as measured 

by the consumer price index (CPD, to be marginally above 3 per cent. This is 

somewhat higher than the government's projections. 

Factors contributing to our view include the costing effects of past 

fiscal policy adjustments, attempts by producers to repair nurgins as the 

cycle continues, and wage claims associated with faster employment. 

Related to this point. It is Interesting to note that recreational and persoi\al 

services, one of the faster growing sectors in the National's survey, have 

started to report Increased skill shortages and emerging (although still 

moderate) wage pressures. 

Monetary Policy 

On this scenario, we would expect to see only moderate upward adjustments 

in monetary policy settings over the next 12 to 18 months. Over the next 18 

months, short-term Interest rates are expected to rise to around 7.25 per cent. 

That tightening of monetary policy, although more moderate than that built 

In by firundal nvirkets, will be necessary to sustain a relatively low Inflation 

environment. 

These interest rate projections and, indeed, the sustainability of a 4 per 

cent plus growth momentum hinge crltkrally on Australia's productivity 

performance. 

It should be noted that despite much public utterance to the contrary, 

the evldeiKre to date from the statistician is that the degree of structural 

change experienced during the past downturn, as reflected in aggregate 

productivity measures. Is not more than might have been expected at this 

stage of the cycle, based on historical relationships (see Figure 3.4). 

Although the National's survey points to relatively subdued current 

leveb of prod uctlvity growth in the non-^rm business sector (1.5 per cent In 

1993-94), the latest survey provides some evidence that gains from structural 

change might be more eiuluring than over the last few years. 

Respondents pointed to expected productivity gains of around 2 per 

cent in 1994-95, and around 2.25 per cent over the following three years 

(which contrasts stnmgly with the experience in the mid-19808). Above 

average gains are expected in the wholesale, fiitance, nunufacturing and, to 

a lesser extent, retail sectors. 

While all of the above represents a reasonably optimistic near-term 

outlook, another very important factor impacting on the credibility of that 

assessment is the responses of the Federal and State governments. 
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Figure 3.4 Productivity 

Red Market GDP (nofv^onn) Per Hours V\forked 
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Fiscal Policy 

At the Commonwealth level, it is vital that the government remains commit-

ted to the achievement of its medium-term fiscal objectives (a flscal deficit of 

0.5 per cent of GDP - or around $2 billion - by 1997-96). In that regard, the 

government's White Paper on F.mployment and Growth, which committed 

something in the order of $2 billion per annum, aimed at helping the long-

term unemployed, has made achieving that objective more difficult. 

With little new revenue measures (other than the Australian Tax Of-

fice's increased efficiertcy at collecting outstanding taxes, worth $1.2 billion 

in the four years to 1997-98), the government is relying heavily on strong 

economic growth to close the fonding gap (see Figure 3.5). 

Asset sales worth $2.5 billion in 1994-95 and around $2 billion in the 

subaequeni years to 1997-98 will also help, although their implications for 

fiitaiKial markets and real interest rates are, of course quite different from 

rcdixtions in the underlying budget deficit. 

A good deal of focus will also need to be directed towards the quality of 

spending. Although there are clear equity reasons for helping those cur-

rently in long term unemployment, history shows that increased labour 

market spending usually only 'shuffles the pack' among the unemployed. 

More to the point, the efficiency of the spending will probably be much less 

than that associated with lower real interest rates flowing from tighter fiscal 

policies. 

Economic Forecasts 

Clearly, much also depends on the credibility of the underlying medium 

term economic assumptioi\s. While fwecasting the next few months is at best 

a difficult exercise, three to four years ahead is, in any language, heroic. That 

said, with the government having committed itself to the budget framework. 

Table 3.3 Key Tiscai Parameters 

1994/95 Avfl. 1995/96 to 1997/98 

Budget National Budge* 

GDP 4.25 4.50 3.75 4.25 

Woge. 4.00 3.50 4 0 0 3.50 

InfloHon 3.25 2.25 3,00 2.75 

Employntenl 2.75 3.00 2.50 2 7 5 

End of Period 

Unemployment 9.75 9 7 5 8.50 n/o 

Budget Deficit 2.50 2.50 0.75 0.50 

Source; Deai«>r», NAB, Vol,6 No 1 June 1994. 
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the provision of medium term forecasts is unavoidable and sends vital 

signals to economic players. 

OUT judgement on the medium term projections is that, on the assump-

tion that nothing unexpected happeiu by way of external shocks and all goes 

well domestically, the better economic outlook will probably be sufficient to 

achieve the government's fiscal objecrives; provided the second round of the 

One Nation income tax cuts are abandoned. A comparison of the ComiiKin-

wealth government's key medium term forecasts with the results of the 

National's modelling is shown in Table 3.3 of key fiscal parameters. 

Although the composiHon of the government's medium-term forecasts 

has not been released, the National, compared to other private sector fore-

casters, is expeaing a greater contribution from business investment, arul a 

lesser contribution from private consumption over the next couple of years. 

If growth does tum out to be driven by consumption, we doubt thai a 

pace of 4-4.5 per cent per annum would be sustainable over the mediimi 

term In this regard, we suspect thai ihe government's projections are more 

likely to reflect the (actors driving the NAB's projections than ihe current 

consensus view. 

Despite that, compared lo ihe government's medium-term scenario, we 

are broadly less optimistic on growth and employment, and marginally 

more pessimistic on inflation and wages (although even our own forecasts 

effectively close the gap) Besides these mediuirvterm objectives, the budget 

reiterated new longer-term goab of achieving a surplus by the end of the 

decade, together with an unemployment rate of around 5 per cent. 

Putting aside the issue of how seriously the government is wedded to 

these objectives, a key result from our modelling is that although the fiscal 

objectives might be able lo be met , the unemployment target looks well 

beyond reality. Our unemployment projections, based on similar medium-

lerm economic forecasts, have unemployment falling only to around 8.5 per 

cent by 1997-98. 

Microoconomic Reform 

That, of course, raises the question of what the government will do, if 

anything, to address the shortfall. It is to be hoped that it will involve faster 

miaoeconomic reform rather than additional fiscal stimulus. 

While sensible macro policies have an important role to play, they are 

unlikely to be sufficient; further micro-reform is required lo help lift the 

effiriency of the economy, and improve Australia's inlemalional competi-

tiveness. 

Indeed, it is worth noting thai in all macro models of the economy, 

improvements in micro-reform ultimately produce Ihe largest positive ben-

efits lo growth and employment. For example, the Commonwealth govern-

ment's Economic Platuting and Advisory Council ( E P A O recently produced 
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very Urge estimates of the potential gains from increased micro-reform 

(ranging up to 5 per cent of GDP by the year 2001). Further, with the 

exchange rate exjjected to appreciate in the next few yean, uiUess more is 

done to improve productivity, our real competittvettess is likely to deterio-

rate. 

In this context, governments need to further reduce the cost of doing 

business (Le. reduce government regulation); improve labour market flex-

ibility (irtcluding downward wage flexibility if productivity levels so dic-

tate); undertake further tax reform; impjrove productivity in public trading 

enterprises, with the benefits of those reforms increasingly passed back into 

the cost of structures of business; and continue to foctis on internationalising 

the economy by increased efforts to open up domestic markets to external 

competition. 

Importantly, on the domestic front, increased competition would also 

include financial services and the provision of longer-term savings. 

Focus on these measures would, together with sound macro policy, do 

most to sustain growth over the coming years, and therefore help to make 

serious inroads into Australia's unacceptably high levels of uncmploynwnt. 
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RECENT TRENDS IN THE 

AUSTRALIAN LABOUR MARKET 

JUDITH SLOAN & AAARK W O O D E N 

With real GDP now growing by almost 35 per cent per annum, there can 

be little doubt that Australia has at last emerged from the shadow of the 

recession years of the recent past. Nevertheless, for a period of economic 

recovery, the rate of output growth is extremely slow by historical standards. 

Compare, for example, the pattern of growth of the Australian economy 

following the 1983 recession with that being currently foUcnved. As shown 

in Figure 4.1, after four consecutive quarters of negative growth in 1982-83, 

real GDP growth accelerated quickly and averaged an annual rate of 4.8 per 

cent over the next two years. In staik contrast, over the current recovery to 

date, real GDP growth has been accelerating miich more slowly aiul, at the 

time of writing, was still yet to top 4 per cent. As a result, employment 

growth has remained subdued for most of the period sirKe the recession look 

hold towards the end of 1989. Only in the most recent figures has the rate of 

liKrease In employment reached levels which have enabled the rate of 

unemployment to fall. Indeed, as Illustrated In Figure 4.2, that fall Is still 

quite small, with the seasonally adjusted unemployment rate for January 

Figure 4.1 Annual GDP Growth and 

Employment Growth, 1981-1993 

Employinvnt 

81 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87 88 '89 '90 '91 92 '93 

Sowcm: ABS, Atnlro/nn NoHonal AccounH. Nalional fncom* and Exptndilun, ABS 

Cat No 5206 0 . ABS, labour Forcm Sunmy. Autlrolio, ABS Co! I^lo. 

6203 0. 
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Figure 4.2 Unemployment Rates. 1987-94 

(trend series and seasonally adjusted) 

Trend 

54 
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Source A&S. Thm Labour force, AuHralio. Col. No 6203.0. 
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1994 (10.6 per cent) being only 0.1 percentage point lower than the mirumum 

at any stage during 1993. Consequently, the trended series isstill yet to show 

any obvious downward movement. 

What then of the foture? Most economk; forecasters are anticipating 

that the next few years should at least see a return to trend rates of growth; 

the sorts of levels experienced on average throughout most of the 1970s and 

mid-1960s. That is, while output growth may continue to rise, and almost 

certainly at rates in excess of four per cent per annum by the end of 1993-94, 

over the medium term an average rate of growth of around 3.5 per cent 

appears more likely. The key question that this leads to is by how much will 

unemployment change? According to the Committee on Employment Op-

portimities in its December '93 Discussion Paper (or Green Paper) entitled 

Restoring Full Employment, a return to trend economic growth should see the 

unemployment rate fall to at least 7.5 per cent by the year 2001. Such a 

conclusion, however, is critically dependent on what assumptions are made 

about future growth in the labour force and in productivity. 

While labour force growth has slowed dramatically in recent years (see 

Figure 4 J ) , it seems unlikely that this is indicative of any long-term trend. 

Instead, it predomiiuntly reflecisa reduction in the rate of increase in labour 

force participation rates as job seekers became increasingly discouraged 

about the likelihood of finding employment. liKleed, recent forecasts pro-

duced by economists at the Offkre of EPAC assume average labour force 

growth during the 1990s of 2.1 per cent per annum (Clare and Tulpul^ 1993, 

p. 23-24). The main source of this growth is expected to be further iiKreases 

in female labour force participation rates. 
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Figure 4.3 
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Clare and Tulpul^ also assume an average rate of productivity growth 

of 1 per cent per annum based on a continuation of recent trends. However, 

as Clare and Tulpul^ note, this estimate is at the lower bounds of likely 

outcomes. Historically, productivity growth in Australia has averaged 1.3 

percent perannum,and given that the 1990s should see some of the benefits 

of the various microeconomic reform initiatives implemented by the Hawke 

and Keating governments become more evident, there are reasons to believe 

that an even better productivity growth outcome might be possible. 

What about the prospects for unemployment? With GDP growing at 

3 J per cent annum, and assuming labour foae growth of 2 per cent per 

annum and prcxluctivity growth of! percent per annum, the unemployment 

rate would fall by 0.5 of a percentage point per year, which seems roughly 

consistent with an unemployment rate of 7.5 per cent by the year 2001. But 

if productivity growth turns out to be closer to 1.5 per cent annum, the 

unemployment rate would remain unchanged, unless rates of output 

growth were higher. The basic point is that getting unemployment down 

wiD be no easy matter and is unlikely to happen quickly if output growth 

merely retun\s to past trends. 

Indeed, achievement of an unemployment rate of 7.5 per cent by the end 

of the decade should be judged as an extremely poor outcome. While 

economic forecasting is hardly an exact science, it is unlikely that many 

would disagree with the view that economic fortimes will be on the wane 

again sometin^e later in this decade or early in the next. If the unemployment 

rate is 7.5 per cent when that downturn comes, U»en Australia woukl be 
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Table 4.1 G r o w t h of Real G r o s s Domasric Product 

[percentoge change from previous period) 

Rank 1992 1990-91 19t4-89 

1 Conada 3.7 H7> 3.0 US 2.6 Germony 5.1 AMttalia 4.6 

2 NZ 3.3 4MW'<? 2.4 Gemiany 2.1 Japan 4.4 Japan 4.5 

3 Canada 2.3 Aujfro/io 2.0 Italy 1.7 Canada 4.3 

4 USA 3.1 USA 2.3 Fronce 1.4 France 1.6 USA 3.6 

5 UK 2.9 UK 1.6 Japan 1.3 0.3 OK 3.6 

6 Italy 1.7 Italy -0.1 Italy 0 9 USA 0.3 Italy 3.1 

7 Sweden 1.5 Japan .0.2 Canada 0 7 Sweden �0.2 France 2.8 

8 France 1.1 France -0.7 NZ 0.5 NZ -0.7 Sweden 2.7 

9 Germany 0.8 Germony -2.0 UK -0.6 UK 0.9 Gwmany 2.7 

10 Japan 0.5 Sweden -3.2 Sweden -1.7 Conoda -1.0 NZ 1.8 

Averci^€ of obov9 countries 

2.2 0 5 0.9 1.1 3.4 

OECD 

2.1 M 19 1.7 3.6 

M Sacond quow 

tcj OtCO prO|W*an>. 

Sourcei: OECD (1993), Economic OuHoak Si. Decwnbw 
0€CO (1993). Main Economic Indtcotoit. Jonoaty 
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confronted by Ihe highest rate of unemployment following any period of 

sustained economic growth in its history. It is not surfnis ing, therefore, that 

the Committee on Employment Opportunities argues that we need to target 

for a rate of G D P growth closer to 4.8 per cent per annum, which should 

enable the unemployment rate to be lowered to f ive p>eT cent by the end of the 

decade. T o sumnurise, for any long-run improvement in Austral ia 's unem-

ployment situation to take place, a period of sustained above average growth 

Is re<]uired. 

This, of course, leads to the question as to how this is to be achieved, and 

on this point the Green Paper is not particularly helpful. In particular, it does 

not outline what it sees as different about the 1990s that w i l l sec economic 

growth climb to rates that have only occasionally been achieved dur ing the 

last two decades. 

Indeed, there are good reasons to be pessimisdc about the chances of 

Australia achieving the rates of growth required to reach the Green Paper's 

target unemployment rate, given the general weakness of the economic 

recovery in other parts of the w o r k i , and it is to this issue that we now turn. 

Intemat ionai C o m p a r i s o n s 

A s revealed in Table 4 .1 , the economic recovery that is taking place in 

Australia is not yet a worldwide phenomenon. Thereapp>ear to be two major 

clusters of countries. One group consists of predominantly Anglo-Saxon 

countries Australia, Caruda , N e w Zealand, the United Stales and the United 

Kingdom where, following marked falls in interest rales, output growth has 

recovered from the low trough of 1991, and output looks set to grow by 

between 3 and 4 per cent dur ing 1994. The second group consists of Japan 

and most of continental Europe. For these countries, the recession came 

much later, and output levels were still fall ing dur ing 1993. Moreover, and 

as indicated in Table 4.1, significant signs of any recovery are not expected 

until late 1994. 

In Europe, the key obstacle continues to be the German economy. The 

stubbornness of incipient inf1atioT\ary pressures combined with a desire to 

maintain confklence in the Deutschemark has meant that the Bundesbank 

has exercised extreme caution in its application of monetary policy, and 

hence interest rates continue to fa l l only s lowly. Th is , In turn, has affected 

money market rates in other countries pariicipating in the European Ex-

change Rate Mechanism, given a general commitment to achieving mon-

etory union in Europe. 

In Japan, on the other hand, there has been a significant policy shift, as 

evkienced by a reduction in the official discount rate and the introduction of 

a range of fiscal stimuli. Nevertheless, the appreciation of the yen has had 

serious effects on exports, which in turn has hurt Investment. Indeed, it had 

already fallen sharply in the face of over-investment in previous years. 
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Overal l , while wor ld economic fortunes are improving, the speed of 

recovery in both Japan and Europe is likely to be slow. Indeed, most 

forecasters appear to be rapidly revising downwards their prelections for the 

rates of growth that are l ikely to be achieved by both the Japanese and 

German economies. Thus , the O H C D projections reported in Table 4.1 a rc 

almost certainly too optimistic, and our best guess is that any output growth 

in these countries dur ing the forthcoming year wi l l be extremely smaU. 

H o w then w i l l Austral ian economic fortunes be affected? While it is 

true that Austral ia is now more dependent on markets in the developing 

wor ld (especially in As ia ) than ever before, and these markets continue to 

grow at a much faster rate than elsewhere, there can be little doubt that the 

absence of a strong Japanese economy in particular does have serious 

ramifications for both wor ld economic growth and growth here in Australia. 

Whi le we do not envisage that this wi l l prevent Australia rcHaming to trend 

growth rates, it may wel l be a significant factor preventing growth f rom 

attaining the sorts of rates needed to bring unemployment under control 

Furthermore, even in the growing economies such as the US, while further 

growth in output is expected, there is little expectation of growth at rales 

consistently in excess of historical trends. 

In general, we would exjject trends in output growth to be reflected in 

both employment growth and changes in the level of unemployment, and in 

the main the figures reported in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 are consistent wi th these 

hypotheses. O f course, as we have already noted, changes in both labour 

force growth and productivity are important in determining the extent to 

which output growth is converted into reductions In the unemployment rate. 

Thus in Austral ia , despite an acceleration In output growth, unemployment 

actually worsened during 1993. Indeed, Australia continues to have one of 

the highest unemployment rates in t h e O E C D . However, improved produc-

tivity combined wi th low inflationary pressure has meant that the growth of 

i m i l labour costs has been relatively low (see Table 4.4). In fact, only the U K 

experienced a lower rate of Increase in real unit labour costs dur ing 1993 

( w h k h was partly the result of a large depreciation in the pound following 

sterling's exit f r om the Eurojjean Exchange Rate Mechanism in late 1992). 

This factor, combined with low interest rales, has helped keep price Inflation 

d o w n in Austral ia and has also assisted In the achievement of a stranger 

performance on the export front. Nevertheless, the continued expansion of 

imports has seen Austral ia fall to the bottom of the current account balance 

table (see Table IS). 

Australia 's economic problems, however, pale in comparison with 

those of Sweden. Once the model economy and the envy of Europe, 

unemployment in Sweden, at close to nine per cent, stands ata post-war high 

and has tripled in just two years. Moreover, despite the sharp rise in 

unemployment, consumer prices have actually risen (see Table 4.6), though 
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Table 4 .2 E m p l o y m « n t G r o w t h W 

(percentage change from previous period) 

Rank 1 9 9 3 « 1997 1991 1990 1984-89 

1 NZiS) 3.2 Japan 1.1 Germony'^ 2.6 GormonyW 3.0 Avflrqlig 3.4 

2 Canada ( I 0 | 1.8 NZ 0.6 Japan 1.9 Japan 1.9 Conoda 2.6 

3 US (9) 1.8 US 0 6 Italy 0.9 Italy 1.8 USA 2.6 

4 A^,^tral>q {\0) 1.7 Amirglig �0.5 France 0.1 1.6 UK 2.0 

5 Japan (10) 0.9 Italy �0.6 US -0.9 France 1.0 Japon 1.1 

6 Fronce (6) 0,0 Canada -0.8 NZ A A NZ 0.9 Sweden 0.9 

7 GBfmany(lO) �1.8 Franc* -1.0 Sweden �\7 Sweden 0.9 GermanyW 0.9 

S UK (6) � 1.9 Germany �1.7 Canada � 1.8 Canada 0.7 Fronce 0.5 

9 Italy (7) -3.9 UK �2.7 Auitrqlif -1.9 USA 0.5 Italy 0.4 

10 Sweden |10) �7.1 Swwien -4.1 UK -3.2 UK 0.3 NZ 0.0 

Average of above counh-ies 

0.5 -09 �0.5 1.3 1.4 

OCCD average 

0.0 -0.3 0.0 I J 1.7 

M Not Moionally odfitttd 
|b| Chang* kom 1992 lo ti* mor*\ dfnoad by *<� figuf� m BiackaB. 
|c| Fnw l9fl4lD IMI.dalaf^uWM]G«rmonyo>iV 

Source*. OECO (1993). Cconofflic Outook 54. December 

OECD (1993), Main Economic htdicaton, iontnry. 



Table 4 3 Stondordisod Unemployment Rates 

Rank 1993<-> 1992 1991 1990 19M-89 

1 Jopon (9) 2 6 Japan 2.2 Japan 2.1 Sweden 1.5 SwwJen 2.3 

2 Germany (10) 4.9 Germany 4.6 Sweden 2.7 Japan 2.1 Japon 2.6 

3 USA (10) 6.7 Sweden 4.8 Germany*" 4.2 Germany** 4 8 NZK 5.2 

4 Sw«Jen(10| 8.5 USA 7.3 USA 6.6 USA 5.4 USA 6.4 

5 NZ (9) 9.0 UK 9 9 UK 8.7 UK 6.8 Germony* 6.4 

6 UK|10 | 10.0 France 103 France 9.4 Av»>ro/io 6.9 Awfrofifl 7.7 

7 Italy (701 10.3 NZ 103 Auflraha 9.5 NZ 7.7 Conoda 9.2 

8 Awfr9/«i(101 11.1 Italy 10.5 Italy 9.9 Canada 8.1 Fronce 10.0 

9 Canada (10) 11.1 10.7 Canada 10.2 FrarKe 8 9 UK 10.0 

10 France (10) 12.0 Canada 11.2 NZ 10.2 Italy 10.3 Italy 10.4 

Average of above countries 

8.8 8.2 7.4 6.3 7.0 

O K D overage |1(^ 

7.9 7.5 6.8 6.1 7.3 

|b| Fran 19(410 mLdotorviKtoWMawioanyont^ 
Id N«w Znlond Kgtm nol moMbI* tor bafen I9S6 
IhsM un«<nployin*rti ra l i i ara botad an RO/OECD guidalinai TKa unatnpiwad era dt^nmi Ok pa'MAi of «n)rfcii«g oga wKo ora wi t fwl wort, OMjilobla hi MOti ond 
ocJivaly Making amptoymani Unamploymani � aaprauad a i o partamoga JKtal lobou> lorea Wdudliig oil mubari 9I t<m ormad fcireai. 

Soufcet: OECD (1993). Economic OMoek 54. DecM<b« 

O K D (1993), Mom fcooomrc Indicokn, Decembw 



Table 4.4 Unit Labour Costs in the Business Soctor 

(percentage change From previous pe rbd) 

Ranic 1992 1991 1990 1 9 t 4 - « 9 

1 Sweden 2.3 Auitrqha 0.6 Af?fr9ffg 1.6 NZ � 1.4 Japan �0.1 

2 UK �0,3 France 1.1 Japan 2.0 German/** 1.3 Germany*" 1.6 

3 Awtro/.o 0.4 Sweden 1.3 Gemiany* 2.7 japan 2.1 France 2.1 

A NZ 0.5 Japan 1.8 NZ 3.2 France 3 4 USA 3.2 

5 Canada 17 Canada 2.2 Fronce 3.7 Canada 4.9 Canada 3.6 

6 Japan 1.7 USA 2.4 USA 3,8 USA 4 9 Sweden 4.4 

7 France 2.5 NZ 2.5 Canada 4,2 (^V»fr9''0 6.6 Auj/fo/io 5.7 

8 Italy 2.6 UK 3.2 Sweden 6.6 Italy 7.4 UK 5.8 

9 USA 2.7 Italy 4.3 UK 7.6 9.0 Italy 6.1 

10 Gennany 4.3 Germony 5.8 Italy 8.3 UK 9.8 NZ 9.2 

AvsroQO ©f al>ov9 countries 

1.4 2.5 4,4 4.8 4.2 

OECD average 

2.4 2 8 4.1 4.6 3.1 

to) O(C0 stofuMm. 
M Fran 1914 k> 1991. dob nkMioWniGwincxr only 
|c| CompuM on itwboi-ioi 1991 cor (itprMMd m 1991 pufdnvngpoMTporillai 
|d) Enduding loviond, Uuan>boutg ond Turity. 

Souroec OECO (1993|. economic Oitod 54, December 



Tabi« 4.5 C u r r e n t A c c o u n t B o l o r K e a s a P o r c e n t a g * o f G D P 

Rank 199*" 1992 1991 1990 I 9 t 4 - a 9 

1 Japan 3.3 3.2 Jopon 2.2 Germony 3.0 Germany 3.6 

2 Franc* 0.8 France 0.3 USA -0.1 Japan 1.2 Japan 3.2 

3 holy 0.4 USA -1.1 France -0.6 France �1.3 Fronce -0.3 

4 Swedan �0.2 Germany -1.3 Germany -1.2 Italy � 1.4 Sweden -0.4 

5 Germony -1.1 UK -1.4 NZ �1.3 USA � 1.7 Italy 0 .6 

6 NZ .1.7 NZ -1.9 UK �1.3 Sweden �2.6 UK � 1.4 

7 USA -1.7 Sweden -2.1 Sweden -1.4 NZ 2.9 Canodo -1.8 

8 UK 18 Italy -2.2 Itoty �1.9 UK �34 USA -29 

9 Canada -3.6 Avf'rg^'q -3.7 Autlralia -3.4 Canada -3.9 Ayslrqlia -5.0 

10 AuOalia �4.2 Canoda -4.0 Conado -43 -5.1 NZ -54 

Average of obov* countries 

� 1.0 � 1.4 -1.3 -1.8 -1.1 

OECD overage 

0.0 -0.2 �0.2 -07 -0.5 

lot OfCO p>oi*ch>M. 

SourcM OCCO (1993). economic CMlook Si. D«:einber 



Table 4.6 C o n s u m e r P r k a t 

(percentage change From previous period) 

Rank 1992 1991 1990 1984-89 

1 NZM 0.3 Auslro//c^ I ' 1.0 NZ 2.6 <3ermony« 2.7 Japan 1.3 

2 Japan 1.9 NZ 1.0 Au»fro/ic^"3.2 Japan 3.1 Germany*' 1.5 

3 2.1 Conoda'^ 1.5 France 3.2 France 3.4 USA" 3.7 

4 Canada" 2.2 Japan 1.7 Japan 3.3 Conodo" 4.8 Canada'^ 4.3 

5 UK 2.4 Sweden 2.3 Germony** 3.5 USA" 5.4 France 4.2 

6 France 2.7 France 2.4 USA" 4 2 Hal/ ' 6.1 UK 5 2 

7 USA"- 3 8 USA" 3 0 Canoda'" 5 6 NZ 6.1 Sweden 6.0 

8 Germany 4.B UK 3 7 UK 5.9 Ali l l t f l / i f l^ 7.3 ltaly« 6.9 

9 Ital/I 5.4 Germany 4.0 lfoly*l 6.5 UK 9.5 Avslro/W-i* 7.2 

10 Sweden 5.6 lloly" 5.3 Sweden 9.3 Sweden 10.5 NZ 10.5 

Av«ra ge of obov* cowntriei 

3.3 2.6 4.7 5.9 5.1 

OffCD overage'' 

5.1 3 J 4.5 5.8 4.5 

M t^nval nM *D> OCIDU' 
Id EKludb.gTwin 
!�) Urban popwbfton. 

W e n OECD (19931. economic OuHook 54. OCCO Dtctnim. 

OECO (1993). Man Bcoaomk Indicokts. OECD D««iiber 

M Fniml9t4iDl99l,dafor^k>WMiGwiMjny<inly 
14 l993hg>»««ia>Augu« 



Table 4.7 Full-time a n d Part- l ime Employment C h a n g e by S e x 

(percentage change lince corresponding month of previous year) 

1991 1992 1993 1994 

Mey Aug Nov Feb Mar Aug Nov Feb May Aug Nov Feb 

Moles 

Full̂ fime 4 . 0 �4.4 �4.2 -3 3 2 5 -1.7 � 1.5 �0.6 0.6 0.4 2.3 1.7 

Part-time 6.7 11.8 15.8 14.4 14.1 14.4 2 5 -5.7 �4.5 -3.3 2.4 11.1 

Total �3.1 �3.1 27 �1.9 �10 �0.2 -1.1 � 1.1 0.0 0.0 2.3 2.6 

Females 

FulUime -30 �18 �3 5 -0.8 1.8 -3.6 �0 1 �04 1.4 1.8 1.9 2.7 

Pon-fime 1.9 1.4 0 9 0.8 2.1 6 7 2.5 0 7 0.1 -1.9 3.0 4 0 

Total � 1.1 �0.5 � 1.7 -0.1 �0.2 0.6 1.0 0.1 0 8 0.2 2.3 3 2 

Persons 

Full-Hme 3 6 J 6 �4 I -25 2 3 -2 3 �1.1 �0.5 0 8 0.8 2.1 2.0 

ParMime 4.0 4 1 4.2 3.9 4.9 8.5 2.5 -0.9 �1.1 2.2 2.9 5.7 

Total 2.3 -20 -23 � 1.1 -0.7 0.1 �0.2 �0.6 0 4 0.1 2 3 2.8 

Source 1 ABS. Th* lofcow Fore; Col. No 6203 0. 
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this would seem to be due to a one-off increase In Import prices resulting 

f rum the depreciation of the krona fol lowing its float in late 1992. The only 

good news for the Swedish economy has been a growth in exports which , 

when combined with a marked reduction in imports due to the low level of 

domestic demand, has led to a significant improvement in the current 

account balance (see Table 4.5) In general though, the prognosis for the 

Swedish economy remains extremely bleak. Not surprisingly, consumer 

confidence is extremely low. The poor state of the Swedish labour market 

and the virtual collapse of the housing market have seen a marked reduction 

In consumer spending. With a government budget deficit amounting to 15 

f)er cent of G D P , it seems unlikely that domestic demand w i l l improve in the 

foreseeable future. Indeed, the distinct possibility of new taxes and reduc-

tions in public spending should further dampen confidence. 

The two economies on our list of ten which have exhibited the best 

performance in recent years are the U S and New Zealand. Certainly, these 

two were the only ones to achieve significant improvement on the unem-

ployment front. In both cases the outlook for further reductions dur ing 1994 

and 1995 is bright, although increases in labour force participation, espe-

cially in New Zealand, and tightening of fiscal policy, especially in the U S , 

may slow the rate of improvement. 

Overall , there are good reasons to believe that Austral ia 's macro-

economic performance in the medium-term w i l l , on most indicators, be 

better than the average of other industrial nations. Part of the reasoning 

behind this conclusion is s imply our expectation that world economic 

growth is likely to be relatively subdued. O f course. If this expectation 

proves to be correct, then it seems unlikely that Australia w i l l be able to 

maintain output growth at the rate required to reduce the unemployment to 

5 per cent by the year 2000, given current policy settings. 

T h e Chang ing Composi t ion of E m p l o y m e n t 

One of the main features of the recent recession was the substitution away 

from full-time employment towards part-time work. That is, while full-time 

empk>yment declined, part-hme employment actually increased. However, 

as explained in the March 1992 issue of the Australian Bulletin of Labour, this 

growth was sympHomatic of a growth In imderemployment, wi th the net 

growth in part-time employment being accounted for by jobs offering fewer 

hours than desired 

Coming out of the recession, w e might expect a substitution back 

towards full-time jobs as underemployed workers negotiate with their cur-

rent employers for longer hours or alternatively svritch to jobs with longer 

hours. The figures reported in T a b l e 4.7, however, would not seem to 

support this conclusion. While the number of full-time jobs is grtiwing, part-

time employment growth is continuing at a rate faster than that for full-time 
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Table 4.8 OfYMvlhofI li % i»i 1 � gi.m-L-L^ 1.1-1 i f t f b y A o a c m d S o x 

(year ended Janoary 1994) 

Moiei Females 

Age O O O J %of total OOOt %of total 

Oroup change change 

1S24 19.0 26.2 16,2 22.3 

2S34 -8.5 -11.7 0,0 0,0 

3544 2,1 2,9 15,9 21.9 

4554 -1.3 �1.8 13,9 192 

5 5 ^ -3,7 -5.1 6,0 8 3 

65* 5.7 7.9 7,2 9 9 

Source: ABS, Jhm laboor force. AuHrolm. Col, No. 6203 .0 

employment. Nevertheless, gross flows data collected by the A B S Indicate 

that, except in the most recent figures (for January 1994), the number of 

persons moving f rom a part-time job to a fuU-time job between surveys 

(coi>ducted monthly) has tended to exceed the number of persons n w v i n g in 

the opposite directton. Furthermore, closer inspection of the data utvleriy-

ing Tab le 4.7 reveals that there has not been any growth in the number of 

pan-time workers wanting to work more hours, and thus virtually a l l of the 

growth In part-time employment would appear to be consistent wi th worker 

preferences. In other words, the recent jobs growth apptears to be concen-

trated on persons for w h o m part-time employment is viewed as a satisfac-

tory outcome. 

Part of the explanation almost certainly lies in the composition of part-

time employment growth, by both sex arvi age. As shown in Tab le 4.8, 

a Imost 50 per cent of net part-time emptoyment growth in t hr year to January 

1994 is accounted for by young persons (aged 15 to 24 years), many of whom 

are still attending educational institutions and herKe do not desire full-time 

employment. Indeed, the growth in the number of young people staying in 

education longer is an important reason explaining the growth in part-time 

employment in these age groups and the offsetting fall in full-time employ-

ment. A further 18 per cent of the additional part-time jobs were taken by 

persons aged 65 years or over, many of whom may be working to help 

supplement retirement incomes. In other words only one-third of new part-

time jobs went ro workers in those age groups representing the bulk of the 

work force (25 to 64 years) Moreover, within these age groups a l l of the 

additional part-time employment was accounted for by women. While there 

were 35,800 additional part-time workers among women in these age groups 
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Table 4.9 Employment G r o w t h b y Indus try , 1 9 9 3 

(percentage char>ge From corresponding month of 

previous year) 

February May August 

AgricuAure 

^Salei 0.8 -1.3 3.6 2.2 
Femalei 5.9 4 . 0 2 6 �1.6 

Perioni 2.3 �2.1 3.3 1.1 

Moles -9.0 2.4 3 1 11.7 
Females 0.0 -11.4 172 -1.1 
Persons �8.1 1.2 l O 10.3 

A4anu/ochiring 

Moles � 1.2 �2.4 1.5 0 .3 
Females 2.2 6.2 �3.0 �5.2 

Persons �0.3 �0.1 �1.9 -1.7 
Consfruc/ion 

Moles 2.2 6.0 4.5 4.6 

Females 15.1 11.6 173 13.8 
Persons 3.7 6.7 6 2 5.8 

W h o ^ ' e ond ReforV 

^^ales 0.5 3.2 1,9 5.8 

Females 1.4 1.0 �1.5 1.8 

Parsons 0.9 2.2 0.4 4.0 

Transport and Storage 

Moles � 1.0 -2.1 �2.8 2.3 
Females �28 -0.8 1.6 5.4 

Persons -1.4 � 1.8 -1.9 3.0 

FinarKe, Properly and Sujfness 

Males �0.3 1.5 -2.5 -3.9 

Females -7.5 -9.3 -6.6 4.2 

Persons -3.8 �3.9 -4.5 0.0 
Community Services 

Males -2.6 2.3 �3 2 3.4 

Females �0.4 2.6 1.5 4.5 
Persons -1.2 � 0.9 O . I 4.1 

Rec, Persona/ Services ond others 

Males -65 1.4 -2.1 8 0 

Females 0,9 -1.5 �2.7 1.6 

Persons �2.5 0 .2 -2.4 4 4 

Other 

Moles -2.6 -6.1 1.0 �2.6 

Females 2.3 12.2 20.0 0.8 

Persons -1.0 �0.4 7 0 � 1 4 

Source: ABS. The labour Foitm, AiMlralia. Col. Ho. 6203 0 
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compared wi th a year earlier, among prime age males there were 11,40) 

fewer part-time workers. 

E m p l o / m « r t t b y I n d u s t r y a n d O c c u p a t i o n 

Changes in employment across the various industrial sectors over the last 

year can be seen in Tab le 4.9. A n obvious feature of this table is the relatively 

high rates of employment growth in the construction industry over the 

course of 1993. In general, building aa iv l ty Is very closely aligned with the 

overall stale of the economy and hence a smmg recovery In this sector is not 

unexpected. Nevertheless, it is also true that economic actndty has moved 

ahead much more rapidly in the construction industry than in other sectors 

over the last year as consumers and investors lake advantage of relatively 

low rates of interest. 

Empk)yment growth in the wholesale and retail trade also shows signs 

of persistent recovery, although the rate of increase has been far more 

moderate when compared with construction. This is not surprising, and 

reflects the gradual improvement in coi\sumer confidence 

In other iitdustries, employment growth remaliu either relatively sub-

dued or has increased only In the most recent figures. In many of the service 

sector iivlustries, for example, strong employment growth was recorded 

only over the year ended Noventfwr 1993. However, such growth has yet to 

compensate for the earlier job losses. In manufacturing on the other hand, 

retrenchments continue. The food, beverages and tobacco group has been 

especially hard hit, w i th employment declining by more than 10 per cent 

over the year lo November 1993. Employment in the metals industries, on 

the other hand, has increased, f>artly explaining why males have fared better 

than females i n the manufacturing sector. O f course, the metals industries 

were hardest hit when the recession took hokl in late 1989, and e m p l o y i M M 

levels in these irulustries have yet to recover to their pre-recession levels. 

Turn ing now to employment growth by occupation, as shown In 

T a b l e 4.10, ihe group thai has emerged most rapidly f rom the recession has 

been managers and administrators. However, examiiution of data over a 

longer period indicates that this group has, on balance, been little affected 

by the recession, wi th employment numbers larger now than when the 

recession began. Such trends may suggest thai Austral ian workplaces are 

becoming more top heavy, despite the anecdotal evidence indicating that 

many f i rms have been streamlining management structures. A n alterna-

tive explanation lies in the growth of self-employment (and the associated 

trend towards contract labour), given the likelihood that many individuals 

work ing in their o w n business are more likely to describe themselves as a 

manager whereas, if employed by a f i rm, they would classify themselves 

into some occupation group. The number of self-employed workers has 

g rown by almost 18 f)er cenl since November 1989 which compares wi th a 
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Table 4 .10 Employment G r o w t h b y O c c u p a t i o n , 1 9 9 3 

(percentage change from corresporKiing month of 

previous year) 

fabruary May August NevemI 

Managen and Adminittrak>r$ 

Moles 3.2 3.8 2.7 4.9 

Females 1,5 3.6 1.5 3.7 

Persons 2.7 3.8 2.4 4.6 

Pro/essiono/s 

Moles 0.3 -3.2 -2.1 �0.3 
Femolei �1.6 -1.5 3.5 3 5 
Persons 0 .5 2.4 0.3 1.3 

Paroprofttiionals 

Males �3.8 �2.0 -3.3 6.9 

Females 6 4 2.7 1.6 0 .7 
Persons 0.7 0.1 �1.0 3.2 

Trades 

Males �2.5 0 . 4 0.4 4.0 
Females 0 1 11.5 1.9 5.1 
Persons -22 0 8 0.5 3.0 

Cltdcs 

Males -39 0.3 .5.0 �2.5 
Females �1.1 0 .5 -0.5 5 5 

Persons � 1.7 �0.3 �1.5 3 6 

Solas and Personoi Service 

Males 3.1 3.9 4.3 �2.4 
Females 2.5 1.1 0 .7 0.8 

Persons 2.7 2.1 1.0 � 1.4 

PianI, Machine Operators and Drivers 

Males 0.4 � 1 9 -3.8 7 5 
Females �11.1 9.4 4.4 7.5 
Persons � 1.4 �0.3 �2.6 7 5 

labourers ond related 

Males �4.8 �05 1.8 O . l 
Females -1,5 -1.0 -2.6 1.9 

Persons �3,6 0 .6 0.2 0.6 

Source. ASS. The labour force, Amtralio, Col. t4o 6203 0 

fa l l of 2.2 per cent in the number of employed wage and salary earners. 

In other occupational groupings, employment growth has been much 

more patchy. Like matuigers, the number of p>ersons working in professiona 1 

occupations grew over the course of the recession, though as can be seen 

from T a b l e 4.10, employment growth was relatively weak during 1993. 
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Further, much of that growth was concentrated in one sub-group, school 

teachers, especially female teachers. Employment growth among para-pro-

fessionals has also been inconsistent, though noticeable improvenwnt was 

recorded for the year ended November 1993. 

Significant gains have also been made in the skilled (tradespersons) and 

semi-skilled (plant and machine operatois and drivers) blue<ollar occupa-

tions in the last year (but not among unskilled blue<ollar workers). Such 

gains, however, have yet to compensate for the large job losses that took 

place between 1990 and 1992. 

Among clerical woricers, significant increases were recorded also in 

1993 after a long sustained period of employment declines. A l l of this 

growth, however, has been among females, and especially receptionists, 

telephonists and the l ike. The number of male clerks continued to UU. 

Finally, counter to the general trend, the number of sales and personal 

service workers is down in the latest figures, despite holding up wel l through-

out most of the recession years. Th is overall picture, however, disguises a 

number of divergent trends within this grouping. In ptarticular, the mmiber of 

personal service workers fell in the most recent figures, after strong growth 

throughout the recession. A possible explanation here is that irviny workers 

who were laid-oft or were unable to find other work, were able to find 

e m p l o y n ^ t in persoiul service type jobs during the recession. Once eco-

nomic conditiofu improve, however, these workers return to jobs In the 

mainstream labour market. The number of insurance, investment and real 

estate salespersons also fell, and a similar explanation to that provided for 

personal service workers may also apply here. In contrast the numbers of 

sales persons typkrally associated with wholesaling and retailing (such as sales 

representatives, cashiers and the like) have risen, reflecting increased sales 

T h e C h a n g i n g C o m p o t i t i o n o f U n e m p l o y m e n t 

The most obvious consequence of a recession is higher rates of unemploy-

ment for all groups in the labour force. Nevertheless, there are a number of 

features which make this recession unique. First and foremost, this recession 

has been associated wi th a marked increase in the duration of unemploy-

ment. A s shown In Figure 4.4, the proportion of the unemployed who have 

been without a job for a year or more has risen from less than 20 per cent in 

the late 19708 to reach close to 40 per cent during 1993. This expansion in the 

numbers of long-term unemployed is a direct result of the protracted nature 

of the recent recession. 

Second, the experience of the sexes has been quite different In this 

recession compared wi th earlier periods. As shown in Table 4.11, while in 

1983 the unemployment rates for men aiKl women were very close, by 1993 

a distinct gap had opened up with male unemployment noticeably higher 

than the rate for women. Moreover, this has occurred despite a 7 to 8 
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Figure 4.4 Parcontoge of Unemployed w h o ore 

Long-temi U n e m p l o y w r 1978-1994 

� 7 8 8 0 8 2 8 4 8 6 8 8 ' 9 0 ' 9 2 ' 9 4 

Source: ABS, fhe lobour force. AuHralia, Cat No. 6203 0 

percentage point rise in female labour force particif>ation rates (compared 

with a 2 to 3 percentage point fall in the male labour force participation rate). 

In other words, female unemployment has risen by far less than has male 

unemployment, even though the female labour force grew at a much faster 

rate (indeed, sirKe 1978 the rate of growth of the female labour force has been 

about double tliat for men). 

Th i rd , adult unemployment has become much more of a problem in the 

latest recession. In earlier fieriods, the effects of a recession were typically felt 

most by young workers. While it is s t i l l true that the highest rates of 

unemployment are found among teenagers, the 1990s has seen a marked 

growth in the incidence of unemployment among both prime age aiKl okler 

members of the workforce. Of course, pwrt of the reason w h y youth unem-

ployment is not any higher in this recession compared with the 1983 reces-

sion is that labour force participation rates among youth have fallen, which 

it could be argued might reflect discouraged worker effects. Nevertheless, 

figures reported each September by the A B S in their publication. Persons Not 

in the Labour Force. indk:ate that growth i n discouraged job seekers has been 

most pronoimced among prime age workers For example, in September 

1989 5,5 per cent of teenagers not in the labour force were measured as being 

discouraged job seekers. By September 1993 this figure had risen to 8.2 per 

cent. By comparison, among persons aged 35 to 44 years the relevant 

proporrion rose from 13.9 per cent to 31.4 per cent (of persons aged 35 to 44 

years who were not in the labour force). 

Final ly , T a b l e 4.11 highlights changes In unemployment according to 
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Table <> n Comporofive Profile o lUnamptoywl , 1983 A 1 9 9 3 

(percentage change f rem corresponding month of 

previous year) 

r 19t3 November 1993 

RoHoto 
I U I I K > nv 

RoHoto 

f t total totol 

AAole 8.9 1.00 106 1.03 

Female 9.0 1.01 9.9 0.96 

Age 

Youtfi (15-24) 16.4 1.84 169 1 64 

Prim»og« (25^4) 6.5 0.73 8 4 0.82 

Older (55*| 5.1 0.57 9.7 0.94 

Birthplace 

Australia 8 2 0.92 9.7 0.94 

Oversea! 11.0 1.24 12.3 1.19 

Wtyitry 

Agriculture 3.8 0.70 5.0 0.96 

Manufacturing 8.1 1.50 7.9 1.52 

Construction 1 0 3 1.91 7.3 1.38 

W'soU & retail trade 6 5 1.20 5.4 1 04 

Transport & storoge 4.6 0 8 5 4.9 0.94 

Finance, etc. 2 9 0.54 3.1 0.60 

Community services 2.1 0.39 2.4 0,46 

Recreation, personal 

4 otlier services 6.4 1.13 7.5 1.44 

Other 3.4 0.63 2.3 0,44 

industry of last job. In the main, there does not appear to have been much 

change. The most obvious difference between 1993 and 1983 i s the much 

lower rate of unemployment aris ing f rom job loss in the construction indus-

try in 1993 relative to 1963. However, this difference is almost certainly due 

to the two observation points representing different stages of the economic 

cycle. Whereas November 1983 was close to the trough of the 1982-83 

recession, November 1993 is a time when economic recovery was in 

progress, and as noted above, the construction industry is a leading sector in 

the recovery. Perhaps of greater significance is the relative deterioration of 

employment prospects for persoru employed in recreation, personal and 

other services. One of the growth sectors of the 1980s, it wouk) seem that 

persons retrenched f rom this sector are having greater difficulties f inding 

employment, possibly because employment in this industry is not very ski l l -

intensive. 
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The ( C o m m o n w M h h ) Industiiol Relations Reform Act (IRRA) 1 9 9 3 

What is an Act that relies on three Heads of Power in the Constitution, that 

contains hundreds of amendments made between the Second aiul T h i r d 

Reading Speeches (mainly government-inspired) and was rammed through 

Parliament in less than two months? A n s w e r Laurie Brereton's Industrial 

Relations Reform Act 1993. 

The Industrial Relations Reform Act 1993 came into operation on 30 

March 1994, although certain provisions relating to termination of employ-

ment commenced on 26 February 1994. The importance of this Act derives 

partly f rom the fact that it prescribes in great detail the means by which 

enterprise bargaining w i l l becorvJucted and agreements channelled. Osten-

sibly designed to emphasise conciliation over arbitration and to establish 

enterprise bargaining as the very hallmark of the iiKlustrial relations system, 

compulsory arbitration is however retained and the award system strength-

ened by the Act. Not surprisingly, it is a very pro-union package, wi th a 

legislated right to strike, relatively trivial penalties for striking in defiance of 

Commission orders and the dilution of the laws governing secondary boy-

cotts, which are now fiositioned in the I iKlustr ial Relations Reform Act 1993. 

What are the main features of the Industrial Relations Reform Act 1993? 

While the Act continues to provide for conciliation and arbitration, the 

emphasis is placed on disputes being solved, as far as possible, by cottdlia-

tion. Within Part 2 Objects, there is also inention of the need to maintain a 

framework of awards and to ensure compliance of labour standards with 

international obligations. 

A new and potentially significant Object of the Act is to help prevent 

and eliminate discrimiiution on the basis of race, colour, sex, sexual prefer-

erKe, age, physical or mental disability, mari tal status, family responsibili-

ties, pregT\ancy, religion, political opinion, natiorul extraction or social 

origin. Since it is the intention that a l l instruments of the Commission 

(awanlsand agreements) comply with these non-discrimination provisions, 

this raises the issue of whether, for Instance, junior rates of pay fail to meet 

the non-discrimirution criterion. There are a number of other examples 

where existing award/agreement clauses are also unlikely to comply. Rem-

edying implicit discrimination in awards w i l l be a huge task for Comnussion 

monbers. 

There is a new part in the Act (Part 3, The A w a r d System) which 

explicitly reaffirms the role of awards and indeed lays down statutory 

guidelines governing award variations ( in Section 88A): 

(a) by awards that set fair and enforceable minimum wages and condi-

tions of emplcnfmeni that are maintained at a relevant level; ... 

(b) awards . . act as a safety net of mmimum wages and conditions 

underpinning direct bargaining;... 
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(d) regard is had, in connection mlh the makmg, revituMng and varying 

awards, to stable and appropriate refalivtiies based en skill, respon-

sibility arid the conditions under which work is performed, and on the 

need for skill-bastd career paths. 

A key phrase i n P u t 3 i s 'secure, relevant and consistent' - it becomes 

a duty of the Commission to ensure that awards conform with this descrifv 

tion. The Commission is called on to review al l awards at least every three 

years and to ensure that awards conform with the International Labour 

Organisation Convention on Fami ly Responsibilities. It isalso stated in the 

Act that awards must be expressed in plain English and that obsolete 

provisions be deleted and provisions updated 

Under Part 3, the Commission Is required to establish expeditiously an 

interim award to satisfy the requirement that an award is in place prior to an 

agreement being approved. T h i s has important implications for greenfields 

operations. It is impossible under the Act for greenfields sites to be covered 

by an agreement without an award first being in place, the latter providing 

the benchmartc for the no disadvantage rule governing agreements (see 

below). The clear intention is to remove any additional flexibility greenfields 

sites might gain over existing operations. 

The new Part 4 M i n i m u m Entitlements covers five main topics, v iz : 

(a) m in imum wages; 

(b) equal remuneration for w o r k of equal value; 

(c) termination of employment; 

(d) parental leave, aiKl 

(e) leave to care for immediate family. 

Rather than comply with the I L O Convention on Minimum Wages by 

recourse to the setting of a min imum wage, as is the case in many countries, 

the interpretation the I R R A places on compliance with the I L O Convention 

on Min imum Wages is the min imum rates of pay specified in awards for a l l 

employees In a group. A s a consequence, there is a vast range of min imum 

wages, many of which are not confined to low-paid workers. 

The lermiiuition of employment provisions involve one of the most 

radical departures in the Act, especially in terms of the Involvement of the 

federal jurisdiction. There are likely to be a small number of exclusions, 

including workers engaged under a contract for a specified period or to 

undertake a specific task; workers serving a probation or qualifying period; 

and some casual workers. 

There are three basic categories of termination dealt wi th under the 

Act . These are: termination initiated by the employer for gcxxl reason; 

termination resulting f rom redundancy; and unbai dismissal. M i n i m u m 

periods of notice are set d o w n in the Act according to years of service and 
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compensation In lieu of notice. In terms of redundancy, the Act provides for 

conni lu t ive processes and a requirement to notify the C E S where 15 or more 

redundancies occur. 170DE deals wi th harsh, unjust or unreasonable termi-

nation: 

0) Anfmployermust nol terminate an employte'trmploxfrnent unlett 

there is a valid reason, or valid reasons, connected xvith the employ-

ee's capacity or conduct or based on the operational requirements 

of the undertaking, establishment or service. 

(2) A reason is not valid i f , having regard to the employee's capacity 

arul conduct and those operational requirements, the termination is 

harsh, unjust or unreasonable. 

In other words, there has to be substantive fairness as wel l as procedural 

fairness. 

A number of grounds are laid do%vn which may not form the basis for 

termination, irtcluding: temporary absence associated wi th i l lness / in jury , 

union membership/union activities, non-union status, race, sex, colour, 

sexual preference, age, physical or mental disability, marital status, family 

responsibiUties, pregnancy, religion, political opinion, national extraction, 

social origin, and parenul leave. 

Within 14 days of termination, any employee (not necessarily award-

covered), or trade union, may apply to the Industrial Relations Court for a 

remedy in respect of termination The Commission may be required to 

establish a conciliated resolution. Fail ing this, the Court has the power to put 

the employee in the same position as if the employment had not been 

terminated, including reinstatement or irtonetary compensation, on which 

latter matter however the Act gives no specific guidatKe. Since there are 

essentially no federal precedents for the Industrial Relations Court to follow, 

the e»rly decisions in relation to compensation will be closely followed. 

Apart f r o m a potential deluge of claims for unfai r dismissal f rom non-award 

employees, any Indications that very generous compensation w i l l be avai l-

able at the federal level are l ikely to eiKourage jurisdiction-hopping by 

a w a n l employees. 

Part 5 is entitled 'Promoting Bargaining and Facilitating Agreements'. 

The Act carries a definition of enterprise which i sa business that Is carried on 

by a single employer, or a geographically distinct part of such a business; or 

2 or more geographically distinct parts of the same business carried on by a 

single employer. These definitions are Important because they preclude 

agreements that cover only a pxirtion of workers (say those who are non-

union) In an enterprise, as well as Individual contracting. 

There are essentially two routes for the making of agreements. The first 

Cert if ied Agreements is little changed f rom Divis ion 3A, Section 134 of the 
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Industrial Relations Act 1988 as amended, apart from the condition that the 

wages and conditions of the relevant employees must be regulated by one or 

more awards that bind the employer, and certifkration should not be ap-

proved I f a provision in the agreement is discriminatory. There are 18 steps 

to comply with for the making and registration of a Certified Agreement, 

which must be made wi th a registered trade union. 

The second route for agreement making is via Enterprise F lex ib i l i ty 

Agreements. Ostensibly, this is the route available for employers to make 

direct agreements wi th employees that is, non-union bargaining. There are 

21 steps to comply with , including that a majority of employees agree to the 

terms of the agreement. It is the employer that applies to the Commission for 

approval and the agreement becomes an order of the Commission, akin to an 

award . Technically, the employees are not parties to the agreement. Under 

the definition of enterprise in the Act, individual contracts that override 

awards w i l l not be able to be certified as Enterprise Flexibility Agreements. 

One of the pweconditions for an Enterprise Flexibility Agreement is that 

at least some employees be covered by a federal award . This i s designed not 

so much to protect workers under state jurisdictions, but rather to prevent 

award-free employers f rom seeking a (federal) Enterprise RexibiHty Agree-

ment to protect their arrangements and thereby avoid being roped into a 

federal award. 

The no disadvantage rule appUes to Certified Agreements and Enter-

prise Flexibili ty Agreements, and this i s judged in relation to awards and 

entitlements under state or Commonwealth laws. In the case of Enterprise 

Flexibility Agreements, there is also a public interest test (ahhough this is not 

defined in relation to Commission Principles). 

In Ughtly-unionised plants where an Enterprise Flexibility Agreement 

is being consklered, the relevant unions must be informed of impending 

negotiations and be a l lowed to become parties to negotiations if they wish. 

Indeed, the Commission has the power not to approve an agreement if the 

employer has failed to notify unions about negotiations or give them the 

opportunity to participate. In completely non-union settings, unions may 

intervene In the certification prtvess, although they can only object not veto. 

Under a l l the c immistances , it is difficult to envisage inany employers 

voluntarily choosing the Enterprise Rexibil i ty Agreement route. A possible 

scenario i s that d o w n the track, the federal government wi l l note the lack of 

use of the provisions and conclude that there is no demand for non-union 

bargaining. A s a coasequencc. the provisions wi l l be deleted. There is of 

c o u i M an alternative interpretation. That is, the provisions are too forbid-

ding and risky for the average employer to contemplate and therefore other 

strategies, including sticking wi th the award, wi l l be followed. It is not that 

there i s no demand for non-union bargaining, it is that there is no demand on 

the terms provided under the A c t 
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Part 5, Division 4, deab with immuni ty f rom c i v i l liability. Introduced 

in this Act is the new (for Australia) idea of a bargaining period dur ing which 

agreements are being negotiated. A n employer or uivion (but not a group of 

employees) may initiate a bargaining period by giving notice to the other 

parties. At least three days notice of intended action is required. Action 

undertaken during the bargaining period is protected action. The Commis-

sion may order a secret ballot of employees. The bargaining period ends 

when the Conwnlssion terminates it; when a certified agreement is entered 

into; or either party decides it does not w i s h to proceed to a certified 

agreement. 

The grounds on w h k h the Commission may end a bargaining period 

are either where it is convinced there is not a genuine attempt to reach 

agreement by either party, or there has been a breach of good faith bargain-

ing (see below). Industrial action threatening life, personal safety, health or 

the welfare of the Australian population or causing significant damage to the 

Australian economy are also grounds for termination of the bargaining 

period. Industrial action outside the bargaining period which is not notified 

is subject to ptenalties of $5,000 plus $2,500 per day. It is unclear whether a 

necessary precondition is a bans clause in the underiying award . 

The Act contains provision for the Commission to make orders to 

ensure 'that the parties negotiahng an agreement. . . do so in good faith'. In 

addition, the Commission is able to promote the efficient conduct of negotia-

tions or otherwise facilitate the making of such an agreement. Some of the 

items listed in the Act as appropriate and enforceable conduct by the 

negotiating parties include: agreement to meet at reasonable times; attend-

ing meetings; compliance wi th negotiating procedures; not capriciously 

adding or withdrawing items for negotiation; disclosing relevant informa-

tion; and negotiating wi th a l l those who arc enfitled to be parties to negotia-

tions under the Act. 

Finally, the secondary boycott provis ions have been placed in the 

I R R A , re-positioned from the Trade Practices Act . There has been some 

significant re-wording of the provisions, iiKluding the introduction of a 72 

hour period of compulsory conciliation and the exemption or re-defining of 

certain secondary boycott action. For example, peaceful picketing is now 

exempt, as is industrial action waged i n the name of an industry campaign. 

Overall , the interpretation that can be placed on the I R R A is as follows. 

The Act is a n extremely complicated one. It seeks to provide means by which 

enterprise agreements can be ratified while retaining the basic structure of 

the award system. The principles which w i l l govern award variations a re set 

down in the legislation and deal mainly wi th continuing the union move-

ment's award restructuring agenda, the main features of which are skil ls-

based career paths and a coi\sistent set of m i n i m u m rales across awards. The 

interpretations placed on the m i n i m u m entitlements which are deemed to be 
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consistent wi th Austral ia 's signatory to I L O a n d other International conven-

tions have potentially far-reaching implications. Not only d o they poten-

tially override stale Industrial relations legislation in relation to nunimum 

entitlements, they provide protection to aU employees Irrespective of a wand 

status. T h i s last point i s particularly important in terms of the provisions on 

employment termiitation. 

The conditions under which agreements can be ratified In the Act are 

highly prescriptive, especially so In non-union settings, with the no disad-

vantage rule meaning that agreements can only be over-award (on balance). 

Indeed, eariy Indications are that most federal agreements are merely add-

ons to awards. There are a number of quite expl ia t ly pro-union provisions 

in the Act , particularly In relation to secoitdary boycott activity. The bargain-

ing In good faith provision may be used by unions to force otherwise 

relucUnt employers to the bargaining table. Greenfields operations are 

g iven no advantage under the Act because of the need for an Interim award 

to be in place prior to an agreement being ratified The extent to w h k J \ 

agreements made under the federal jurisdiction wi l l encroach into slate 

territory i s unclear, although given the incidence of dual award coverage In 

some workplaces, the eiKroachment wi l l not necessarily be marginal. 
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W
hen investors buy and then sell shares they expect a certain rale of 

return as compensation for foregoing their consumption dur ing the 

period in which they hold the shares. They also expect an additional return 

as compensation for the risk associated wi th their investment and the 

transaction costs Incurred in undertaking the investment Broadly speaking, 

the larger the risk and transaction costs associated wi th saving and investing, 

the higher the returns from investment needed to encourage savings and 

investment. A s a consequence, one of the w a y s of encouraging savings and 

investment is through reducing transaction costs associated wi th the provi-

sion of savings for investment. The transaction costs associated wi th the 

provision of equity savings' for investment are stamp duty, brokerage and 

bid/ask spreads. This paper w i l l discuss the nature of each of these costs, 

and provkle some unique Austral ian data on the breakdown of total transac-

tion costs related to equity Investment. The data suggests that stamp duty is a 

significant component of transaction costs, and hence the abolition of stamp 

duty in Australia has the potential to encourage savings and investment. 

Costs of Trading S h a r e s a n d the S o v i n g s / l n v e t t m o n t Docision 

The economics and finance literature continually iterates the basis for a 

rational investment decision by a corporation - take on a project i f its 

expected rate of return exceeds the rate of return required by its owners. In 

the case of shareholders (equity owners), the rate oif return generated by a 

project is passed on as dividends, or more typically, through increments in 

the value of shares held which can be sold in order to realise gains. Transac-

tion costs incurred in buying and selling shares in order to participate in the 

net gains from investment can reduce the net benefit realised by investors. 

A s a consequence, transaction costs either: 

(I) increase the required gross return of shareholders; or 

( i i ) reduce the net return to shareholders. 

' Equty hnonc* li lo b« ditlinguiilwd from dabl linanca. which invoh>«t o comiodual obligolion 
to rapoy lh« inikol omounl l*nl plut InlMMt. Equlfy linanca invohtat no wch otiigohoni, and 
tMtdhmky nftmanh uan»arihip in o corpofotion ond a thara in ita ptohH. Equ>V hnonoa it 
nuruly providad to a corpei^ion Arough <ha purchota ol iH thara*. That ratuht in o low ol 
Kmdt front 4ia thoraholdar to lha oorporalion. which con lhan ba uiad iot invatlmani 
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Both (i) and (ii) above have the effect of reducing the likelihood that a 

given investment opporttmity w i l l satisfy the rational Investment rule, and 

as a consequence, reducing the likelihood of equity savings aitd investment. 

It w i l l be argued in this pupfr that the reduction of costs associated wi th 

trading shares can directly Increase the level of savings and Investment. 

Cost* A s s o c i a t e d w i t h T r a d i n g S h a r e s 

There are three main costs of trading shares, namely, stamp duty, brokerage 

fees, and b id /ask spreads. Each of these costs w i l l be dtscxissed in m m , 

together wi th insights relating to how they may be reduced. 

Stamp Duty 

Stamp duty Is a government tax on transactions levied on the value of shares 

traded. Stamp duty Is presently payable on all market transactions of shares 

at 30 cents for every $100 or part, payable by both buyers and sellers. Th is 

makes the effective cost of buying and then selling shares (a round trip trade) 

0.6 per cent. Under certain circumstances, stamp duty on off-market trans-

actions Is 0.6 per cent but Is payable only by the buyer. 

Brokerage Fees 

A trade In shares can only be executed on the Australian Stock Exchange by 

a broker who is a number of the Exchange. In return for providing brokerage 

or trade execution services, brokers charge commissions or fees. Prior to 

A p r i l 1964, brokerage fees were fixed, after which broliers were free to set 

their own fees. Ai tken (1990) provkles some compelling evidence that fo l -

lowing thederegiilahon of brokerage commissions, fees fell considerably for 

the bulk of trading. Current data on the magnitude of brokerage fees Is 

diff icul t to obtain owing to Its non-public nature, and historical series do not 

exist. Tab le 5.1 below contains some descriptive statistics of data acquired 

f rom one of the Top 10 Austral ian brokers for trades executed in January 

1994. The trades o f the broker were ranked on the basis of trade value, and 

divided into 10 equally sized groups from the largest sized grtxip of trades to 

the smallest. The average value of trades associated with each group, and the 

average brokerage commission charged on each group of trades is contained 

in T a b i c S.1. 

Table 5.1 suggests that the average brokerage fee paid per dollar of 

trade is 0.40 per cent. Since bivestors wi l l be charged brokerage on both buy 

and sell transactions on a rouitd tr ip trade, it is conjectured that the average 

feepakd perdol larof tradeon a round trip transaction is0.80 per cent.' Tab le 

5.1 and Figure 5.1 further suggest that the size of the brokerage fee f a lbas the 

size of the trade iiKreases. Th is Is consistent wi th the evidence of Ai tken , 

' MiUn (1990) found no �vkfanca lo wggati *ol buywi or* ctxKgwl a »y*malicolly dlHwant 

broliaroge f t to wlUfi 
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Table 5 1 Brokorogo C h a r g e d b y a Top 10 A S X B r o k e r in 

J a n u a r y 1 9 9 4 , b y the Do l lar V a l u e of T r a d e 

Trade Average Average 

S i n Consideration' Brokerage* 

( I I (%1 

Small 1 1,710 2.92 

2 4,639 1.54 

3 8,160 1.30 

4 13,359 1.00 

5 23,519 0.72 

6 43,206 0.52 

7 83,084 0.45 

8 163,417 0.43 

9 347,596 0.41 

Large 10 1,659,335 0.37 

Value Weighted AverogV - 0.40 

* « - " ' B ' bfokwoB* pm »odm o i a pmranlogt oi kod* MIIM*. 

Sowce: Anonymous lop 10 brolar on the ASX. 

Figure 5.1 B r o k e r a g e Fees C h a r g e d by 

O n e Top 10 B r o k e r in 1994 , 

b y the S ize of T r a d e 

Smoll 3 5 

Trade Size 

Source: Anonymous top 10 brc4iar on ttw ASX 
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who foimd one of the most important variables explaining the level of 

brokerage fees is trade value. Ai tken also provides evidencesuggestlngthat 

the amount of research provided by brokers, and the degree of stock price 

volatility Increases the airwunt of brokerage commission charged 

Bid /Ask Spreads 

In Austra lia, market partknpants who want to buy shares typically telephone 

their brokers and ask them to place b i d ' orders to buy sha res on their behalf. 

Each broker then electromcally submits the order to the market, stipulating 

the quantity and price at which the broker's client is wilUng to buy. ' If a seller 

exists in the mariiet and is wi l l ing to sell shares at a price less than or equal to 

the price stipulated by the buyer, a trade occurs. If however, no such seller 

is available, the buyer must wait to trade and the order remains unexecuted 

in the market. A n analogous process occurs for market partknpants who 

want to sell their shares, in which case brokers place 'ask' ordeis. 

A t any point in time, then exists in the market a pool of unful f i l led 

buyers and sellers wi l l ing to trade at a variety of different price levels. The 

highest bid price is called the 'market b id ' , whilst the lowest ask price is 

called the 'market ask' . The market ask must a lways be greater than the 

market bid, otherwise the two orders would be 'crossed' and a trade re-

conled. The difference between the market buJ and ask is called the 'market 

b k l / a s k spread'. The market bid/ask spread represents the min imum cost 

of completing a round trip trade* because a trader who immediately wants 

to buy and then sell shares w i l l buy at a higher market ask price, and then 

must sell at a lower market bid. 

Although data on market bids and asks are reported in the press at the 

end of each day , descriptive statistics on the a z e of the b id /ask spread for 

stocks traded in Austral ia are virtually non-existent. Some statistics were 

compiled from data acquired f rom the Australian Stock Exchange* for the 

purposes of this papier. 

The 100 most traded stocks in Australia by the value of trade were 

ranked acconling to the value of trading.* These were then divided Into 

groups of 10 f rom the most to the least frequently traded, and the average 

b id / a sk spread over the month of January 1994 was calculated for each stock. 

T a b l e 5.2 below provWes details of the average b id /ask spread for each of 

these 10 groups. 

' Ot court*, lh« procM* it o litll* mar* compllcoisd tfion daKribad Otttn ih* brokar otompit 
voriout 'gomtng' slrotogiai in ordar I D mojiimiw lh« prk* of tkxk told, or mlnimita Ihm pficv 
o< Mock bought 

* Racol #icii o round Irip kod* it lh« procau ol bufing ond Hwr ttlling tharai. 

* nw data « «M tMa hot bMn compibd from o uniqua ASX dotobota whch it haU ol *» 

UatvwaMy of Sydnay 

* Halt Ihol H I * lop 100 Hockt wara utad at lha mkaquancy of trading on itocki outuda of Ihit 

group maont tfiot ipraodt wara often noivaaittanl. 
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Table 5,2 suggests that investors trading in the top 100 stocks w i l l , on 

average, face a b k l / a s k sf>read of approximately 0.47 per cent (of the prkre of 

the stock). Tab le 5 J and Figure 5.2 also suggest that the b k l / a s k spread falls 

as the amount of trading activity in the stock rises. This is consistent wi th the 

findings of Ai tken and Frino (1994). that the size of the spread falls as the 

level of trading activity in a stock mcreases. Ai tken and Frino (1994) also find 

that the size of the spread decreases as the price of the stock increases, and 

increases as the price volatility of the stock increases. 

A B r e a k d o w n a n d Estimate of Total Transact ion Costs on the A S X 

The data description provided to this point suggests that the average total 

cost of trading shares in Australia isappiroximately 1.87 percent, with stamp 

duty, brokerage and b id /ask spread contributing 0.60 per cent, 0.80 percent 

and 0.47 per cent respectively.' Figure 53 depicts this breakdown of total 

T a b l e s 2 A v e r a g e B i d / A s k S p r e a d s o f the 1 0 0 Most 

Frequently T r a d e d S l o c k s in J a n u a r y 1 9 9 4 , 

b y the V a l u e o f T r a d e in the Stock 

Stock Average Average Average 

Turnover Trade Vok<me' Spread^ Spread* 

($1 (S) t%l 

High 1 360,713,077 2.21 0.25 

2 116,810,650 1.80 0.35 

3 84,120,270 1.89 0.47 

4 49,887,432 2.57 0.70 

5 33,476,626 3.52 0.78 

6 28,030,202 2.70 1.00 

7 21,492.881 2.81 0 8 5 

8 18,272,111 3 7 2 1.09 

9 15,379,316 3.10 1.62 

lo«r 10 13,230,465 5 60 1.28 

Value Weighted Average' - 0.47 

' TH* mmrogt >od> �oiu* kr aedu In �odi gmuB-

- Jhm Ckwroga doHo, bid tak ipraad a< *>m Hodu in #<� | 
nwcMregs b y mk mnod m o pfcanluy altmpn a of #w I t o c k *0f *»� group 

ei ipiaadi wa^iad by *<» KOIU* oi fod* w *m tack 

Soufca: ASX Ootabofe, Unrvertily of Sydney. 

Horn *tal bnikmogt bes ond ipraodi ore not ririctty comparable, os the brotwoge lee doto is 
bosad on Irodes in oil Hocks wtiilil I I M ipreod doto ii boaed soMy on the top )00. Hotwevw, 
gtvM Ihol ower 82 pM cant o< trading injonuory 1994 occurred In *»� lop 100 Hocks, Hlmn 
mortof *e brokerage doto relolii la lite lop 100 ilodu in ony cose, ond *>e compofison 
above it reosortofaly voltd. 
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Figure 5 .2 A v e r a g e Bid Ask S p r e a d i of the 100 Most 

Frequently Traded » o c k s in January 1994, 

b y ^ ^alue of T r a d e in the Stock 

1.8 

1.6 

1 4 

& 1.2 

-9 1.0 

I O.B 

J f 0.6 

0.4 

0.2 Lerillllll 
HigSoir 3 5 7 

Troding Activity Level 

Soutca ASX Datobosa, Univartily of Sydney 

transaction costs and demonstrates that stamp duty is a one of the main 

contributors. 

A t a most optimistic level, the evidence provided above suggests that 

investors w i l l only undertake an investment if the investment returns their 

net required rate of return plus at least 1.87 per cent The risk impbcit in any 

investment (the probability that the return of an investment w i l l be some-

thing other than expected) suggests that the premium associated wi th trans-

action costs w i l l be somewhat greater than 1.87 per cent. 

Figure 5.3 B r e a k d o w n of Total Transact ion 
Cos t s of Trading S h a r e s 

stomp duty 

32% 
broksroga 

43% 

bid Oik tpraads 

25% 

Source: ASX Dolobaie, Sydney Onivartity 
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increas ing Savings a n d Inves tment 

The arguments presented earlier suggested that transaction costs deter 

savings and InvestiTwnt. Hence, an obvious policy Implication of the analysis 

to this point, given an objective of Increased savings and Investment, Is the 

f>romo»ion of change so as to reduce transaction costs. The three transaction 

costs which can be reduced in order to j>romote savings and investment are 

stampduty, b id /ask spreads, or brokerage. Of these,stan\pduty Isby b r t h e 

most contentious, as reflected by the considerable debate on the Issue 

recently and especially In the US. Further, the data reviewed above suggests 

t hat sUmp duly Is a signifkrant cost of trading on the A S X . A s a consequence, 

this paper w i l l focus on stamp duty In further discussion. 

Theabohtion of stampduty on the A S X would be coiuistent with recent 

developments in Finland, New Zealand, Singapore and Sweden - a l l of 

which ellmlruted such taxes In 1992. It wouW also bring Austral ia into line 

wi th the U S A , w h k h has never placed such taxes on securities transactions. 

Table 5.3 above supports the notion that Austral ia has a high level of stamp 

duty on share trading. Australia has the highest level of stamp duty In the 

world, together wi th Japan and Ta iwan . The reduction of stampduty wouW 

bring the Australian rate down to a more competitive level relative to other 

nations. 

Table 5.3 G o v e r n m e n t I m p o s e d Securities Tronsoct ion 

T a x e s A r o u n d the W o r l d 

Notion DeKfiption Approx. SIxe on 

Round Trip Trade 

Australia tiamp duly 0.6% 

Auilria Irontier lax 0.5% 

Belgium ilamp duly 0.34% 

Frar>c« trading lax 0.30% 

Germany Boermuatx & Courtage lax 0.37% 

Hong Kong Ilamp dt*y & special levy 0.512% 

Itoly stamp duty 0.10% 

Jopan sales lax 0.60% 

Singapore conlrocl stamp duty 0.2% 

Switzerlond various 0.171% 

Taiwan transaction taxes 0.6% 

UK stomp duty 0.5% 

Source Compiled from Froot ond CompbeH, 1993. ToUe 1 
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Conclus ion 

This paper has argued that costs associated with trading shares, a stnirce of 

equity capital, decreases the likelihood that savings w i l l be used to acquire 

such financial assets. G i v e n that funds from the sale of shares are used for 

investment purposes, then transaction costs on equities trading acts to 

reduce the level of savingsand investment. The main costs of trading shares 

are stamp duty, brokerage and the bid/ask spread. It was argued that 

relative to other nations, stamp duty in Australia is quite high. T h e policy 

implication derived from this analysis is that in order to increase savings and 

investment, stamp duty placed on securities transactions needs to be el imi-

nated. 
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A
ccording to Edward de Bono thinking is the deliberate exploration of 

experience for the purpose of undenUanding, making decisions, plan-

n i n g problem solving, fudging and taking action. Thinking is an operaliona I 

ski l l through which intelligence acts upon experience and Involves the 

processing of informatton.' 

Today, the teacher's role is changing f rom one of transmitting knowl-

edge to one of facilitating the construction of knowledge. Where students are 

introduced to strategies which encourage them to use higher order thinking 

skills, they are forced to justify their thinking as their understanding is 

developing. That is, students move their thinking beyond mere recall a iKl 

knowledge. 

Our purpose in this article is to provide teachers wi th four examples of 

methods we use to encourage students to develop higher order thinking 

skills We do not present these methods as a comprehensive list. Rather we 

hope they wi l l be viewed as a starting point that w i l l stimulate the invention 

and widespread use of many more imaginative and powerfu l ways of 

enccHiraging students lo think. 

The four methods to be discussed in this presentation are: 

� Concept Maps 

� " S k i n n / and 'Fat' Questions 

� Fortime Lines 

� Predlct-Observe-Explain ( P O E ) Exercises. 

CoiKapt M a p s 

What is a Concept Map? 

A concept map: 

� is a deliberate effort on the part of learners to relate new knowledge to 

relevant concepts they already possess; 

� encourages meaningful learning as distinct f rom rote learning, 

' daBono, 1987. 
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is a process that eiubles students to link or see the relationships 

between concepts; 

is a probe for student understanding of the structure of concepts in 

relation to a larger unit such as a topic or issue or discipline; 

provides a w a y to visualise concepts and their hierarchical relationships; 

i s a visual tnap; 

focuses on and externalises the learners' cognitive processes (thintung 

skil ls) . In other words it i s a means to determine whether a student has 

not only read or heard the given material but can make some conceptual 

sense out of it; 

Figure 6.1 Structure o f a Concept M o p 

Cone—>t 

I 

concspl 

f.-.'!.itplr 

H.«orchical 

Source: J. NewokAD Gowin( lW)). t»ormngMowlot»om,Combrid9»UrMV«riilyPr«M, p37 
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� chaits the reUhonship between concepts; 

� i s a schematic summary or map of what the studentsare to leam or have 

actiiaUy leamt (see Figure 6.1). 

Irttroducing Concept M a p * 

Students need to recognise object words such as river, court, employee and 

event words such as judging, serving, typing. Both these categories are 

concepts because they are libels for regularity in the meaning of objects or 

events. They provide a mental image for words. 

Note that proper nouns are not regarded as coiKepts as they do not 

represent labels for regularities in events or objects but rather arc names of 

specific people, events, places or objects. Linking uxtrds show the relationship 

between concepts. There is no mental image assocutted loiih these words, for 

example: in, that, for, are, because. However the selection of these l inking 

words is crucial as they dicute the intent or relationship between concepts. 

Concepts are rai\ked f rom superordinate (most inclusive and general 

coiKepts) through to subordinate concepts (more specific). 

The propositional linkages between the concepts are revealed via the 

linking words whkrh He the ideas together and provide an avenue for 

observing connections. Again it needs to be stressed that these l inking words 

w i l l dictate the intent or relationship between the coitcepts. 

The linkage lines on the map should reveal a movement f rom the 

superordinate concept to the subordinate concept. 

Steps for Introducing Concept Maps (The P r o c e u ) 

T o introduce concept mapping to students we follow the format below: 

1. Introduce the sttidents to the term 'concept' by listing some object 

words such as ' f ac to r / , 'office' , 'housespousc', 'stock', and so on. Wi th 

their eyes closed, the students listen to the words and then are asked to 

explain their reaction. Their response should indicate that the terms 

conjure up a picture In their tiunds. Thu.s, you would state that this is 

correct and that they are object words. 

2. List the following event words: "buying", 'typing", 'washing", ' c rawl-

ing", and elidt a resporue f rom the students. Again the students have a 

visual picture of these cottcepts which are labelled as event words. 

3. Both sets of words are concepts, that is , they are labels for regularity in 

the meaning of objects or events. They provide a mental image for a 

word. 

4. List the following l i nk ing words, for example: the, is, such, are, wi th . 

Ask students to indicate a response to these. Here students do not have 

a mental image of the words in isolation. They are linking words and 
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they are used to show relationships between concepts. The selection of 

these l inking worcb is crucial as they dictate the intent or relationship 

between the concepts. 

5. Once the students have demonstrated an understanding of a concept 

and a l inking word the next step is for the students in groups to 

brainstorm a List o f concepts they have gleaned f rom a piece o f written 

material, observed f rom a video, or developed f rom listening to a guest 

speaker. 

6. These concepts are then ranked from superordinate concepts which are 

the more inclusive and general concepts through to subordinate con-

cepts (more specific concepts). 

7. T h e 'p repos i t iona l l i n k a g e s ' between the concepts are revealed via 

the l i nk ing words wh ich tie the ideas together and provide an 

avenue for observing connections. The selection of the l ink ing 

words is very important as they dictate the intent or relationship 

between the concepts. 

8. The linkage lines on the map always indicate a movement from the 

superordinate concept to the subordinate concept. This prevents the 

concept map f rom becoming cluttered. 

9. Proper nouns are not regarded as concepts as they do not represent 

labels for regularities in events or objects but rather are names of 

specific people, events, places, or objects 

10. The developed cortcept maps can be put on overheads or photocopied 

and distributed to the class. 

Implicat ions for Teach ing 

Concept mapping: 

� erKourages u l k between learners which facilitates metacognition; 

� is an efficient and quick method for both learner and teacher to observe 

how conceptiial l inks are perceived by the learner 

� is non-threatening because this strategy is less concerned with ' r ighf 

a iuwers - there is no single right answer - no perceived competitive 

threat; 

� it is a purposeful activity which is overt and requires psychoirtotor 

donu in ski l ls ; 

� encourages co-operative group work and sharing o f ideas and 

thoughts; 

� removes anxiety that can be associated with indivklual praise or criti-

c ism and concept inaps can be openly compared and commented on; 
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� focuses on l inks between concepts rattier than concentrating on detail -

this helps stiidents to interpret the objects and events being observed; 

� stimulates both hemispheres of the brain; 

� draws on the capacity for recognising f>attems in images, that Is, It 

facilitates thinking (cognitive organisation). Research has shown Indi-

viduals have poor memory for recall of specific details but recall of 

specifk: visual images is remarkable, e.g., locating a friend in a c rowd. ' 

Common Pit£alU 

� A belief that concept maps can be developed correctly at the first 

attempt — most maps wi l l need to be re-drawn, therefore it is best to 

complete the map in pencil so alterations are easily made, or write 

concepts on pieces of paper so they can be moved around as the concept 

map is modified; 

� A belief that concept maps can be used to explore a simple cotKept — 

the essence of a concept map is to show the relationships between 

concepts; 

� Where a coiKept map is confused wi th a block of terms lumped to-

gether, a mind map or a fiow chart; 

� Where a concept map does not have propositional linkages — these 

linkages enable connections to be made between concepts ai>d are 

therefore crucial; 

� A belief that a concept map is a summary of a given text — the map 

portrays the linkages between concepts; 

� Where a concept map does not have the over-riding or superordinate 

concept identified. 

Applications for the d a s s i o o m 

� Pre-topic and post-topic concept maps: enrich the process of learning; 

� Planning lessons: use a concefH map todetermine the sequence of ideas 

aiHl identify the relatioi«s between them; 

� Identify changes as they occur in a course of Instruction, i.e the a im of 

the lesson wi l l influence coiKepts to be used and students w i l l be aware 

of the purpose of a lesson; 

� Promoie metacognition, open debate and class and individual discussion; 

� Develop links across topics; 

' WhitB and Guniion* 
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Encourages reflective thinking through massaging of content; 

Helps lo distinguish significant informatton f rom the unimportant; 

Probe understanding of social situations; 

Reflect on adfustments needed to concept map when a particular 

concept is changed or deleted; 

Introduce a new concept into a n u p and make the necessary adjustments; 

Analysing newspaper articles through showing the relationships be-

tween the concepts and simimarising the concept map - this can be 

more creative - encourages deeper level thinking; 

Show relationship bet ween concepts in a number of newspaper articles; 

T o extract an understanding of the coiKeptual relatioitships in a text or 

other written material. 

T o show the relationship between concepts in a talk or lecture; 

Completed concept ma ps ca n be used as references tor the development 

of other set tasks such as essays, rep)orts, etc.; 

Means for planning an answer to questions for an essay or report; 

Read to class as a review of a topic or talk; 

To extract meaning f rom laboratory, studio and/or field studies. 

A n example of a concept map (see Figure 6.2) developed by Judith 

Mackenzie-jesser using the newspaper article 'At loggerheads on issues 

envimnmental ' follows (see Art ic le 6.1). 

T h e Value of Us ing Concept Maps 

� The concept map is a method of observing the way a student interprets 

the structure of a subject, issue, statement, piece of writing, lecture, etc.; 

� The concept map facilitates observation of the process of thinking as 

w e l l as the final product; 

� The concept map provides a ready op>p«irtunity for the teacher to 

observe, quesdcm, discuss and offer positive ccmstructive reinforce-

ment of individual students; 

� The concept map is a focus for the teacher to both lead and promote 

class discussion; 

� A poor concept map but a good perfomiance on a lest of detail may 

indicate that the student has rote learnt the inaterial rather than actually 

understood and retained the content and concepts; 

� Incorrect l inks between concepts often reflect limited uiulerstaivling of 

the material, that is the structure of the lopk: has not been assimilated; 
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Article 6.1 ' A t l o g g e r h e a d s on issues env ironmenta l" 

by Sleph«n Ellis 

The Sydney Morrting Herald, 

Saturday, January 16, 1993, p30. 

InataiCd pulriic ammtaeat of green iataes during the pau decade means abnos 

everyone now realises there is a trade-o(I between material prosperity and preservaiioa 

of the environmenl. 

Finding an appropriate tialancc tietween these two objectives is central to ttie no-

lion of sustainable development, a key concept in economic debate on environmental 

issues. 

Sustainable development is the vaguest of terms: there ste a hoA of conendkiC 

defini lions. 

Broadly, liowevcT. it u a rale of econanic develoiami and mount ^mmnyuan 

thai is campaiil>ie with prcservmg the natural envtrcnmem in the kmgcr term. 

This concept is so central to the envtronmenial debate thai ai die Earth Summit m 

Rio de Janiero last ytm pvtidpanis agreed to oeaie a Umted Naikms Commission cn 

SustamaMe Developraeni. 

But at the summit, clear divisions on the dimensions of sustainable developmeni 

and on the best mcam of aduevmg it were apparent tietween representauves of die 

wealthy industrialised nations and those from poorer developing notions. 

In this North-South divide, industrialised countries Increasingly place tlic preserva-

tion of the environment ahead of further economic development: less developed coun-

tries reverse diese prioniies. 

Widim industrialised economies, a combmauon of relauve pcoapehiy and growing 

pohtK:al and c«iniunity awaranoa of graan iMeihH|raB|)led an uicreasiiigly deter-

mined push (o solve environmeiual problenM >" die pM two decades. 

In conuasL die governments of less developed counmcs argue the environment is 

taM t m n a f a ituai die need to improve die ecooomic wcll-hemg of dieir citizens. 

Malaysia, tar example, oppoaes any ineraananal agiecmem that pnrvcnts it from 

exploiting us rainforest aixl rejects die notion dial lU foK* is commoa heriiaie. 

The Mi lqn te Govcnancm mptes it has no pankular obligaiion to preserve for-

ests, the logging of which can contnlnite to an increase in die country's econonuc well-

being, when tlic richer countries arguing for such a course have already logged dieir 

own forests. 

At Rio. this conflict also could be seen in the lack of agreemera on targeu for reduc-

tion of greenhouse emissions. 

Obaerven pointed out this lack of cwcmui reflected nervousness on dK pan of 

some less developed countries, worried atxxit the possible curb on enussioni thai an 

agreement would place on dieir economic growth, as well as opposition from richer 

industruiliKd countries. 

The industrialised economies still accoant for die vast majority of lesource deple-

tion and produce the vast majority of polluuan. 

But dial balance is quickly changmg According to Umted Nations snd World Bank 

esunuies. between now and 2(X30, world population will nse from 5.5 billion to 7 and 9 

billion - with a commensurate increase in consumption of resources and energy. 
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Almost all Iliac growib in populMion n l mou growth in consumption, will uUce 

place in less developed rrtmmim. 

Oearly, encouraging ihe nght son of economic growth - and "susiainahle dcvelop-

nicnl" - in ihcsc economies is crucial if a vast cnlargcmcnl of existing environmental 

ftitilaiis is lo be avoided. 

The Rio Summit provided atnmdaii evidence that aid flows from rich coutariw lo 

poorer countric* - the iraditiami way of encouraging tlie laner to reconcile rconnmic 

growth with proiecuon <tf the enviranmen - were far no small lo do the job 

Some poHlbte alternative approaclte* emerged in Rio, however, which augment the 

fcliance on environnenial rrwiwinnf made by poor u w U i i n in rciuin for aid. 

lncoptri«toprevKiBtinulti-laM>aJu»ifeieiiixiongk>b>le»ivironnienialiMU««.the 

summit for the first time tried to incorporate the private sector - in particular, muliina-

iionaJ companies ihai openue both in developed and developini ooumries. 

The approach lo mvestmoii and capital flows laken by these companies in less de-

veloped couimies is central to any attempt lo achieve "sustainable development" and 

more environmentally friendly economic growth in these economies. 

Business is tiie primvy polhuer and uaer of reaoufc«s. 

Business decisionf-oo inveaunou. on technology and on the location of produc-

lion - a n oadal lo environmental outcomes. 

A Swiss indusmalisi. Siephan Schmidheiny, was aaked to co-ordinaie business par-

ticipation at the Rio Summit and responded by bringing together 48 chief executives 

from various intcnMiianal cofparabons to fonn a Bosineas Council for Sustainable De-

velopmcm. 

Writing m the latest International Monetary Pund/World Bank review of finance and 

devekipmetu issues, Sdmidheiny calls for a pannership between the privaie sector and 

govemmcius in less developed countnes to ensure that environmental goals are mcl. 

That may sound a little like putting the pnsonen in charge of the jail. 

But Sciunidiieiny liacks up hia MgiuMia by pointmg out many envinmeaial proti-

leMi in leas developed countries emerge because of distorted pricing of teaourcea caused 

by government polkaes and because of the large informal economies many couaotea 

have. 

(The mformal economy Is generally ndiiional and barter-orienied, often substan-

tially Mack market or i l k ^ , and almost falls outside most taxation and environmental 

regulations). 

He uys mere open and competitive markets m less developed courttriea will help in-

clude the infunnal pans of less developed eoooamica, where ihey can be better legulaied. 

More efficicni iiurkets and tietler resource allocation would also mean natural re-

source consumption and pollution have more natural (usually higher) prices placed on 

incm 

It is generally agreed that excessive depleuon of limited resources can usually be 

explained by price. Wben resources are underpriced, for whatever reason, tliey are 

(MiiiaiiHl moniiiUckly than siwukl be ibe caae. 

Govemmeru policies on mineral rights, fishing rights, forestry, and even farming 

can cause such underpricing. 

in part, Schmidlieiny's stand reflecu the convenuonal IMF/World Bank line that 

many of the problems and disionlons in less developed economies are dw result of 

govemmeru interference, 

Bui it is also a recognition of tfie faa that enviraomcnial proWems arise from gov-
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cnuncnl failure as well i s martcet failure and ihat allowing the pnvalr sector a greater 

say in Tinding soluuons to environmenial problcna is likely U> mean that Ixxh of these 

type* of failure are mkkttKA. 

"Ootu laimiii in both Mhed and devetopiag asikMS a — ckply unden—d 

Uiat private indnary can be a force for sustainable dbvatopuMOt only wtoi it is allowed 

to aa as privae industry itwuld" Scttmidheiny ays. 

That is wticn it is not saddled with public MClor chores (sudi M creating jobs) and is 

encouraged to inicmaliae environmental cons (when rrnns. rather than itie wider com-

muniiy, are forced lo pay for llie environmental side-cfTecu ut iheir pnxluction). 

Sclunidheiny points out many of die relatively sophisucaiod ways of making compa-

nies pay for ihdr exiemalitics. such as pollution taxes and tradeable pcrmiu. can be 

implemenied only wtiere iliere is a strong degree of co-operalion between government 

and Tirms. 

And he says multinaiional corporations, cxpcrietxxd with working »iih rcgulalon in 

industrialised countries, could cake an active role m helping govemmenu in leu devel-

oped counnes create regulatory frimeworits. 

b is plain that powerful Tirms. wtiose influence is even grcaur wticn ihey are calling 

(tie slKXS on investment in the poorer economies should not be aUowed lo dictate rcfala-

l i an and policies. 

Bui equally plainly their input can be useful in avoiding ihe son of excessive regula-

tion itial leads to rules being flouted (M occurred for decades in Easten Europe) and in 

otxaining greater uniformliy of regulation across difTercni markets 

In mdustnalised countries, most businesses are already under pressure lo become 

more ecologically cfTicieni - diat is, to produce goods and services using fewer resources 

and creating less polluuon. 

The pressures on ihcm include UMigher regulations, uucs Ihal punish polluters, con-

sumer and media pressure lo become green and even the lendency for tanks and insur-

ance companies to prefer firms that do not face clean-up bills or environmenial law suits. 

Several of itiese influences are absent in the poors countries, and arc unlikely to 

a|>pear anil incomes rise snbsiantially; enviroamemal concens among the geiml pub-

lic lend lo be greater once die day-toHlay ecwwuiic | ranres of esiitaice abM. 

In dial coiMcxL it's tiard to argue widi die proposilian dial efTeclive control of die 

largest poll men, private companies, is best achieved by incorporating ihem imo die poUcy 

process. 

And It IS also difTicuIi to refute the nouon dial economic growth, which inevitably 

has to be generated by companies and investorv is crucial to lifting the degree of impor-

lance atiactied in less developed countries to environmental issues - and to creating 

more resources lo lie spent on dK eirviroiuncni. 

As die World Bank says m its 1992 World Development Repon: ""nK costs of ena-

Muig countries to achieve developmem in an envinnmenially sound manner are likdy 

lo be large in absolute lerms bui small in relation to resources generated by economic 

growth. 

"Good environmenial policies are good economic policies and vice versa. 

"EfTicieni econonuc growth need not be an enemy of die environment and the tiesi 

policies for environmental protection will help, not hun. economic developmeni." 

Alkrwing die phvMe sector a greater role in deterniiiiiiif wtM otnaiaM 4 i | a V | l i ^ 

and susumable developmciu in less developed countries is one way of liclping achieve 

diis policy balance, and of fuiding dK right mix for susuunable devetopoiem. 
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� Inaccurate concepts or lack of hierarchical development could reflect 

that no detail has been understood; 

� The concepjt map is an iiKlicator to a teacher that set objectives have 

been achieved, for example, s imilar concept maps suggest convergence 

In the learning outcome by the whole class, while maps that are signif i-

cantly different suggest divergence and creativity on the part of stu-

dents; 

� The concept map can be used to complement other assessment strategies. 

'Sk inny ' a n d ' F a f QtMations 

These are 'cogniHve organisers' wh ich facilitate the leaching to students of 

the difference between lower order cognitive thinking skil ls and higher 

order cognitive thinking ski l l s (Bloom's Taxonomy) . In other words , 

students distinguish between questions wh ich s imply require recall of 

Inforrrution and questions which are more complex and require analysis 

and evaluation. Using the newspaper article on 'sustainable development' 

the following questions coukl be generated: 

Sk inny Questions: 

1. Define sustainable development. 

2. Distinguish between an industrialised western economy and a third 

work l , developing economy. 

3. G i v e some examples of 'ecologically efficient production'. 

4. Identify the characteristics of an "informal c c o n o m / . 

Fat QuesHons: 

I . Justify w h y governments in a l l economies should develop policies that 

incorporate sustainable development. 

2- Account for the different atfitudes towards sustainable development 

between developing economies and western economies. 

3. Predict the influence that the ' informal economy' w i l l have on 'ecologi-

cally efficient production' in developing economies. 

Uses of S k i n n y and Fat Questions: 

1. Students may read an article or v iew a video and then develop their 

own skinny and fat questions; these in turn may be shared with other 

groups and answered. 

2. Students may be given a task to do f rom a text, etc., where there are 

several questions. Part of the task may be to select only those questions 
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which they regard as 'fat questions'. 

3. 'Research and Investigative' tasks can be commenced by students 

generafing their own list of skinny and fa t questions which they w i l l use 

as the basis of their research. 

4. Students generate quesHons that could be used in a test or review. 

Meri ta of S k i n n y and Fat Questions 

Students are forced to massage the material (content) in order to come up 

with the questions. T h i s processes develops and deepens their o w n thinking 

ski l l s through building on problem solving, decision making and creative 

ideation skil ls . 

F o r t u n * U n a s 

A very important sk i l l for economics stiidents involves understanding and 

analysing graphs. In our experience many students lack confidence when 

asked to answer questions based on graphical information. Students seem to 

find it diff icul t to identify trends and suggest reasons for trends. 

Fortune Lines , a technique developed by Laurence Rush (1988), probes 

students' understanding of events by reqiurtng them to estimate and graph 

their impact on pre-determined criteria. Rush provides as an example the 

story of Ut i le Red Riding Hood. He separates the story into ten scenes. 

� Ut i le Red Riding Hood sets off from home 

� Uttle Red Rk l ing Hood enters wood 

� Utt le Red Rk l ing Hood meets wolf 

� Uttle Red Riding Hood escapes from wolf, continues through wood 

Figure 6.3 F a r t u n a IJr>e for Littte R e d Riding H a o d 

Gfandmo 
RaKU«J 

A/Tiv« at / 
Emwi Oondnw'i / 

S«h J 
ool / 

\ / ^ / \ / \ / 
* ' \ 1 Kilit Wo« 

Happineji Eicapat \ / 
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� Litt le Red Riding Hood comes to grandma's cottage 

� "What b ig eyes you have" 

� 'What big ears ytm have' 

� "What big teeth you have ' - wolf unmasks, pursues 

� Hunter enters, kil ls wolf 

� Grandma found unhurt in cupboard 

One dimension that changes through the story is Litt le Red Riding 

Hood's happiness. A child who understands the story might graph this 

dimension or criteria as shown in Figure 6 J . 

For a student who understands the technique of graphing, any major 

variation from the form shown in the above figure would indicate a problem 

with understanding. 

H o w can this method help economics students? When confronted with 

a list of economic events ( in a newspaper article for instance) studeMs could 

be asked how these events may effect one dimension of the economy. T h i s 

coukl be recorded using the fortune line technique of showing: 

� an impiovement ^ 

� a worsening sittiation ^ 

� no change —> 

A specific example may include the fol lowing events and how they 

relate to the level of business investment: 

� a weak international economic environmtmt ^ 

� strong domestic economic growth ^ 

� high profits ^ 

' low inflation ^ 

� rising interest rates ^ 

� large budget deficits ^ 

By adapting this technique, teachers gain a rapid insight into a student's 

understanding of individual (events and of their effect on a pre-determined 

criteria. Once this prtxxss has been wor lwd a number of times in a number 

of different situations, students have some undtTStanding of the hnks be-

tween the fortune line and the movement in a line graph. 
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Predic t ion-Observot ion-Explonat ion (ROE) 

Prediction-Observation-Explanation ( P O E ) exercises eiKourage thinking 

and probe undersiaiKllng by requiring students to carry out three tasks. 

First , they must predict the outcome of some event and must justify their 

prediction; second they observe and/or descn'be what they see happen, and 

f i n a l l y they must reconcile any conflict between prediction and observation. 

A n example of using this method in the economks classroom relates to 

students keeping up with changes In key data in the economy. At the start of 

the school year students are asked to build up a data base on the Australian 

economy. Then, before aimoimcements of key data in the media they are 

asked for their prediction aT>d reasons for this. Next they are asked to record 

the actual result and f i i u l l y say w h y or why not their prediction matched the 

actiial outcome. 

T a b l e 6.1 is provided for students to summarize their notes. 

Table 6,1 Exomple<rfPre«Cct iow<)bse fVPt ion- txp lanot ion (POE) 

Monitoring UrMmployment in 1 9 _ 

Prediction 

(%l 

Reasons for 

Prediction 

Actuol% 

Similarities or 

Dilferancas 

between % 

predicted 

and observed 

Fabruory 

AAorch 

April 

Moy 

Xond soon... 
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Purposes of P O E Tasks 

1 . The P O E task measures the ability of students to apply inforrruHon and 

knowledge acquired to interpret events. 

2. Stxidents are actuaUy practising what economistsdo, that is makingaitd 

just ifying forecasts. 

3. Th is apiTToach makes students re spor« ib le for keeping up-to-date wi th 

data - they take responsibiUty for Iheir learning. 

4. Rather than learn the statistics In a vacuum students have to give 

specific reasons and apply pertinent knowledge to a real situation. 

5. The last step which requires students to recof»cile any discrepancy 

between what they predicted and what they observed helps identify 

any lack of student imderstanding. T h i s diagnosis then assists students 

to Improve their understanding and correct any misconceptions. 

BcUonca, B. | . (1992), Graphic Organizers to Teach Thinking in Iht Co-operalivt Classroom, 

Hawlurr Brownlow EducaUon, Melbourne. 

De Bono, E . (1987), Tescfiin; Thmhng. Penguin, London. 

r^vak. ).D. and D.B. Gowln (1964), Leammg How to Lasm, Cambridge University 

Press, Cambridge. 

Rush, LN. (1988), Fortune Lines-a new probe of undnsltniiing in the humanities, Unpub-

lished Master of Educational Studies FVoject, Monash Umversity. Mellwume. 

White, R. and R. Gunstone (1992), Probing Understanding. The Palmer Press, Lxxidon. 
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THE NORTH WEST SHELF G A S PROJECT 

ALF D'SOUZA 

Investment plays a critical role in raising econoinic growth and in iin|7Tov-

ing a nation's productive capacity. That is why the recent decline in the 

share of business investment in GDP in Australia is of understandable 

concern to economic policy makers. Private sector investment decisions are 

generally the result of complex processes. Investor'animal spirits' ha veto be 

accompanied by exhaustive financial analysis and detailed technical design 

focused on economic and commercial opportimities. Al l investments have 

an element of risk and, as a result, some investments fail. While risk can be 

reduced by more effective management it caniMt be eliminated. 

Most companies today use discounted cash flow analysis in their 

decision making process with appropriate predetermined screening rates or 

investment earning powers'. Since the planning and operating horizons of 

many energy investments are very long. Shell uses long-term scenarios to 

test the robustness of investment proposals to assess the risks Involved. 

The focus of this paper is not primarily on the process of investment 

decision making; it looks instead at the economic and technological impact of 

one large investment decision - the North West Shelf Gas Project. 

The North West Shelf Project is located on the Bumip Peninsula 1^60 

kik)metres north of Perth (see Figure 7.1). The gas reservesare tapped via the 

offshore North Rankin A Platform, whkh is kx:ated 134 kms north west of 

the Western Australian coastal town of Dampier in 125 metres of water. A 

second platform is now being completed to tap into the Goodwyn oil aruj gas 

field 23 kms to the west of Norih Rankin and it will be connected to it by 

undersea pipeline. The onshore facilities are located at Withnell Bay near 

Dampier and contain domestic gas treatment plants, three LNG procesong 

trains and various LNG and condensate storage and loading facilities. 

Shell Australia's interest in the project is as a direct investor and as the 

principal shareholder in Woodside, the project operator. Shell International 

is also technical adviser to the project, drawing on its depth of intenutional 

experieiKe in LNG prt^ects. IntematiorwUy, the Shell Group has major gas 

production, transmission and LNG interests world wide, and It is the world's 

leading private natural gas and LNG producer. 

The North West Shelf Project Is not a typkral investment project for a 

number of reasons. First, the magnitude of its scale is very large. The total 
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Figure 7.1 Location of North West Shelf Oos Project 
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project cost is estimated at $12 billion making it Australia'* single largest 

commercial project. Second, the Project's lead times are unusually long. The 

Project spanned 18 years between the discovery of gas in the North West 

Shdf and the first delivery of gas to japan.' The third factor which makes this 

investment atypical is the large technical and commercial risk involved. The 

project operates in a difficult and hostile physical environment and the 

engineering and technological requirements arc most demanding. 

However, before we get into a detailed treatment of these issues there is 

a need to review some necessary background information about natural gas 

and LNC. 

' SMRobvlMurroy | 1 9 9 l , | rn»n#Mfc3^o>a r<m*lus 1 ^ , ARwi&Unwtn. Sydn^. 
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Th« Importance of Natural Gas and LNO Today 

Natural gas accounts for about 23 per cent of the world's primary energy 

supply, behind oil and coaL npeline gas accounts for about three-quarters of 

intemationally traded volumes and liquefied natural gas ( L N C ) for one 

quarter. While natural gas has experienced steady growth since the 1920s, 

LNC is a relatively new fuel whose rapid growth has been made passible by 

advances in a number of technologies, including cryogenics. 

Although the world has a good spread of proven gas reserves in more 

than 65 countries, many of the gas fields are located far away from nurkets-

There are many technical difficulties in transporting i\atural gas across deep 

seas. The conventional but expensive solution is to ship liquefied natural gas. 

Liquefaction of any gas reduces its volume enormously. Natural gas can be 

liquefied by cooling It to minus 162 degrees centigrade at atmospheric 

pressure. This reduces the gas to about 1/600th of the original volume, 

permitting its carriage by sea in special tankers to distant markets where it is 

re-gasified and distributed through pipelines to consumers. 

The efficieiKy and cleanUness of natural gas makes it the fuel of choice 

today for many industrial and commercial uses, including power generation 

which is a key growing market. Natural gas enjoys an advantage over other 

fossil fuels in some energy markets because of its lower environmental 

impact in use. Natural gas combustion produces no residual ash or airborne 

particulates, virttially no SO, and little NO,, and of course, no radioactive 

waste. 

The world's first commercial L N C project began thirty years ago with 

shipments of Algerian LNG to the UK. From that modest beginning of one 

million tonnes supply per annum, global L N G trade has grown strongly. 

Last year about 61 milUon tonnes of LNG were delivered around the world. 

The biggest LNG market is the Pacific nurket with japan the dominant 

buyer. Last year Japun imported 39 million tonnes from seven projects In six 

countries. Future demand in Japan could range between 55 and 60 million 

tonnes a year by the close of the century, depending on supply In addition, 

Korea and Taiwan are in the LNG market and Iheirdemand can be expected 

to grow. China has also sigiuiUed its interest in importing LNC, so it is likely 

that LNG demand in the region cnukl be about 85 million tonnes by the year 

2005. The conventional denund picture is quite buoyant. 

What Does LNO Mean For Australia? 

Nations importing LNC obviously get good economic value from gas to 

meet their energy and economic needs. Exporting nations can also do quite 

well as long as the projects are profitable and well managed. 

At the end of 1993 the North West Shelf Project completed 306 ship-

ments taking cumulative exports to 17 million tonnes. Next year the project 

will achieve annual plateau production of seven million tonnes of L N C and 
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it will generate about $1.7 billion In revenues excluding condensate sales. 

Investments are still continuing strongly, and this year the participants will 

spend a further $570 million on the Goodwyn platform *nd on shipping. 

Australia now has a new industry to rank alongside Its great export Indus-

tries such as ahmiinium, gold, iron ore, wool aitd meat. When the project 

achieves plateau production in 1995, LNG and condensate sales are expected 

to earn about $2 billion revenue a year even at today's depressed prices. This 

compares with total Australian wheal exports of $2.2 billion last year, and 

wool exports worth $2.9 billion. 

However, figures on export earnings only give us a partial under-

standing of economic benefits flowing to a nation; what is needed is a 

rigorousanalysis of those benefits. Such an analysis of the economic impact 

of the North West Shelf Project was carried out by Professor Ken Clements 

and Robert C.reig at the University of Western Australia in 1991. Their 

findings (Clements Report') suggested that in a typical year of the produc-

tion phase, the project boosts Australian exports by 3 per cent, real GDP by 

1 per cent and increases employment by 69,000 j<4)S. (Soine of the original 

operating assumptions were updated by Qements last year and they show 

a further improvement in exports and GDP".) 

The Cl«fn«nts Report (1991) 

The size of the North West Shelf Project intuitively suggests that it should 

have a large measurable economic impact on the ruiHonal and Western 

Australian economies. This is confirmed by the econorrtetric simulations 

carried out by the study. 

The simulations and research on the economy-wide effects of the North 

West Shelf Project were carried out by Peter Hil l and Alan Posvell using the 

ORANI model. ORANI is a Urge scale general equilibrium model of the 

Australian economy developed by the IMPACT Project (part of the then 

Industries Assistance Conunission) at the University of Melbourne. ORANI 

was designed to provide a general economic analysis tool to be used by 

government to gauge the impact of policy changes. It uses an Input-Output 

type format to produce a comparative-static ai\alysls of changes in key 

economic variables. In other words it tells us what the equilibrium result 

wouU be following a change or a 'shock' in a key exogenous variable 

working its way through the economy. 

ORANI was used to simulate the economic effects of the construction 

and f>roduction stages of the North West Shelf Project. For the purpose of the 

analysis it was assumed that the two phases were distiiKt even though there 

' K»nnc*i ClarMnta ond RotMrt Graig. CoDnatiic Impocf ol AmrtWio't NorA Wm/ S M f fta/«c«. 

D«par)m«f<l o< EcononiK>. Unnvrtily of Wwlwn Autfrolio, Octalw 1991 

' GOP rcviwd from I pM c«il to I 24 par can! amptoyiKanI from 69,000 I D 80.000 or«d 

axporti from 3 par canl to 3 5 par canl. 
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is considerable overlap between the two stages. 

The capital expenditure in a typical year of the construction phase was 

calculated as the present value of the investnteni stream (incurred and 

planned) divided by the number of years of that phase. The typical year's 

investment was then broken down into expenditures for each supplying 

industry The simulation took the form of ineasuring the impact of the 

investment on the economy while holding all other exogenous variables 

constant in the ntodel. The macroeconomic effects flowed directly and 

indirectly from the size of the investment in the project and from the 

expansion In the output of the oil and gas industry. The constniction phase 

investment exfKiulihire represents a large stimulus to aggregate demand 

which in turn has posiHve effects such as job creation and negative effects 

such as higher inflation which reduce the competitiveness of export and 

import competing industries. 

When all of these effects are aggregated, the final impact on variables, 

such as output and employment as a result of the construction phase, is 

smaller than that of the production phase. Aggregate exports fall by 1 per 

cent and aggregate imports rise by 0.3 per cent leading to a decline in the 

balance of trade. There is no increase in Aiistralian GDP. There is a small 

Table 7.1 Macroeconomic Effects of the NWS Project 

(per ceni deviation from situation wilh no NWS Project) 

Phase 

Verieble Construction Production 

Conjumer Price Index 0.19 1 75 

GDP Deflator 0.21 1.99 

Real Household Consumption 0.01 0.99 

fteol Total Inveitinent 0.72 -0.38 

Real Private Investment 1.58 -1.76 

Real Gov«mn>ent Expenditure 0.01 0.76 

Aggregate Exports �0.95 3.00 

(foreign currency value) 

Aggregate Imports 0.30 1.33 

(foreign currency value) 

Cfionge in Balonce of Trade �O.U 0.42 

(%ofGDP) 

Real GDP O.02 1.06 

Real GNP 0.01 0.76 

Real Wage Rote 009 0.89 

Sauce C3mienls and Graig. 1991. 
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increase in Western Australian Gross State Product (GSP). Employment is 

boosted by about 6,000 nationally, with 5,700 of the jobs located In Western 

Australia (see Table 7.1). 

In contrast, the production phase en tails a major Increase In exports, an 

Improvement in the balance of trade and a substantial Increase in natioital 

output. In a typical year of the production phase of the project, Australian 

exports rise by 3 per cent, aiKl although imports also rise, there is a net 

Improvement in the balarKe of trade by 0.4 per cent. The real exchange rate 

also rises. Australian GDP m the production phase riscsby 1.1 percent and 

en^kiyment by 68,000jobs. The effects on WA are larger, %vith GSP projected 

to expand by 12 per cent and empk>yment by 90X100 jobs. 

The effect of the project on iiKome and jobs is much more pronounced 

in the production phase than in the construction phase. This is intriguing. 

Intuitively the reverse shoukl be expected because the construction 

workforce is larger than the number of people directly employed in operat-

ing the project 

Qements says that the key to uttderstanding these results is that the 

construction phase should be likened to an aggregate demand shock This is 

because It is assunwd that there is no production from the project during the 

cortstruction phase. The ir»crease in demand leads to a rise in the CPl artd 

GDP deflator, indicating a real appreciation of the exchange rate. This 

amounts to a loss of Australia's intematkmal comftetitivencss. 

The Clements study clearly shows that the North West Shelf Project's 

production phase is highly beneficial to the Australian economy in terms of 

employment aivl Income. Other benefits include contributions to govern-

ment revenues. The latest estimates by Clements has royalties to state and 

Commonwealth governments growing from $8 million In 1989 to around 

$240 million by 1995. In excess of $81 million is pak) In payroll tax to the 

Western Australian govemment over the life of the project There are further 

contributions by way of customs duties, fringe benefits tax and corporate 

income tax pakl by the joint venturers 

BehiiKl these figures are other real benefits. Total Australian content is 

estimated at over 70 per cent which has led to a diffusion of opportunities in 

Australian manufacturing and engineering. A stvidy by the Allen Consulting 

Group* sttidy enumerates the successful transfer of advanced technology, 

the raising of local firms' capabilities through joint ventures covering LNG 

plant construction and sub-sea technologies, and the raising of workforce 

skills in quality management, liHlustrial relations and, most important of all, 

safety. Tlie Allen Report estimated that the project had spent more than $70 

million on research and development About 20 establishments were carry-

* Afcn CoiwAmg Group (1992). "Nor* W«jlSh««Co« Protect D « ^ ^ 

I (or Auilraliot. Induilry - A Slocktoi.', MahoucM. 
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ing out in excess of 50 research projects in a wide range of disciplines 

Including meteorology, oceanography and seismic interpretation. 

Local communities also benefit. The North West Shelf joint venture 

participants have invested $250 million on project infrastnKture in Karratha, 

the nearby township of Dampier and the Burrup Peninsula. A further $72 

million has been spent on contributioTu to commimity infrastructure, includ-

ing hospitals, schools, roads and airport works. 

AAanoging Risk and Uncertainty 

The foregoing is a summary of a number of positive effects of a large project. 

While there are many positive benefits for the economy the risk assumed by 

sharehoklers and others connected with the project can be high and they 

must be managed. 

Although L N C technologies are robust and proven, the sophistication 

and complexity of liquefaction technology, combined with the magnitude of 

a world-scale LNG plant, presents a formidable engineering challenge. The 

logistic challenge of buikling a large L N C plant is most demanding. For 

example, during peak production the North West Shelf Project required a 

workforce of over 4,000 to build the plant, inchiding the installation of 270 

kilometres of pipe and 5,500 kilometres of power and instmment cables. 

Liquefaction lies at ihe heart of L N C technology and is one of a project's 

most expensive components. The North West Shelf Project now has three 

lique^ction trains in operation. Each pnxess train contains a cryogenic heat 

exchanger 50 metres high, 1500 kilometres of internal aluminium tubing, 

four refrigerant compressors driven by 20 MW gas turbines and an air-

cooled heat exchanger bank with 132 giant electric fans and would cost in 

excess of $1 biUion to buiW. 

Because of the high costs ani long lead times, commercial risk also has 

to be managed. A joint venture operation helps to spread equity and the risk 

anwngst many players. Risks are of many different kinds bicluding project 

completion ar«d project performance. Risk goes beyond the joint ventiuers to 

cover contractors, lenders and buyers. 

LNG projects generally follow a certain pattern of capital expeivjiture 

which IS mirrored in rising levels of financial exposure until production 

commences. After exploration and appraisal dniling have established that 

reserves are adequate to sustain reliable supplies of gas, feasibility studies 

are undertaken. Marketing atKl financing studies are then commenced, 

followed by project defmition which leads to a 'proceed/stop' decision. 

Following a decision to proceed, projects involve four to five years of in te r s 

design arvi construction activity before prtxJuction begins. 

Lenders play a vital role because the scale of LNC projects is so great 

that joint venmrersby themselves will not have, or will not want to outlay, all 

the necessary finance. Lenders need to be satisfied that the project is basically 
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sound, that joint venturers are experienced and reliable, and that the assets 

aivl ittcome streams are 'politically' secure. 

The commercial risks for an LNG project relate to both price and 

volume. IVojects which appeared economic atul profitable at the start of the 

1980s risked becoming marginal as prices fell later in the decade and at the 

end of 1993. 

Volume risk is distiiKrt from price risk and refers to the ability of 

customers to absorb prodiKtion. Lenders can be expected to accept a certain 

sales price risk- They woukJ be reluctant, however, to take on primary 

volume risk and they expect buyers to commit fully to the contracted 

volumes So 'take or pay" and 'limited flexibility' are essential 

A project would find it hard to attract finance without long-term sales 

contracts covering the full production capacity over the term of the debt 

repayment schedule and beyond. Typically these contracts have to last 20 

years or more-

Conclusion 

To conclude, f^rojects such as the North West Shelf can bring tremendous 

benefits to the nation directly and indirectly, but they are extremely complex 

and high risk. Whilst most of the risks are bome by shareholders and those 

connected with the project, the benefits are diffiised through the economy. 

Other resource projects, small ainl large, also generate economic benefits 

commeiuurate with their size and [xXential. 

Australia is in the process of diversifying its economy, with solid gains 

recorded in manufacturing and service exports in recent years. Whilst we 

applaud these achievements we should not ignore the very real economic 

and technological contributioits from Australia's resource investments. 
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INVESTING IN TRADE WITH A S I A : 

APEC, G A I T & A S E A N 

PAUL O'CALIAGHAN 

It Isa pleasure to take part in Economics '94 and share some thoughts with 

you today. Let me say at the outset that I regard the role of teachers at all 

leveb of our education system as a critical one in meeting the national 

challenges 1 see ahead of us. We face major changes on a global and regional 

level as well as our own internal ones - particularly in relation to the 

unemployed. 

The challenges we face asa nation are even keener because we have had 

such an insular economic history. This has pervaded Ihe way that even our 

youngest people think today. 

One of the biggest challenges Australia is already facing is the relative 

decline in both Its political and economic Influence in the Asia Pacific region 

and the relative decline of our living standards compared to the wealthier 

Asian countries. Singapore has already passed us in GDP per capita. 

For a country which until recently saw Itself as the advanced economic 

and cultural outpost of Europe in Asia, this is quite a shake up. I am not here 

referring to racist views but rather to the long ingrained perceptioitt of 

ourselves and of others that developed over 180 years as a real or de tecto 

member of the British Empire. Those views were reinforced by ouraid donor 

status to Asian countries. 

You may be surprised to know that in my 20 years of regular visits to 

Asia, I have seen little change in the way Australians come across to their 

Asian counterparts. Completely without intention in most cases, there is a 

common attitude or tone of superiority I have seen this among the most 

highly educated Australians as well as the business and other groups. 

Of course, .such perceptions are not shared by those we meet In Asia. 

Australia Is still seen as a farm and quarry. The most common questioiis 

asked of us are about koalas aiul beaches aivi increasingly where are the 

good casinos? We are seen as not especially bright, not at all hard working, 

not outward looking and rather loud mouthed. In short, not like the image 

of a technologically advaiKed, brain-based economy with talented people. 

Perhaps this is not surprising as long as the primary commodity sector 

accounts for the bulk of our commerce with Asia. 

As I see It, our biggest challenge is to position ourselves within Aus-

tralia lo be able to generate sufficient luitioiul wealth to ensure nslng Uving 
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standards. This is not just an issue for current business people, politicians, 

professionals and bureaucrats. It is very much an issue for teachers - at all 

levels of the education system Wealth generation is first and foremost about 

people developing their kleas into creating wealth in any of ways. 

AuMralia needs to achieve a more business oriented artd export ori-

ented younger generation as quickly as possible if we are to keep up with the 

extenul changes occurring. One of the hurdles here Is that too few young 

Australians are disposed towards a career in business. 

In a recent survey of Australian and American high school graduates, 

both were asked a series of questions about their views on a future career in 

business. Over four times more American graduates sak) that they would 

like to go into business than their Australian counterparts. In response to a 

question ab<njt how many would aim to become an owner of a business, the 

gap was even greater. 

This problem has been reinforced to me in recent interviews I have 

undertaken in the retail iitdustry. Medium size f imv report that they have 

difficulty in attracting talented high school or university graduates to com-

mit themselves to the industry. They comment that anything which involves 

direct dealing with customers in a shop appears to be seen as very down 

market compared to working for banks or other large firms 

In order to meet Australia's economic and social challenges, we need 

changes In attitude from all sectors of the community. Even though only a 

small part of the population is ever directly exporting, all the suppliers of 

goods and .services to them have a major impact on their ability to compete. 

Because Australia is an open economy, we need to have more of our 

young people appreciative of the need for Australia to be globally competi-

tive and to be able to operate at a high standard in international markets. 

This means being more exposed to the attitudes and skills needed in the 

business commimity. Students need to uiKlerstand why their own and their 

children's living standards depend on a successful, competitive intemarion-

ally-orienied business culture. 

In primary school, this approach means both ertcouraging the students 

to be interested In foreign countries and lo learn foreign languages and also 

itKhides references to btjsiness in the resource irwterial. At senior secottdary 

level, it means developing the economics and commerce curriculum to 

include focused material on Australia's corporate involvement with the 

world. At both levels, the resourcesof recent migrantsand of firms within the 

district can often be drawn upon to achieve results. These Ideas need to be 

nurtiirad views through into the TAPE and university system Business 

should be brought in as far as possible in designing these materials. 

Inv«stm*n» in Trod* in Asia 

Trade and Investment can only occur within political and legal boundaries 
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set by govenunents. To recall why political boundaries count, we need only 

think of the "beggar thy neighbour' policies of the 1930s, in which the world 

turned away dramatically from inlcmatioiuil co-operation. 

Only one year ago, many people were worried about the outcome of the 

7 year old GATT negotiations, the Uruguay Rouixl. You may recall the 

Prime Minister's efforts on a visit to FratKe to encourage that government to 

adopt an internationalist rather than a parochial view. 

The business community was intensively involved with the Australian 

government in managing these G A T T negotiations because they camedown 

to access of Australian goods and services to foreign markets. Without the 

political agreement reached in that Round, not only agriculture but many 

other Industry areas woukl have been stymied in their efforts to expand 

exports and investment. For Australia, the agreements on intellectiial prop-

erty protection, on sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures, safeguards and 

anti-dumping all create important potential avenues for exporters. 

APEC (Asia Pacific Co-operation) 

Regional efforts on the trade and investment ageitda by the Australian 

government have also been substantial over the last 5 years. You will have 

heard about APEC, which was an Australian initiative. APEC includes 

North America and all of North, East and South East Asia. This bold idea was 

put forward by Australia because: 

� it would help to lock i n ' Australia to the fast growing economies of the 

region; 

� it could improve our access to those markets, which already accounted 

for 70 per cent of exports; 

� to push for liberalisation of trade, investment and finance flows; 

� to ease the growing economic ttissle between japan and the USA. 

APEC was never intended to become a trading bloc. The high level of 

trade, investment and finance flows as well as technology flows between 

Japan and the EU on the one hand, and the USA and the E U on the other, 

make either an APEC or a yen bloc most unlikely. 

Having watched the whole process from the Prime Minister's floating 

of the idea in Asia through two years of negotiatioits, I believe that APEC is 

an achievement to be proud of. It was the right idea at the right time, but it 

also took a great deal of artful persuasion of many governments to 'come to 

the party". 

Some say that APEC has yet to achieve major results. For me, it is a 

major result to have the whole regional heads of government attend a 

meeting together to discuss an agenda for trade and investment liberalisa-

tion. Thai occurred In Seattle last year and Indonesia will host the next one in 

November. 
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Asanyone who has worked in Asia knows well,a greatdeal can happen 

once the various parties are talking openly to one another. Sometimes, as in 

the case of the first nKeting of North artd South Korean Presklents, Ihe fact of 

a meeting ixxurring at all is a big step forward. 

However, there Is a much more positive political commitment within 

APEC. The focus of all work under way within this orgaiiisation is on how 

barriers to trade and investment can be brought down. We need to recall that 

barriers to imports and investment are not merely economic decisions by 

governments. They relate to core issues in the way that governments are 

formed and remain in offke. Where, for example, the primary source of tax 

income derives from import duties, it is not a simple task to commit your 

government to phasing these out within 2-3 years. These revenues will then 

have to be raised from corporate or individual sources. 

The reason for ojjtimism on the APEC liberalisaHon agenda is that most 

members are fully contmilted to opening their economies m a way which 

would not have been expected 10-15 years ago. Because a significant share of 

their growth has been pushed by high export growth, their leaders have 

become Increasingly intenutionatly oriented. All accept that in exchange for 

expanding their access to other markets, they must be prepared to concede 

changes in their own arrangements. 

This political acceptance has led to progress in negotiations for a trade 

and investment code in APEC, which would establish comptarable standards 

in many areas. Australian business people are enthusiastic about the direc-

tions which APIX" is taking in these areas because they will open more areas 

of business for the most comp>etitive Australian firms. 

ASEAN (Association of Soutti East Asian Nations) 

ASEAN is the other signifkant group because it has shown a resilience over 

nearly three decades ai>d an iiKreasing focus on ecorwmic issues. Until the 

late 1980s, economic co-operation among ASEAN members was very limited 

and their share of intra-group trade actiially declined from 18.6 per cent in 

1985 to 17.4 per cent m 1990. There was also minimal use of Ihe A S E A N 

Preferential Trading Arrangement by members in the 19805 

But, in Ihe early 1990s, ASEAN governments saw a free trade agreement 

as desirable to respxmd to iiKreasing trade aiKl investment fiows among 

members and to iiurrease their benefits from foreign investmcni. In 1992, an 

agreement was signed which includesa reduction of tariffs on manufactured 

goods to between 0-5 pjer cent over 15 years. The scope of this ASEAN Free 

Trade Agreement (AFTA) agreement is miKh more limited than the North 

American Free Trade Agreement, but it has already impMCled on investor 

thinking about the desirability of locahng within ASEAN economies. 

The so<alled Common Effective Preferential Tariff (CEPI") Ls the main 

component of AFTA. Under this, 15 product groupjs were identified as items 
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to have a rapid 'phase ouf of tariffs. Textiles and electronics accounted for 

the bulk of these items and it is important to note that Malaysia - Singapore 

trade, accounts for the overwhelming majority of this trade. However, in 

almost all cases, trade in CEPT items - excluding Singapore is small in each 

category. 

AFTA is not likely to have a big Impact on Intra-ASEAN trade. 

Malaysia will probably derive the greatest benefit of the six members be-

cause It has the highest share of intra-ASEAN trade. 

ASEAN's trade liberalisation efforts have L>een far fiom radical through 

AFTA even though most of its members have made substantial unilateral 

reductiotts in border protection in recent years. But a number of major 

foreign firms have noted the desire of ASEAN governments to work more 

co-operatively in this area and have sought to negotiate their own trade 

arrangements directiy with the group in exchange for promises of substan-

tial direct Investment throughout the 1990s. 

One important differernre between the AFTA and APEC agendas to 

date Ls that only APEC has been charted a course well beyond tariff cutting. 

A P E C s work now includes other areas which are often regarded by firms as 

equally important as tariffs - harmonlsation of standards, reciprocal recog-

nition of tests and certification of pnxlucts, removal of barriers on foreign 

Investment and rules for fair competition. 

Conclusion 

Australia has the potential to gain in many ways from closer economic 

interaction with Asia. At present we have a tiny share of foreign invest-

mcnl In the region and, apart from commodities, a snull presence In 

manufactures and services. But the outlook for competitive exporters and 

for investors In the region is very bright and Australian firms of all sizesare 

responding to it. 

It is not hard to see why Australian visitors to most Asian countries 

return optimistic about the potential for Involvement by Australian com)>a-

nies. The rapkl expansion of manufacturing industry in the Newly Industr-

ialised Economies (NIEs) artd ASEAN is drawing in inputs of goods atul 

services from all around Ihe workl. The deinand fur infrastructure (both 

physical and human) is great and the affluence of the rising middle class is 

driving demand for a whole range of foreign consumer goods. These are all 

areas in which certain Australian firms have strengths. 

Another feature of recent change has been that investment on the 

ground in Asia frequently enables a firm to become more successful in the 

market. Many Australian and other foreign firms have found that without a 

local presence in these Asian markets, it Is very hard to secure a position 

within the local industry The fact that many medium size and smaller 

European and North American firms are pursuing this strategy has in-
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creased pressure on Australian firms. 

The lesson in this trend for Australian firms which rely exclusively on 

selling from Australia through agents is that, in many cases, they will find 

their market position declining in the 1990s as these other foreign firms 

become more established with their product range customised to meet local 

demand. 

Finally, the key to sustaining an Australian advanUge within these 

rapid changes is the attitudes and motivations of our younger people. I urge 

you to assLst them to adapt to this changing worW aitd to develop a commit-

ment to excelleiKe in whatever they do. Your influeiKe will help Australia to 

meet this great challenge. 
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WITH THE ENVIRONMENT 

CURT ANDERSON 

Economic development and environmental protection arc often seen as 

opposing goals. Timber harvesting threatens the habitat of spotted owls . 

The burning of fossil fuels, which provide energy for industry, is l inked to 

global wanning and acid rains. The garbage generated f rom the goods we 

use fouls our air and water and s t u f f s our landfills. Wilderness areas are 

converted into resorts with condominiums. Chemicals, heavy metals (such 

as mercury), C F C s (chlorofluorocarbons), dioxins, and nuclear wastes are 

produced which the environment has little if any natural processes to absorb 

without significant damage. 

Is this the way things have to be? Must the natural environment be 

sacrificed or igitored to gain additional amounts of goods and services? The 

answer surprisingly is no. 

Economic development based on degrading the natural environment Is 

unlikely to be sustainable. The environment provides many needed re-

sources and valuable services to the economy. A s it becomes degraded (soil 

eroded, resources depleted, water contaminated, habitat destroyed, scenic 

beauty marred) It becomes less able to support a given level of economic 

activity, let alone any Increases. Protection of the environment or our natural 

capital is thus a necessary part of a sustainable development strategy. 

On the other hand prelecting the enviroiunent cannot often be ensured 

unless people's basic economic needs and wants are first satisfied. Unti l 

economic development has proceeded enough to satisfy these. It Is unlikely 

that a society wi l l choose to devote many of l is scarce resources to environ-

mental protection. Economic development al lows a society to produce more 

of all products, including more environmental quality. In fact, the most 

heavily polluted cities In the world are not In those countries where prixluc-

tlon is the greatest, but rather In less d e v e l o p ^ countries! Thus , economic 

development is likely necessary to promote better environmental quality. 

Figure 9.1 helps to illuminate these points. 

A Model of Production Possibil it ies 

A t any point in lime society may devote l is resources to Ihe producHon of 

many different prcxlucts Including consumer goods and services, capital 

goods, or environmental proiecfion. Because these resources are scarce (lhat 
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is, the amount of them available to use is finite or limited), only certain 

combinations of these products can actually be produced. These feasible 

alternatives may be iUustrated with a production possibilities curve such as 

shown by the solid line. Curve 1 In Figure 9.1. Thiscurvedividesaltematives 

into two categories. Those which are feasible to produce are all alternatives 

on or below the curve such as A and D and those that are not are all 

alternatives outside the curve such as C . Society may choose any alternative 

which is feasible, but will typically want to choose an alternative on the 

production possibilities curve since no matter which alternative one picks 

inside the curve (such as D), it is always possible to find an alternative on the 

curve which yields more of both products (such as B). 

At first glance this curve seems to indicate exactly the message sug-

gested by the examples above: choosing greater amounts of consumer and 

capital products means less resources are available to protect environmental 

quaUty (comparing alternative A to alternative B). But, while this is gener-

ally true at a point in time, it is not necessarily true across lime. 

The choices we make today affect the feasible alternatives we will f»ce 

in the future. For example, using our resources today to produce capital 

Figure 9 .1 C h o o s i n g H o w Resources a r e Used: 

T h e Al terno l ive f 
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goods means we w i l l likely have a greater ability to produce products in the 

future. In other words, the machinesand factories we build today wi l l enable 

us to be more productive tomorrow. In a similar manner, devoting some of 

our resources today to environmental protection can increase our available 

alternatives h)morrow. For example, preserving biodiversity may reap the 

rewards of new drugs and medicines in the future, as wel l as strengthen the 

ability of the environment to adapt to changes imposed on it. Improving air 

quality can lead to greater crop yields and less need for resources to be used 

in the health care industry. Maintaining a stand of trees or stock of whales 

wi l l allow these resources to provide sustainable f lows far into the futiire. 

Economic growth cKcurs when a society is able to produce a greater 

amount of products. Generally this is achieved through technological 

advances which allow the same resources to produce more or through an 

increase in the amount of resources available. Economic growth can be 

illustrated by an outward shift of the production possibilities curve (see 

Curve 2). 

Point A on Curve 1 represents a situation where society devotes rela-

tively little of its resources to protecting the environment. If the environment 

is large and its services abundant relative to the economy, this may have bttle 

negative impact on it. For example, prior to the 20th century people's 

increasing demands for goods and services led to greater natural resource 

demands and inevitable waste f lows. However , given the immensity of 

resource stocks and largely organic make up of the wastes, the environment 

could easily meet the resource needs and assimilate most of the wastes. 

While there were certainly cases of environmental problems (open sewers, 

coal soot, dumps, and deforestation), these were largely very localised. 

Under these conditions devoting few resources to the protection of the 

environment would have little adverse impact on future economic choices. 

However, i f the environment starts to become degraded f rom lack of 

protection (that is, the our stock of natural capital, becomes worn out or used 

up) this could reduce scKiely's ability to increase the amount of products It 

produces (Curve 2 shifts out, but not as much as shown) or even lead to lower 

production possibilities in the future (an inward shift of the production 

possibilities curve!). T o avoid this, society might consider choosing an 

al iemaii ve such as B . Th is choice devotes more resources to the protection of 

the environment and thus enhances the potential for economic growth. 

With economic growth the economy may move from B today to C 

tomorrow. Such a path over l ime yields society not only increased consumer 

and capital products, but also increased protection of the environment. 

Economic development does not come at the expense of environmental 

quality, they reinforce each other. 

But can an outward expansion of the production possibilities curve be 

sustained indefinitely? What about s imply maintaining a point such as C 
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indefinitely? If there are l imits to growth (either from running out of 

resources or turning the planet into one huge, uninhabitable waste dump), 

w i l l economic growth slow and the economy reach a steady, sustainable 

state or wi l l the economy continue to grow past these limils and collapse? 

The answers to these questions require an understanding of how people 

working through markets decide to use resources over time. 

While economic activity certainly places demands on the environment, 

proper maiugement of these demands can ensure not only economic devel-

opment but enviroimwntal (Trotection as welL Proper management, how-

ever, requires that a l l the costs of our choices are ful ly reflected. This has not 

been In general the case in the past and Is the economic root of many 

environmental problems today. Simply put, the costs of using the resources 

and services provided by the envinminent have not adequately been ac-

coimted for in our market economy. For example, energy production costs 

seldom ful ly reflect the damages associated with acid rains, a i r [wliuHon, or 

global warming. Wood production costs seldom ful ly reflect the loss of 

habitat or biodiversity. A s a result, economic development has to some 

degree come at the expense of environmental quality. 

One important role of economists is to describe these costs, measure 

them, and discuss policies wh ich ensure that they are taken into accotmt. If 

this is done the chances of economic and/or environmental collapse are 

greatly reduced while the chances for sustainable development are greatly 

increased. 

S u m m a r y Points 

T h e fol lowing i s a summary of discussion points of the contribution of 

economics in analysing environmental problems and offering alternative 

policy solutions. 

T h e Envi ronment and the Economy 

Why economics? Economics deals with satisfying society's wants and needs 

in the face of scarcity. 

The good news: � The environment provides natural resources (ma-

terials a i v l energy) for the production of goods and 

services. 

� The environment provides numerous services: 

amenity, life-support, assimilation of waste flows. 

Reality: � Physical laws cannot be assumed away. 

� T h e ability of the environment to provide resources 

and services is limited. 

� Trade-offs appear when this Umit is reached. 
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c;etting the Most Value from Natura l Resources 

W h y economics? 

The good news: 

Reality: 

Economics provides a criteria <allocalive efficiency) by 

which use of the environment may be assessed. 

� A valueless criteria in the sense that it does not say 

what individuals should or should not value, it 

only says that resources should be allocated to 

those uses which society values most. 

� A common sense criteria which says to weigh the 

benefits (value received) again.st the costs (value 

foregone). 

� Not a valueless criteria in the sense that a very 

particulardefinition of value (based on wil l ingiwss 

and ability to pay) is generally implied. 

� Many other criteria exist. 

T h e Economic Roots of Envi ronmenta l Problems 

W h y economics? 

T h e good news; 

Reality: 

The source of many environmental problems are economic 

(the result of how society goes about satisfying its wants and 

needs). 

� Under ideal conditions (well-defined property 

rights wi th competitive markets), markets can au-

tomatical ly produce the a l locat ively eff ic ient 

amounts of a l l products. 

� Environmental quality is a product 

� Ideal conditions rarely exist in the real wor ld . 

� Property rights to use many natural resources are 

not well-defined: private ownership does not exist, 

envi ronmenul quality is a public good, and exter-

nal benefits and costs are common. 

� Markets tend to produce too little environmental 

quality. 

Finding Environmental Solut ions When Markets Can' t 

Why economics? Economics provides the tools to assess the benefits and costs 

of actions which affect the environment. 

T h e good news: � Benefit-cost atuilysis may be used to determine the 

allocatively eff icient amount of environmental 

quality. 

� Environmental values which cannot be expressed 

in markets can still be estimated and taken into 

account 
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Reality: � Environmental effects are not well-known (uncer-

tainty exists). 

� Economic valuation techniquesare not a lways reli-

able. 

� Deckllnghowioaccountforfuturevahiesisdlfficult . 

ImplemenHng Environmental Solutions 

Why economics? Even if economic criteria are not used to determine the right 

level of enxfironmenlal quality, economics still provides in

sight on how to achieve a chosen level m the least costly 

manner possible. 

The good news: � Some environmental problems couid be solved by 

better defining property rights and relying on pri-

vate negotiations and the courts. 

� Market based solutions (such as emission charges 

and tradeabk! permits) can achieve a chosen level of 

environmental quality in the least costly manner. 

Reality: � Property rights to many natural resources cannot 

be adequately defined. 

� The costs of negotiating or court suits can be very 

high (especially when large numbers of people are 

Involved). 

� Regulatory approaches are seUom cost-effective. 

� Market based solutions are not used as much as 

they c o u U be. 

The Management of Natural Resource Stocks 

Why economics? Economics not only deals tvith the allocation of resources at 

a point in time, but also across time. 

The gcxxl news: � Market prices can and do reflect growing resource 

scarcity. 

� Ris ing prices encourages conservation, resource 

substitution, exploration, and the development of 

previously uneconomic deposits. 

� Price Increases are mitigated by new discoveries, 

technological developments which lower extrac-

tion/harvesting costs, and the development of new 

substitutes. 

Reality: � Ris ing prices often lead to Inefficient governmental 

Intervention 

� Market Imperfections often lead to resource exploi-

tation and Inefficient non-intervention. 
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Economic Development in a Finite Environment 

Why economics? The future of the environment will dqtnul on how his used. 

The good news: � Recycling not only reduces the amount of wastes 

put back Into the environment, it also provides a 

source of additional resources which helps con-

serve natural resources. 

� Economic development tends to slow population 

growth. 

� Economic development and environmental pro-

tection are dependent upon each other. 

Reality: � Recycling is cosdy in terms of resources required for 

collection, transportation, processing, and storage. 

� World population is growing by 1.7 per cent per 

year 

� Markets are not likely to lead to sustainable eco-

nomic development unless all costs of natural re-

source use and disposal are reflected in market 

supply and demand curves. 
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SHARING THE BENEFITS OF G R O W T H : 
TRENDS IN INCOME DISTRIBUTION 

DAVID JOHNSON 

The Austral ian economy is now wel l into its recovery phase. In compari-

son to recoveries from previous recessions it has emerged leaner, more 

con^ieritive and more diversified but also wi th a much higher level of 

unemployment and greater dispersion of incomes, or inequality. The period 

of the 1980s which led up to the last recession was one which saw fundamen-

tal changes in both the Australian economy and economies overseas ( O E C D , 

1994). The changes in Australia have been concerned with liberalisation of 

the economy (the retnoval of restrictions in the f i i u n c i a l markets, the product 

markets and most recently in the labour markets). The changes in the 

economy have been concurrent wi th changes in the political climate (see 

Kelly, 1992). According to Kelly both major political parties accept that 

continued liberalisation is necessary. 

A matter of great interest is the extent to which the projected growth 

in the economy is shared. Some commentators have suggested that the 

increase in inequality, observed in the 1980s is the result of liberalisation. ' 

W i l l growth in the 1990s reduce the level of inequality or w i l l it be bought 

wi th further widening of the gap between the haves and the have nots? 

In the remainder of this introductory section I discuss the meaning of 

growth and its relationship to inequality. In the following section I review 

growth (measured by movements in average per capita i iKome) and income 

inequality in recent times. The product of the average income and itsdistribu-

tion provides a measure of the wel l being of the society as a whole and is 

known as social welfare. Recent measures of social welfare are reported and 

finally the discussion centres on the influences on the distribution of i iKomes 

as the economy cUmbs out of recession ar>d into the medium t e r m 

The Meoning of Economic G r o w t h o n d Inequal i ty 

The most conventioixal measure of ecor>omic performance is real G D P per 

capita. Th is is the average value of the production of goods and services by 

the economy in a year. It is a measure of performance in wel l defined ma rkets 

and therefore excludes many things which contribute to the standard of 

Uvingbut which are not traded, such as acrivity in the household economy. 

' Soundwt, 1994. p. 127 oil. 
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the state of the environment, cultural and artistic activity, political freedoms, 

the level of opportimities for future growth, the psychological well-being of 

the country and so on. In Sen's (1992) terminology the space of measurement 

is restricted to income. However, provided these other attributes of the 

standard of l iv ing move in the same way as market income then real G D P per 

capita wi l l be a reasonable measure of the economic performance of the 

economy. 

Partly because of the things which real G D P per capita does not include 

(some of which have been mentioned) most observers believe that the well-

being of the country also should depend on the disinbution of weU-being 

among its members. Conventionally, among distribution measures, income 

is used as a proxy for well-being although it is subject to the same exclusions 

as those applying to average per capita real G D P , and in addition, to 

problems of attribution.' Notwithstanding these limitations, income is 

invariably the medi imi by which variations in the distribution are brought to 

account. 

A large amount of Income inequality, it is argued, occurs when the 

markets fail to allocate i iKome in a fair way because of interference wi th its 

working (by rich or power fu l people manipulating the system). I.arge differ-

ences in Income are said to be unfair, and may lead to envy, crime, social 

dysfunction etc. O n the other hand a certain degree of inequality is necessary 

to provide appropriate rewards for those people who work harder or achieve 

more in various ways . 

M e a s u r « m « n t o f Irwquol i ty 

The income d istribution may be portrayed in a number of ways. The simplest 

presentation of the distribution is obtained by showing the shares of total 

Income earned by successive quintiles of the population. A l l members of the 

population are arranged in rank order based on their income (the first 

member w i l l be the poorest and the last member the richest). T h e income of 

the first (the poorest) 20 per cent, the first quintile, is then calculated as a 

percentage of the income of the society as a whole. The shares of succeeding 

quintiles are cakMlated in turn. 

For many purposes it Is helpful to be able to describe the level of 

inequality of a pxjpulation by a single number, or summary measure. A 

common such summary measure is the G l n i index. The GinI index meas-

ures the average gap between a l l pairs of incomes in the distribution 

relative to mean income. Its value varies from one (maximum inequality) 

to zero when a l l incomes are the same (i.e. the average gap is zero). 

' For indlviduol lomiliM rttir* it a prcbUm In opptopriolaly olribu«iig ttm vdua of goownmanl 
providad or mhurlnni baiMlili lilw haoMi ond aducoiion. Ih« volu* ot I ' M low of arvicM from 
hou*ir<g ond carnumar duroblM. ond Ita vdua of volurAry UiHjr* Trovan and lichordton 
() 993) in^ihjola lha axtant (ftot Kji incoma. wtwch includas oil of tfia obora, may ba prcniad 
by eotli incama, wtnch oxduda* ol of (tw ab<wa. 
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Current estimates of inequality in Australia 

A B S (1992a) compared the distribution of gross income among different 

family groups and among a range of Income unit types, us ing data from the 

1989-90 Income, Housing and Amenit ies Survey . The principal basis for 

comparison was the quintile share of various classif icat ioiu of Income 

units. Table 10.1 shows the quintile shares of marr ied couples in column 1, 

one parent Income units In column 2, single persons In column 3 and for a l l 

Income units In column 4. The shares are the proportion of each group's 

total gross Income earned in each succeeding quintile. Column 4 shows 

that, for Austral ia In 1989-90, the first (I.e. the poorest) quintile earned 5 per 

cent of total gross Income, the second 9 per cent, the third 15 per cent, the 

fourth 24 per cent and the last (I.e. the richest) earned 47 per cent of total 

grofls Income 

The highest quintile of married couples earned 40.8 per cent of a l l gross 

income earned by married couples whi le the lowest quintile earned just 6.1 

per cent. The quintile shares for one parent and for one person Income units 

reveal slightly higher degrees of Inequa I l ly wi thin the Income unit classifica-

tions. The highest quintile of one parent inctjme unit earned 43.9 p>er cent of 

a l l Income earned by members of that classification of unit, and the highest 

quintile of one p>erson Income units earned 44.2 per cent of a l l Income earned 

by members of lhat unit 

The Gln l coefficients confirm the conclusions discussed above relating to 

the quintile shares. The highest G l i u coefficient occurred among all Income 

units taken together, 0.43, followed In order of decreasing wlihin<lasslfication 

iitequality, by one person units, one psarent units and married couple units. 

Thedegree of Inequality between classifications of unit are indicated by 

the mean incomes of each of the classifications. Married couples earned an 

average of $41650, compared to $16020 for one parent units, $17750 for one 

person units and $30160 for a l l i iKome units. That Is families of married 

couples earned more than double Ihe Income of both the single parent and 

single p>erson liKX)me units (see T a b l e 1 0 . 1 ) . 

Inequality adjusted for needs and inequality over time 

In welfare work it is often useful to relate families r«ot only by their l iKome 

but also by their needs. The device used lo n a k e families comparable on a 

needs basis are equivalence scales. These are explained as fol lows; suppxise 

a benchmark Income unit of, say, a couple wi th two children, needs an 

Income of $380 per week after tax In 1994 to m a l n u l n a certain standard of 

living Another Income unit compxised of, say, a single p>erson with no 

dependants, needs $200 after tax to attain the same standard of l iv ing . If the 

family compcaed of a couple wi th two depxnda nts Is allocated a va lue of one 

on the equivalence scale, the family compxaed of a single person has a value 

of 0,53. Equivalence scales such as this have been devised for families of 
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Table 10.1 O r e s t Incomo Shoras b y Q u i n H b , 

G i n i Cooff ic ient a n d M e a n Income of 

Income Uni t Typos , 1 9 8 9 - 9 0 

QuInHle Married One PorenI One Perioo All 

CkiM Couple Income Income Income 

Income Units Units Units Unit. 

(%l Pt) (%) 

HighMl 40.8 43.9 44.2 46.7 

Fourth 23.8 22.4 244 241 

Third 17.6 15.0 15.6 15.4 

Second 11.9 117 9.6 9 1 

Lowatt 6.1 7.0 6.2 4.5 

Gini Coefficlwri 0.35 036 0 39 0.43 

Mean Income $41,650 $16,020 $17,750 $30,160 

Source: ABS (1992a, TobU 6.S.1) 

different size, w i th different numbers of adults, and for families in which the 

head or reference person works a rtd in which he or she does not. The main set 

of equivalence scales used in Austral ia are known as the simplif ied 

Henderson scales.' 

When income Is d iv ided by the value on the equivalence scale, the 

resulting income is known as equivalent income. Using the above example, 

if the actual income of the couple and the single person was the same, say 

$25000 per year, then the equivalent income for the couple would be $25000 

whi le the equivalent income for the single person wouM be $47170. 

Table 10^ presents shares of quintiles of Australian income units for 

1981-82, 1985-86 and 1989-90. The income used in Table l O J has been 

adjtisted in two ways . In addition to the adiustment for needs, pe iso iu l 

income tax has been deducted so the measure of income is equivalent after 

tax income T h e years are shown in the headings to the columns and the 

qulntile shares of the population are shown In the first five rows. The final 

row shows the value of the G i n i coefficient (.see Table 10.2). 

The results in Table 10.2 are not strictiy comparable to those in Table 

10.1 because they refer to different populations In Table 10.2, families wi th 

self-employed and juvenile heads have been excluded. Abo, the results of 

Table 10.2 refer to equivalent after-tax income whereas Table 10.1 refers to 

gross income. Nevertheless comparing column 4 of Table 10.1 and the firvil 

' Johnson 11987} ptondas o comptakensive account ol tl<* Handarson aqutvolanca scoles 
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Table 10.2 Equhralent A f t e r - T a x R e a l Income S h a r e s a n d 

Gini Coefficients; A u s t r a l i a , 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 , 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 

a n d 1 9 8 9 - 9 0 

Shore of 1981-82 1985-86 1989 90 

(3uinhlef i%l P t | 1%) 

Highest 36.4 38.8 38.6 

Fourth 23.8 23.4 2 3 6 

Third 18.3 17.4 17.5 

Second 13.3 12.5 12.6 

LowMt 8 2 7.8 7.7 

Gini Coefficient 0.2857 0.3140 0.3124 

Sowc* CatculaNDnibyoult>oru>in9ABS|l98S, 1987 and I993c| 

column of Table 10.2 indicate much less inequality in equivalent after tax 

income than in gross income. Whereas in T a b l e l a i the highest quintile 

earned 47 per cent of the tou l in 1989-90, in T a b l e 10.2 the highest quintile 

earned 38 per cent of the total and the after-lax equivalent value of the G i n i 

coefficient is 0.3124 compared to 0.43 for gross income.* 

According to the G i n i coefficient in T a b l e 10.2, inequality increased 

between 1981-82 and 1985-86 then fell slightly between 1985-86 and 1989-90. 

The quinrile shares generally confirm this story. However there is some 

conflict in the measurement of inequality between 1985-86 and 1989-90. The 

share of the highest quintile fell but so d id the share of the lowest quintile. 

Social W e l f a r e 

Social welfare measures the we l l being of the society as a whole. A measure 

of it is the product of indexes measuring efficieiury and equity. Suppose for 

instance, that per capita G D P is the index used to measure the extent to which 

the society attains the efficiency goal, and that an inequality index such as the 

G i n i index is used to measure the extent to which society attains the equity 

goal Then a measure of social welfare is the product of real per capita G D P 

and one minus the G i n i index. 

This measure of social welfare has no intuitive meaning but the effect of 

its constmction Ls that a one per cent increase in real per capita G D P w i l l be 

offeet by a one percent fall in (one minus) the G i n i index leaving the measure 

of social welfare unchanged. That is, an implication of this measure is that 

* D M dllfatence it due Is It* eHecl at both rh* equivalence icolei ond itie loralion tyilmai M\ 

efitclt ore likely to reduce inequality Income to* it progrettive ond income uniti wilti greolir 

needi (i.e. couplet ond Ihote wiih dependonit) lend to howe lorjer income*. 
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trade-offs are possible between efficiency and equity. Taken to extremes, 

there is some very large per capita G D P which wi l l be sufficient to overcome 

really unequal incomedistributions. However it is not necessary to believe in 

a l l such trade-offs to use the welfare index in a situation where the inequality 

is not extreme. The trade-off may be accepted, only in the vicinity of the levels 

of inequality that have been recently experienced in Australia. 

The other important implication of the use of the suggested measure of 

welfare is that it is assumed that it is possible to capture the many dimensions 

of equity in the irtcome space. A s has been noted, social welfore has implica-

tions over many spaces (for instance opportunities, freedoms, health and so 

on). The following analysis supposes that income can act as a reasonable 

proxy for a l l of these. 

S o d a l wel fa re in Aus t ra l i a in recent years 

Social wel&re for Austral ia is measured in Tab le l O J for 1961-82. 1965-86 

and 1989-90, and the average annual change between 1981-82 and 1989-90. 

The rows of the table show real G D P per head, the value of (one minus) the 

G l n i index and the social welfare index defined in the previous section (see 

Tab le l O J ) . 

Over the 8 year period real G D P per head rose by an average of 2 per 

cent per year. 

However (one minus) the G i n i index declined by an average of about 0 3 

per cent per year offsetting the growth in real G D P per head so that social 

welfare grew by an annual average rate of 1.5 per cent. 

Table 10.3 Est imotM of Economic a n d Social P « r f o r m a n c « , 

A u s t r a l i a : 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 , 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 a n d 1989 -90 

Meaiura of 

P»rfonnof>c« 

1981-82 1985-86 1989-90 Average 

Annual Growth 

81-82 to 89-90 

R«3lGDP $18,344 

p« rhMd($ ) 

$19,805 $21,471 1 99% 

One mmol lh« 

Gini index 

0.7143 0.6860 0.6876 X).48% 

Welfore Index 13,103 13,586 14,763 1.50% 

Sourca: AB5 (1993) ond colculoHont by Iha oulhor kom ABS (198S, 1987 and 1992c). 
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Discussion 

The measures in Tab le 103 a l l relate to the period 1981-82 to 1989-90, a 

period in which the Australian economy emerged f rom recession into a 

period of strong growth Since then, economic growth has fallen dramati-

cally and while measuresof inequality are not yet available the likelihood is 

that it w i l l have increased irtarkedly. 

The economy is about to enter a period which the government hopes 

w i l l produce growth similar to that in the 1980s, the last period of recovery 

(White paper, 1994).' However growth over the 19805 saw a deterioration in 

irtcome distribution. The policy response to this increase in inequality was to 

target welfare groups to minimise poverty (such as the Family Allowance 

Supplement). Growth in the latter part of the 1990B w i l l require further major 

attenhon to the interaction of growth and the welfare system. Both wi l l be 

affected by continued liberalisation of the economy. Specific developments 

which are likely to fwrticularly affect distribution are: 

� continued microeconomic reform, privatisation, government spending 

restraint and reduction in size of government; 

� increase in enterprise bargaining and widening of wage relativities 

between different groups of workers; 

� increased fiexibility in production (better utilisation of capital, mult i-

skilling, increase in available work being part-time); 

� sharper focusing of policy so that for instance welfare policies are 

enacted through the welfare system rather than through labour markets. 

These changes are likely to have diverse eftects on distribution: 

� liberalisation is likely to lead to the removal of distributional goals from 

^ t o r and product market policies and w i l l necessitate the formulation 

of stronger policies in the area of social security to maintain the welfare 

role of government; 

e increases in enterprise bargaining arc l ikely to widen wage relativities, 

increasing earnings inequality; 

� inrrea.sed flexibility in the production process is l ikely to promote 

increased flexibility of work ing arrangenoents (i iKreases in part-time 

employment at the expeitse of full-time employment wi l l increase 

inequality but reduced overtime w i l l reduce it); 

' Tha M f o g a growth par coprio m lha aconomy over lha period 1981.£2 to 198990 w a s 1 99 

paroBfilp a. Tha populotioe grew at on orwHioJ oMroga rola or 1.5 per oael sotha growth in 

#ia acoAOMiy « m 3 5 par cant Tha hrsi two )W3rs ol this pariod ciy^rad a reoeiaion; in lha 

nmntritm. from 1983.83 to 1989 90 tha annual ovaroga rota oi growth wos 4 3 par cent 

Tha jovarnmaBl hos aimed to produce ovaroga annual growth of 5 per cent in ordec to maal 

Hs unemployment reduction torgat 
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� government spending restraint wi l l lead to continued targeting of 

welfare benefits; 

� should l l occur, strong growth w i l l increase the number of jobs and 

reduce inequality. 

Perhaps one of the more Interesting areas of likely change concerns the 

way in which continued liberalisation wil l impact on the formulation of 

sodal security policy. Most economists, including this author, would argue 

that policies in many areas are bedevilled by confUcting goals. For instance, 

labour market legislation requires businesses to pay for the cost of meeting 

social objectives l ike the provision of maternity and paternity leave. The 

argument is not about whether there should or should not be maternity and 

paternity leave, it is about how their cost should be met. Under present 

arrangements employers p>ay for them so there is a disiTKentive to employ 

people who are potential mothers and fathers. If government thinks that 

encouraging reproduction i s a goal worthy of support then payrr^ ts should 

be made by govenunent rather than by businesses. 

A major challenge is to devise policies for growth which increase 

economic performance both currently and in the future but also maintain the 

social infrastructure needed to minimise inequality and maximise social 

welfare. 
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D E E T Department of Education, Employment and Training 

E P A C Economic Planning and Advisory Council 

E Q P Equipment 
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C A T T General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

G D P Gross Domestic Product 

GDP(A) average of GDP(E) , (D and (P) measures. 

GDP(E) Gross Domestic Product by Sum of Final Expenditures 

GDP(I) Gross Domestic Product by Sum of Incomes 

GDP(P) Gross Domestic Produa by Sum of Gross Product 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

aggregate demand 

arbitration 

'ask' order 

barter system 

benefit-cost analysis 

'bid ' order 

biodiversity 

black market 

b ra i iu lonn 

broker 

brokerage 

certifteate agreements 

capital 

the total demand for goods and services gener-

ated by the sum of allspending in the economy. 

in iitdustrial relations refers to an arrangenwnt 

whereby disputing parties are given a rul ing by 

an independent bod y, a state industrial tribunal 

or the Australian Industrial Relations Commis-

sion. 

an order to sell a particular quantity of a share 

on the stock exchange at a nominated price. 

the exchange of gtmds for goods rather than 

money. 

a n analysis comparing the costs of a project wi th 

the resultant benefits, to determine whether the 

benefits outweigh Ihe costs. 

an order to buy a particular quantity of a share 

on the stock exchange at a nominated price. 

large range of l iv ing things. 

a market operating outside regulations to avoid 

tax or controls. 

a group of people rapidly listing ideas which 

come into their heads when ihlnking about a 

topic. 

a person who is a member of the Australian 

Stock Exchange. Only a broker can trade in 

shares on the exchange. 

the feecharged by a broker for executing a trade 

on Ihe slock exchange. 

enterprise agreements reached by employees 

represented by a trade union in negotiation with 

an emptoyer. 

oneof the factors of production. I l may be man-

made or a natural resource e.g. machinery, wa-

ter resources. 

competency-based approach 

concept map 

educatlngby defining thespecifk:.skillsrequired 

for a )ob and teaching these skills. 

charts the relationship between concepts. 
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Consumer F*rk:e Index (CPI ) measures changes over time in the price of a 

basket of goods and services bought by house-

holds. 

consumption der iv ing satisfaction f rom the use of goods and 

services. That pan of income not saved. 

trend to acquire numerous qualifications. 

when a trade i s recorded in the market for a 

share, this occurs when the 'market b id ' is equa 1 

to or higher than the 'market ask'. 

is a record of the receifHs and payments for 

goods, services, income and traiisfers sold to 

and obtained f rom the external sector. 

a tax levied on goods imported f rom anodter 

country. 

involves a contractual obligation to repay the 

initial amount lent plus interest. 

the cost of environmental protection services, 

used in calculating the 'environmentally ad-

justed G D P . 

an allowance made for wear a i x l tear on a 

nation's capital dur ing a given period. 

a traditional, mostly agricultural economy with 

low per capita Income and consumption, also 

known as a ' third wor ld ' economy. 

discounted cash flow analysis 

a mathematical means of discounting a series of 

payments, due over future periods, to a single 

amount in 'today's' money 

pan payment out of company profits to share-

holders. 

credentialism 

'crossed' 

current account balance 

customs duty 

debt finance 

'defensive expenditiires' 

depreciation (capital) 

developing economy 

dividends 

dumping 

economic benefits 

enterprise bargaining 

the selling of goods in another country at a price 

that is below the cost at which those goods are 

produced in the home country. G A T T prohibits 

the practice but it is a lways difficult to prove. 

improvements in the satisfaction of wants and 

needs. 

the process of direct negotiation on wages and 

work ing condit ions between employer and 

employee within an individual enterprise. 
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enterpris* flexibility agreements 

enterprise agreement negotiated directly by 

employees and their employer. 

environmentally adjusted G D P 

is o b t a i i ^ by subtracting the environmental 

protection services from GDP. 

equity savings/f lnance finaiuring of investment through the f low of 

funds from the shareholder to the corporation. 

It represents ownership and Is in rettim for a 

share in profits. 

equivalence scales a set of scales devised so thai families can be 

compared on a needs basis. It demonstrates the 

different Income configurations of family units 

needed to attain a comparable standard of l iv-

ing. The main one used in Australia is the 

simplified Herwlerson scale. 

equivalent income incomedividedby the value on the equivalence 

scale of the family earning the income. 

European Exchange Rate Mechanism ( E R M ) 

a monetary system for the European Commu-

nity set up to provide stable but flexible ex-

change rales for its members. Members keep 

their currency exchange rates within a margin 

of a few per cent either side of a central rate. 

exogenous variable a variable used in an economic model but whose 

value is not determined within the model e.g. 

the demand for exports in a model of Ihe Aus-

tralian economy. 

expenditure approach to G D P 

G D P ( E ) measures the final expenditures on 

goods and services, adding on the contribuHon 

of exports and deducting the value of imports. 

extenuil benefit side effect of production that impacts favour-

ably on pKople who are not directly involved in 

the production process e.g. education, as the 

whole economy benefits from education not 

just the people who receive it. 
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external cost 

externalities 

factor market 

feasibiUly study 

financial market 

fiscal policy 

fiscal stimulus 

'flow-of-funds' 

fringe benefits tax 

side effect of production that impacts unfavour-

ably on people who are not directly involved in 

the production process e.g. air pollution f rom a 

factory, noise f rom aeroplanes. 

costs (or benefits) that arise f r o m econoiiuc ac-

tivity that accrue to others than those responsi-

ble for the activity e.g. water pollution, noise, 

(see also external costs and external benefits.) 

the market for factors of production where fac-

tor prices are set wh ich beconxe the incomes for 

the owners of production e.g. the labour market 

sets wages. 

a survey or analysis of the need, value and 

practicability of a proposed enterprise. 

that market w h i c h enables f u n d s to f l ow 

smoothly and efficiently from those who wish 

to lend to t hose who wish to borrow. 11 includes 

banks, building societies, ftrtaiKe companies 

and the short-term money market. 

refers to use of the federal budget by the govern-

ment to influence the level of economic activity, 

resource allocation and inconte distribution. 

Changes in the level and composition of gov-

emnient taxaHon and expenditure are used as 

fiscal iiistruments to achieve these goals. 

iiKrease in t he level of economic activity through 

rising government spending relative to govern-

ment revenue e.g. btidget deficits. 

a national accounting technique which records 

total money f lows in the community; including 

income flows, expenditure on consumption and 

investment goods and reallocadoru of exlsHng 

assets e.g. exchange of money for capital e q u i p 

ment. 

a tax imposed on most emptoyment benefits, 

other than wages and salaries, received by em-

ployees e.g. use of a company car, .subsidised 

home loans. It is paid by the employer. 
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G D P deflator 

G i n i coefficients 

G l n i index 

global competitiveness 

green house emissions 

greenfields operation 

gross income 

an index o f Ihe prices of the goods and services 

in G D P which is used to calculate G D P at con-

stant prices. 

a measure of inequality (usually income) based 

on the Lorenz Curve . It is the ratio of the area 

between Ihe Lorenz curve and Ihe diagonal line 

and the total area under the diagonal line itself. 

A higher C i n i coefficient shows greater in equal 

Ity. 

describes Ihe level of inequality of income in a 

population. I l is Ihe average gap between all 

pairs of incomes in the distribution relative to 

mean income. 

producing goods at least as efficiently as our 

trading partners, that is at Ihe same cost. 

carbon dioxide which is released into the atmos-

phere by man's activity and which causes the 

earth's temperature to rise in Ihe same manner 

as glass heals up a greenhouse i.e al lowing Ihe 

radiant energy of Ihe sun in and trapping Ihe 

heat there. 

a newbiis inessora newoperation of an existing 

company allowing a fresh start in industrial 

relalioru. 

gross return 

human capital theory 

the measure of income before any deducHorw 

have been made e.g. tax. 

the return before any deduction for costs. 

refers to the Improvemeni of Ihe h u n u n capital 

of a nation by improving their skil ls through 

education. I l assumes a link between education 

and productivity arKl productivity and earn-

ings. 

implicit price deflator ( IPD ) a price index which is calculated by comparing 

movements in G D P in current and constant 

prices. I l allows calculafion of real rates of 

growth. 

import price imlex measures changes over time of the price of 

imports. 
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imputatioits Ihese are estimated values for goods and serv-

ices not sold in the market place e.g. the rent for 

a dwel l ing owned aiKl occupied by the owner. 

' i iKome approach' to G D P GDP(1) measures the sum of incomes accruing 

from production. 

income distribution measure of spread of rat ional income through-

out the populaHon of a country. 

iitdusirial relations the relationship between employers and em-

ployees in particular to the setting of wages and 

working conditions. It occurs at three levels: at 

the work place, between unions and employer 

representatives and in industrial courts and 

commissions. 

industrialised economies economies which have large-scale industries 

which use mechanical power, have a small agri-

culti iral work force and a wel l developed capi-

tal market. 

inflation a sustained rate of increase in the general level 

of prices accompanied by a fall in the value of 

money. 

iitfbnnal economy the economy outside regulation and taxation, 

substantially a traditional barter system. 

infrastructure goods and services such as power, transporta-

tion, housing, education and health, regarded 

as essential for the development of a modem 

economy. 

input-output production analysis 

a quantitative study whereby a l l traruactions 

involved in the sale of products and services 

within and economy during a given period are 

arranged in a square indicating simultaneously 

the sectors producing ai>d the sectors receiving 

delivery of goods and services. 

intermediate consumption Ihe cost of goods and services used up in the 

process of production. 

interna tiona I markets the sale of goods and services between na l ior« . 
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investment 

investor 

joint venturers 

liberalisation 

macroeconomics 

market 

'market ask' 

market bid ask spread' 

'market bid' 

market trai\sactions 

microeconomic reform 

for the economist it is the creation of capital 

goods to be used in further production. How-

ever for the businessman it is the purchase of 

stock exchange securities, government securi-

ties and securities issued by fliuncial Institu-

tions. 

a f>erson who forgoes current cof\sumpiton to 

buy shares in a company, government securi-

ties or .securities issued by financial Institutions 

in order to make a future profit, 

an uniiKorporated contractual association be-

tween parties formed for a specific project. They 

share the costs and in any resulting output and 

profits. 

freeing up of the economy by the removal of 

restrictions on the operation of markets. 

the branch of economics relating to the whole 

economy such as aggregate economic activity 

including output, income, employment and 

prices. 

any situation in which people buy and sell an 

itemorarangeof items. It need not be a physical 

location. 

on the stock exchange, the lowest 'ask' order 

price in the market at the time. 

on the stock exchange, the difference between 

the 'market bid' and the 'market ask*. 

on the stock exchange, the highest 'bid' order 

price in the market at the time. 

a transaction of buying or selling goods, serv-

ices or financial investments. 

policies designed to improve the efficiency and 

productivity at the individual industry or mar-

ket level to make Australia more internationally 

competitive e.g. reform of waterfront work 

practices, reducing taiiSfs, enterprise bargain-

ing in the labour market. They nmove impedi-

ments to resource allocation and restore incen-

tives for economic agents. 
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multiskllling 

liational accounts 

national expenditure 

national income 

national wealth 

natural resources 

net return 

North American Free Trade 

off-market transaction 

O R A N I m o d e l 

per capita G D P 

price volatility 

training labour in several tasks so that they can 

be used flexibly in the work place 

a fo rmof statisfical reporfingdesigned to reveal 

the economic Impact of the experviiture under-

taken by different sectors of the economy and 

where they get the money to finance that ex-

perviiture 

the s u m of a l l f inal expenditures on g(X)ds and 

services (i.e. those goods and services which are 

not processed any further), adding on the con-

tribution of exports and deducting the value of 

imports. 

the net Income accruing within a given period to 

residents wi thin a country for their services in 

supplying factors of production at home and 

overseas, plus indirect taxes less subsidies. 

the total stock of assets of a country. They repre-

sent goods which can be cortsumed or stored for 

satisfaction of future wants. 

the factor of production ' land' , including min-

eral deposits, water supply, ttmber and soil 

fertility. 

the return after a l l costs have been deducted. 

Agreement 

an agreement between Canada, Mexicoand the 

U S A to promote free trade by eliminating re-

strkrtioiu on the flow of goods, services and 

investments. 

a private agreement to trade shares. 

complex macroeconomic model of the Austral-

ian economy containing hundreds of variables 

and used for econometric modelling research. 

gross domestic product divided by the size of 

the total population. 

rapid movement, both up and down, of prices. 
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privatisation 

pr imary volume risk 

product market 

'production approach' to 

public good 

quintile 

rale of return 

rational investment rule 

real G D P 

recycling 

' round trip trade' 

royalties 

action taken to sell off part or all of a public asset 

to the private sector. I t cana l so take lheformof 

compelirive tendering by the private sector for 

Ihe right to provkle public services or contract-

ing out of services previously provided by the 

public sector. 

the ability of customers toabsofb production. In 

an extremely large project, this risk is reduced 

by having contracts of sale written before the 

project is begun. 

those markets in which buyers and sellers trade 

in fiscal goods artd services. 

CDP 

G D P ( P ) sums Ihe gross product of all industries. 

a good which or>ce created is available to a l l 

consumers and cannot be wilhhekl f rom one 

individual without being wilhhekl f rom al l . It 

must be provided communally e.g. clean air. 

one fifth of the group being studied. 

the profit arising out of an investment, expressed 

as a percentage of the sum invested 

the expected rale of return of a project must 

exceed the rate of return required by its owner. 

the total value of final goods atKl services pro-

duced within a country in a specified period of 

time adjusted so that it i s measured in 'constant 

dollar terms' and therefore can be compared 

one year to another. 

to treat waste ( o U bottles, paper etc.) so lhal 

new products can be manufactured f rom ihem. 

the process of buying and then selling shares. 

a monetary reward provkled by those whoben-

efi i f rom the use of a product owned by some-

one else, usually measured as a percentage of 

receipts from sales. 
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'satellite accounts' 

savings 

seasonally adjusted 

secondary boycotts 

secunties 

share 

sharehokiers 

social infrastructure 

social security 

stamp duty 

sustainable development 

accounting statements separate fiom, but con-

sistent wi th , the system of national accounts, 

providing supplementary data which can be 

used in conjurtction with the data in those n«-

tioftal accounts e.g. natural resource a i K l envi -

ronment accounting aitd unpaid household 

work accounts. 

thai part of irwome not consiuned and used to 

firwuKe inveslmeni spending. 

an alteration to lime series data to a l low the 

underlyingtrend tobediscemed. It removes Ihe 

effect on Ihe data of influences unique lo that 

time period e.g. the effect of Chris tmas holidays 

on production statistics. 

ittdustrial action by unioruagai iut an empkiyer 

who isn't their employer. It can take the form of 

actionagainsi other companiesunless they cease 

to trade with the company a l the centre of Ihe 

dispute. 

investments offered by a company or authority 

e.g. shares, debentures, bonds. 

an equity or piart ownership of a company. 

the owners of public arkl private companies' 

paid up capital. 

the network of services in a society which are 

essential for its cohesion and for Ihe efficient 

functioning of Ihe economy. They irtclude the 

transportation and communication systems, 

education and water supply. 

govemmentpaymentsloguaranleea min imum 

standard of l iv ing for all sectors of Ihe popula-

tion, particularly those who cannot work or are 

uitable to f i i x l work. 

i sa guvemmeni lax on transactions which trans-

fer ownership of an asset e.g. sale of shares, cars 

or houses. 

the rate of economic development a iv l resource 

coiMumption that is compatible with preserv-

ing Ihe natural environment in the longer term. 
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sustainable G D P is the difference between environmentally-ad-

justed G D P a n d environmental costs such as the 

degradation of the environment. 

time series are data observations for an indicator over a 

certain time period. 

third world economies countries wi th a low per capita iiKome, com-

monly found in A s i a , Af r i ca , Latin America and 

the Mkldle East. 

Trade Weighted Index ( T W D a n i ix lex which gives an indication of move-

ments in the value of the Australian dollar com-

pared with the currencies of our major trading 

panners, weighted according to their share of 

Australian trade. 

trade value 

trading b k x 

transaction costs 

trended series 

'underlying* terms 

wage relativities 

welfare policy 

western economies 

the price times the volume of the trade e.g. 

shares. 

a grouping of nations for the purpose of foster-

ing closer aivJ more liberal trade between the 

members. 

for investment are s u m p duty, brokerage and 

b id / a sk spreads. In general, transaction costs 

are any costs inoirred in doing business. 

the general long-term movement of a time se-

ries. 

the fundamental rate when seasonal, one off or 

policy induced influences on p>rices are dis-

carded. 

the variation in wage rates for different occupa-

tions and between different enterprises, 

federal and state government cash payments 

and benefits in kind to low income earners, the 

aged, unemployed, the sick and disabled menv 

bers of society. 

those developed capitalist economies associ-

ated with countries in Westem Europe, America, 

Japan, Australia and New Zealand.These econo-

mies have high per capita incomes reflecting 

high levels of development. 
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AFTA 

APEC 

ASEAN 

103-104 

102- 104 

103- 104 

Asia 100-105 

and AFTA 103-104 

and APEC 102-104 

and ASEAN 103-104 

Australia's attitude to 

100-101,104-105 

need for trade with 102 

potential for trade 104-105 

requirements for trade 104-105 

Asia Pacific Economic Co-opera-

tion 102-103 

bid/ask spreads 67-70 

brokerage fees 65-67 

business confidence index 25 

certified agreements 58-59 

Qements Report 1991 93-96 

Commonwealth IR Reform Act 

1993 56^1 

concept maps 74-84 

applkrations 78-79 

common pitfalls 78 

introducing in classroom 76-77 

implications for teaching 77-78 

modified example 80 

structure 75 

value of 79,84 

consumer prices 46 

international comparisons 46 

current account balance 45 

inlemational comparisons 45 

discounted cash flow analysis 90 

Earth Summit 81-83 

economic conditions 24-27 

economic development 

and sustainable development 

108 

economic forecasts 24-28,31-32 

economic growth 5,16-19, 24-33 

and education 5 

and employment 18-19 

and inequality 116-120 

and microeconomic reform 

32-33 

contribution of investment 

16-18 

effect on income distribution 

122 

impact of external sector 28 

impact on employment 18-19 

impact of fiscal policy 30-32 

impact of infladon 28-29 

impact of monetary pwlicy 29 

latest trends 24-33 

measuresof 10-21,116-117 

economics education 

and sustainable development 

111-114 

teaching economics 74-88 

education 2-8 

economics 74-88 

economic value of 2-3 

for changing technology 5-7 
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link with economic growth 5 

recent trends 2-5 

standards 6 

to develop innovators 6-7 

to foster trade in Asia 101 

vocational 6-7 

emptoyment 18-19,48-53 

changing composition 48-53 

composition by age 49 

composition by ijidustry 50-51 

composition by occupation 

51-53 

composition by sex 47,49 

full time versus part time 

47-51 

growth of part time 47,49 

employment growth 38 

International comparisons 

42 

enterprise bargaining 58-59,122 

enterprise flexibility agreements 59 

environmental economics 

81-83,108-114 

environment 108-114 

aiKl economic growth 108-114 

in national accounts 20-21 

equi va lence scales 119-120 

expenditure approach 12-14 

external sector 28 

fat questions 84-85 

fiscal policy 29-31 

fortujie lines 85-86 

G A I T 102 

GDP estimation 

GDP(A) 

GDP(E) 

GDWI) 

GDP(P) 

13-14 

12 

12 

12 

12 

GDP measurement 12-19 

Australia and OEGD 26 

constant price estimate 15-16 

expenditure approach GDP(E) 

12,14 

GDP(A) 12,17 

income approach GDP(I) 12,14 

international comparisons 

39-41 

production approach GDP(P) 

1Z14 

real GDP 15-16 

sustainable GDP 20-21 

Gini index 117-120 

human capiul theory 3-5 

implicit price deflator 16 

imputations in GDP 15 

environmentally adjusted GDP 

20-21 

unpaid household work 19-20 

income approach 12-14 

income inequality 

current estimates for Australia 

118-123 

measures of 117-123 

Industrial Relations Reform Act 

1993 56*1 

and secondary boycotts 60 

enterprise bargaining 58-60 
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greenflelds operations 57 

purpose of 56 

termination under 57-58 

inequality 117-120 

adjustment for needs 118-120 

current estinutes of 118 

measurement of 117-121 

inflation 

and GDP 15-16 

and external sector 28-29 

international comparisons 46 

investment 

and economic growth 16-18 

and savings 70 

costs of 64-65 

decision making 64 

In North West Shelf Project 

90-97 

in trade Mrith Asia 101-105 

Impact of NWS Project on93-96 

potential in Asia 104-105 

projections 27-28 

purpose of 64 

ways to increase 70 

labour costs 

international comparisons 44 

monetary policy 29 

labour force growth 

intematioital comparisons 

38 

42 

labour productivity 30, 38 

LNG 90-93 

long term unemployment 53-55 

macroeconomic effects of NWS 

prqect 94 

microeconomic reform 32-33,122 

national accounting 10-16,19-21 

Australia's system of 11-21 

current issues 19-21 

description of 11-21 

development of 10 

environmental accounting 

20-21 

measurement of 12-14 

presentation of 14-15 

satellite accounts 10,19-21 

unpaid household work 19-20 

national accounts fur Australia 

11-12.14-15 

natural gas 92-97 

natural resource accounting 20 

North West Shelf Gas Project 90-97 

contribution to Australia 92-96 

description 90-92 

impact on economy 93-% 

map of 91 

risks of 96-97 

ORANl model 

POE exercises 

93-96 

86-88 

production 

intematioTtal comparisons 

measurement 

production approach 

26,39 

11- 12 

12- 14 

production possibilties curve 

108-111 

real GDP 15,39 

risk aiKd uncertainty 96-97 
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satellite accounts 10 

savings 

aitd investment 70 

ways of increasing 70 

share trading 64-71 

and bid /ask spreads 67-69 

and brokerage fees 65-66 

and stamp duty 65, 70-71 

and transaction costs 69 

costs of 64-70 

skinny questions 84-85 

SNA 10 

social wel^e 

changes over time 121 

in Australia 121 

measure of 120-122 

stamp duty 65 

sustainable development 

81-83,108-114 

and production possibilities 

curve 109-111 

management o( 113 

the role of economics 111-114 

the role of the market 112 

versus economic development 

108 

teaching economics 74-88 

with concept maps 74-84 

with fat and skinny questions 

84-85 

with fortime lines 84-85 

with POE method 8 6 ^ 

unemployment 37,43,53-55 

and GDP 36 

and microeconomic reform 32 

changing composition of 53-55 

composition by age 54-55 

composition by irtdustry 55 

composition by s«x 55 

forecasts 3237-41,48 

bi Germany 40-4\ 

in Japan 40-41 

in Sweden 40-41 

international comparisons 43 

long term 53-55 

profile of unemployed 55 

rates of 37,43,54 

unit labour costs 44 

trade 

with Asia 100-105 
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economics 
education » 

review 
Over 900 secondary schools and colleges subscribe to TTic Lconomks 

Education Rn'im>, a qualityl6-page economics newsletter published 

by the Economics Education Resource Centre for teachers, librarians 

and students. It offers up-to-date information on the Australian 

economy with a bi-monthly coverage of the important developments 

in economic theory and policy issues such as unemployment and 

economic management. 

orionms 
' "review 

� CAU and the UniguOf Round 

� Wntpa Iconomc hnKOM 

... V 

Features of The Economics Education Rei'ieu- include: 

� three articles per issue by leading economists; 

� questions for students at the end of each article; 

� Westpac forecasts on key economic indicators; 

� news on EERC professional development activities. 

Top quality articles have been commissioned for 1995 and teachers 

inay order class sets of The Economics Educatum Review or subscribe on 

behalf of their department or school library 

Available from: The Economics Education Resource Centre 

PO Box 92 St Leonards NSW 2065. 

Ph: (02)438 4377 � Fax: (02)439 7310 
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